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Youn~ Wild West Defying His Enemies
ARIETTA AND THE DEATH CAVE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER 1,

"Why, centainly. What difference does it make where
we go? We haven't anything particularly on hand. Every~ ·
YOUNG WILD WEST LEAVES ALBUQUERQUE.
thing seems to be going along ni~ely at our mines, if reports we have received would indicate anything. All we have
Young Wild West and the tried and true companions who got to do is to draw what money we want from the bank
traveled with him on his horseback trips through the wild- here, and then strike out. Of course it won't take long
est parts of the West, in search of excitement, adventure and to stock up with the provisions and few things we are
fortune, had stopped for a couple of days at Albuquerque, lacking. Well, we will strike out at seven to-morrow mornNew Mexico.
ing. I will tell the proprietor that we would like to have
It was not the first time they had been at the hustling breakfast shortly after six."
city in the Rockies, and of course they had a few acThat settled it, as Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart well
quaintances there.
knew, 'for when Young Wild West once said a tbiong, be
But they had all become so used to camping out, that always meant it.
.
life at the principal hotels, where they had found accommoAs the characters of our story are no doubt familiar to the
dations, grew irksome after they had been there but a day. reader, it will be hardly necessary for us to give a long de" Well, boys, " Young Wild West said to his partners, as scription of them.
they were retiring on the second night, "I reckon we had
Suffice it to say that Young Wild West, though but a boy,
better strike out in the morning and see if we can find any- had won a reputation such as few men could ever hope to atthing to stir us up. It is pretty dull here, though there tain, by his daring deeds and strict endeavor to do the right
seems to be plenty goiag on all the time. "
thing at all times.
"That's what's ther matter, Wild, " Cheyenne Charlie, the
He had accomplished much tluring his horseback rides
scout, answered, with a nod of approval. " I've got dis- through the region known as the Wild West.
gusted with seein' so many people goin' around. Let's git'
Of course he had made many friends, but his enemies were
somewhere so we kin breathe ther fresh air ag'ln an' shoot numerous, too, for never
did he neglect
opportunity
plenty of game. If we can't find no other game, we might to break up a bad gang of outlaws or rout an
a troublesome
run across some rascally redskins or an outlaw gang or some- band of bad Indians.
thin '. There ain't nothin' like excitement ter keep a feller in
As be had struck it rich when he was barely sixte·en years
good health. Why, if I was ter stay here for about a week, of age, the boy had more than a sufficient income to pay
all
blamed if I wouldn't lose my appetite."
his expenses in pursuing his favorite hobby, which
to
" I agree partl y with what Charlie says, Wild," Jim Dart, hunt up excitement and adventure, as has alreadywas
been
the other pa rtner of our dashing young hero, spoke up, with said.
a smile. " I heard a couple of men talking about the mining
Jim Dart was a boy about Wild's age, and
tho rough
cam p where silver ore has been struck in ' rich quantities. Westerner, at that, for, like Wild , he had beena born
It is located close to the Rio Puerco River, up in the Navajo reared in the West, and during a time when law and and
Mountains, and is about fifty miles from here. They are was something almost entirely out of the question and order
Indians
already tal king of running a branch of the railroad up there, were continually raiding the white settlers
in an endeavor to
but from what I could hear, I hardly think that will ever force them back to civilization.
com e to pass. There might be something worth while up
Cheyenne Charlie was wha t might
called a veteran scout,
t here, so I would suggest that If we are going to leave though he was scarc·ely more than be
ten years the senior of
here to-morrow, we take the trail to the northeast. We ought the boys.
to ride to th e new mining camp in a day, even though the
The bravery and daring of Young Wild West and his two
traveling might be a little rough."
partners was beyond question, tµough it might be said that
"Well, it won't make much difference whether we get there the scout lacked the judgment that was possessed
by bis
to-morrow or not, Jim, " the boy who had won the title of dashing young leader, antl that Ji
m Dart al ways walted to
Champion Deadshot of the West answered, with a smile, receive an order before he acted, unless
he was alone, ood
as he brushed back bis long light chestnut hair. "I reckon then he usually did the right thing.
if we take it along easy and go into camp about sunset, it
Charlie was a little too impulsive, and was apt to Jo:,ie
will be all right. Then we could strike Highup Flat, as you hi& tempter quickly.
call it, some time the next morning."
This very often got him into tro uble; but thanks to hi11
"So you are inclined to go up that way, then?"
skill and somewhat s tubborn nature, he always got out of it.
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Sometimes, however, Young Wild West came in the nick of o'clock. You haven't a great deal of time, because it is
time to save him.
nearly six now. Just go and tell Anna and Eloise that we
The three were removing their rather , fancy bunting suits are going to leave here shortly after breakfast, which will
of buckskin, preparatory to going to bed when the conver- bo ready somewhere around six."
sation started, and since it was settled now, there was
"All right, Wild," and the girl hastily entered the hotel.
nothing more said about it, and soon the light had been exA few minutes later alf three of them came out and then
tingulsbed and they were in the land of dreams.
it took but a few words to inform th·e m just what they were
But true to the rule he had set down, Young Wild West going to do.
was awake shortly after daylight.
The breakfast bell rang almost before they were ready for
When he began stirring about the room his partners were it, but it was not long before the six were sitting at the table
not long in getting up, and a few minutes later they wer·e in the comfortable dining room.
all downstairs in the hotel office.
In spite of the fact that Cheyenne Charlie said be would
The proprietor had not shown up yet, but Wild had no Jose his appetite if he remained there much longer, he ate
difficulty in making the clerk understand that they wanted heartily enough on this morning.
their breakfast a iittle earlier than usual, so the order was
The rest did the same, and when the meal was over with
promptly given to the cook.
Young Wild West went into the office and paid the bill.
"Now then, Charlie," .said our h'ero, nodding to the scout,
By this time there were a few loiterers standing about the
"I reckon you had better rout the Chinamen out. They hotel.
are sleeping in the loft of an out-house in the rear, as you
Such men are always to be found at such places, so there
know."
was nothing strange in this.
"Right yer are, Wild," and the scout gave a grin and
But Chllyenne Charlie happened to notice that one man in
promptly went around to the rear of the building.
particular was paying more than ordinary attention to them,
He knew just where to go, and it was not long before though he bad nothing to say whatever.
he had two typical Chinamen hurriedly attiring themselves.
He sized him up pretty well, and then called the attention
Th·ey were Hop Wah and Wing Wah, brothers who had of the young deadshot to him.
been in the employ of Young Wild West a nd his frie nd s
"That feller seems to be a stranger around he1'e, Wild,··
quite some time.
Hop was called the handy man, while Wing was the cook. Charlie whispered. "He's been watchin' eve1-y move we·ve
If it had not been that Hop had proved of such vaJu·e to been makin', too. I don't like ther looks of him much.
them by saving their lives on more than one occasion, the Them piercin' black eyes of his seems ter have mischief
chances are his services would not have been needed, and in 'em."
they could have got along very well with the cook alone.
"Well, I don't know, Charlie," was the reply, but our
But Hop had become a fixture to the party, and since hero took a good look at the man, just the same.
, Wing was one of the slow and easy Chinamen who always
He came to the same conclusion that the scout had.
do as they are told and never complain, he was quite lilrnly
He decided that the man was watching them for some parto hold his job as long as he cared to.
ticular purpose.
,
There was another thing about the heathen called Hop.
Walldng over to the clerk, h·e observed, in a casual sort of
He was a. very clever sleight-of-hand performer, and h'e way:
·
never lost a chance to play a practical joke on someone
"Is that fellow standing there by the door a stranger?"
when the opportunity afforded.
"Yes," was the reply, "I was wondering where he came
He had his failings, of course, but it is bard to find anyone from so early. I don't remember ever having seen him bewho is perfect, so one would hardly think of looking for it fore. A rough-looking fellow, too."
·
in a "heathen Chinee."
"Yes, rather rough. So you never saw him before?
The scout told them that they were going to leave at seven,
"No, not that I remember."
sharp, so th·ey knew just what to do.
"All right; it is nothing. I merely asked the question,
When he saw them looking after the horses and getting that's all, for it struck me that he was not much acquainted
ready to load the two which carried the camping outfit and here."
supplies, Charlie went on back to the front of the hotel and
It was just a few minutes before seven when the horses
found Wild and Jim sitting on the porch, taking in the beauty were led around to the front of the hotel, and by this time
of the early morning.
quite a little crowd had gathered, for many had become acThere were but few people astir, for it is not everyone who quainted with Young Wild west and his friends, and having
rises early, in Albuquerque.
heard of his wonderful and daring exploits, they were quite
"Well, ther two heathens is workin' ter git ready, Wild," interested in him.
the scout informed the young deadshot. 'I s'pose you have, "Which way are yer headin' now Young Wild West?" a
sent v.:ord to ther gals ~,° Jet 'em know that we're ·g oin' man who was a deputy sheriff. asked, as Wild was assisting
ter strike out putty soon.
Arietta to mount her cream-white broncho.
"Not yet, Charlie,'' our hero answered. "They are generally ·
"Well, we haven't exactly made up our minds where we
early risers, you know, so it won't be long before they will
show up. They won't be surprised any, because it is not will go next, sheriff, " was the reply. "But I think we will
the first t_ime that we have started off rather unexpectedly." strike out for Highup Flat, and see what sort of a place it is."
"Well, yer won't find much up there. I understand ther
The giI1s referred to were Arietta Murdock, Young Wild
West's golden-haired sweetheart; Eloise Gardner, the sweet- place ain't got more than fifty or sixty population. There's
some talk of there bein' lots of silver-ore up there. But
heart of Jim Dart, and Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie.
The latter could hardly be called a girl, since she was I don:t know. I've heard such stories afore, an' I never
somewhere between twenty and thirty, and was a married believe in what I hear."
"Well, we might find a little excitement up there. I must
woman.
But that made little difference to our hero and his partners. say it is pretty dull in Albuquerqu·e just now."
"Well, it ain't generally that way, but I must say it has
They invariably spoke of them ~s "the girls," so such they will
been somewhat quiet since you have been stayin' here. You
be called.
Young Wild West was right when he said it would not be may have had somethin' ter do with that," and th'e sheriff
,
long before the girls would show up, for in less than fifteen chuckled.
"Well, I don't know about that. Why should I have
minutes Arietta came out upon the porch and looked in·
anything to do with it?" Wild asked, curiously.
quiringly at the three who were taking it easy.
"Well, there's a putty tough set of men scattered about
After bidding them good morning, she turned to her young
this here town, an' maybe they might have heard that you
lover and said:
.
"I don't know just why it is, but it strikes me that didn't like sich ones as they are. That would sorter keep
'em quiet like, yer know."
you intend to leave here pretty soon, Wild."
"Oh, pshaw, sheriff! I reckon there is no one here in
"Who told you, Et?" was the smiling r~ply.
"No one, but when I see you three sitting together so 'e arly Albuquerque who is afraid of me."
in the morning, I always think that something is up. I
"Don't yer believe that, Young Wild West. There's plenty
suppose you are all tired of staying here in this town."
of ' em here as is afraid as death of yer. They know mighty
"Well, aren't you a little tired, Et?"
well that if you git after 'em once, you won't let up till
"Yes, to tell the truth, I am. I feel like getting into the yer git 'em. I'm sorry you're goin' ter leave so soon, 'cause
saddle again."
I'Ye got an idea that somethin's goin' ter turn up here in a
"Well, that's just what you can 'expect to do at seven few days."
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a villain, and that he had followed them for some purpose
that had not yet been disclosed.
Wh·e n he heard the hoof-beats after the man reached the
spot it was quite enough to make him think that they were
his companions.
The horsemen were all armed, and they looked to be of the
desperate type of men.
But as yet none of them had offered to draw a weapon, and
coolly surveying them, the young deadshot called out:
"Well, gentlemen, what is the trouble?"
"There ain't no trouble, Young Wild West," the first arrival answered, quickly, while a peculiar smile flitted ac:ross
his face. "These boys is pards of mine, an' there ain't goin'
ter be no trouble, providin' you use us right. What we want
first is a little somethin' ter eat."
"Well, I am sorry to disappoint you, then," and Wild acted
as though it almost pained him to say it. "But we haven't
enough cooked to supply you all, and as it wouldn't be right
to let one or two of you eat and the rest go without, I
suppose we will have to refuse you."
"What do yer think of that, boys?" and the fellow who
had followed them, who was no doubt th·e leader of the
band, turned to his companions and laughed heartily.
"Well, it shows he means well, but if he ain't got enough
stuff cooked, what are we goin' ter do about it?"
"Make ther cook fix up some more," suggested one of
the party, in the background.
"That's it, " and so saying, the leader dismounted.
He started to walk over to where Wing was standing in
a half-frightened way.
But Wild stepp·ed in front of him and said:
"Never mind about interfering with our cook. You can't
have anything to eat, and that settles it. Now then, if
you are wjse, you will mount your horses and ride away with
your gang."
"If I'm wise, eh, kid? Well, I reckon I'm wise •e nough for
you. Jest 'cause you have got ther name of bein' ther
Champion Deadshot of ther West, an' are always goin' around
lookin' for trouble, don't say that I'm afraid of you."
"Well, I will give you just ten seconds to get Oil your
horse."
As the words left the lips of the young deadshot a revolver flashed in his hand, and the muzzle of it was turned
directly toward the heart of the villain.
This was th·e cue for our hero's partners and the girls to
assert themselves, and almost before the horsemen realized
it, they found themselves well covered.
Each of the girls had thrown a rifle to her shoulder in a
twinkling, while Charlie and Jim stood with a revolver in
eith'er h:md.
"Do you fellows reafiy want to eat your dinner here?"
said Wild, in his cool and easy way, while a twinkle shone
in bis eyes. "If you do, you have got to eat lead. Now
then, how about it? You heard what I said," and he turn:ed
sharply to the leader.
"Oh, we don't want no trouble," was the quick reply, as
the villain turned to his horse and quickly mounted it.
He was about to ride away, but Wild was not through with
him yet.
"Hold on!" be exclaimed. "I'd like to know who you are
before you leave. I feel satisfied that we'll meet again, and
there is nothing like knowing a person's name."
"I am a bad man, Young Wild West," was the rath'er boastful reply.
"Yes, I could easily guess that. I thought that when I
saw you this morning at the hotel. You are a sneak, too, I
could tell that when I saw you at a glance."
"Well, you have got ther drop on me, an' yer kin call me
'
what yer want ter now. But my time will come."
"Perhaps it will, but maybe you mean your time to die
will come, and soon, at that."
"No, I don't mean nothin' like that. I happen·ed ter strike
into town last night, an' it wasn't long before I heard you was
there. I made up my mind right away that you would come
out this way ter look up our gang, so I sorter kept a watch
on yer. It didn't take me long ter find out that I was right,
for when I heard that you was goin' ter take ther trail for
Higbup Flat, I knowed you was after us. I don't mind tellin'
yer, Young Wild West, that me an' my pards make our livin'
CHAPTER II.
putty easy, an' it don't make no difference whether it's a
hold-up, or not. We're always on hand ter git what money
OUTWITTING HIS ENEMIES.
there is in it."
"I understand. But what is your name?"
Young Wild West was all ready for the newcomers when
"Don't tl:link I'm afraid ter tell yer. I'm known as Happy
they showed up.
He was well satisfied that the first man who appeared was Bill."

"Well, perhaps we will come back by that time, sheriff. I
will bid you good-by."
Then the boy vaulted lightly in the saddle.
His mount was a splendid sorrel stallion, which he called
Spitfire.
This steed had carried him safely through many perils, and
it was not strange that the boy should think a great deal
of him.
The rest all had as good horses as money could buy, and
when they were all mounted and ready to leave, they certainly presented a picturesque as well as dashing appearance.
Th·e fancy hunting and riding suits and the gay colors
worn by the three girls contrasted with the Oriental costumes of the two Chinamen, and as they rode away a cheer
went up from the little crowd that had gathered in front
of the hotel.
"Now 'then," said Young Wild West, as they were riding
toward the outsldrts of the town, "I want you to keep your
eyes op·e n and watch behind us a little bit. I have a strong
notion that the man we were suspicious of will follow llfl,
Charlie. It strilces me that he is a rascal."
"You kin bet I'm goin' ter lceep a watch, Wild," was the
reply. "I sartinly exp·e ct ter see that galoot ag'in afore we
have gone very far."
Once they got out of Albuquerque they struck a rath·e r
,
rough trail.
Wild knew the direction they should follow in order to reach
Highup Flat, as It was called, so he lcept on, and by doing so
hard roads and trails that were much better to travel were
left aside.
The farther they went the worse the traveling became.
But their horses were sure-footed, and had often been over
such ground, so they did not mind it a great deal.
Many times had they looked behibd, but never once did
they get sight of anyone following them.
Along toward noon they met a heavy wagon that was
drawn by six mules heading toward the town.
The wagon was loaded with silver-ore, and after chatting
with the driver and his two companions for a while, our
friends went on.
Just as the sun was directly over their heads they came to
a little hollow•where there was a stream of water flowing
from the rocks above.
There was plenty of fodder for their horses near at band,
so they decided to make an hour's rest and eat the noonday
m"eal.
The packs were taken from the two horses, so they might
have a chance to rest, and then Wing gathered the necessary
wood to kindle a fire, and it was not long before dinner was
being prepared.
By this time they all bad good appetites, and as Cheyenne
Charlie sniffed the odor that came from the bacon and eggs
that were sizzling in the big frying-pan, be called out to
the cook:
"Jest hurry up a little, Wing. "I'm mighty hungry."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie, the Chinaman answered, with
a grin. "Me bully upp·ee velly muchee. Me--"
Just then the clatter of hoofs sounded, and the cook
stopped abruptly. .
All eyes were instantly turned in the direction the sounds
came from, and then they saw a horseman riding toward th·em
at a gallop.
It was the stranger Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
•
had suspected.
There was a peculiar sort of smile on the hors·e man's face
as he came to a halt before them, and nodding in a way that
was meant to be pleasant, he said:
"Well, I reckon I'm jest in time for dinner."
"An' I reckon yer ain't. Cheyenne Charlie retorted, hotly.
"I expected you was going' ter foller us, you sneakin' coyote.
What do you want, anyhow?"
Before a reply could be made, half a dozen more horsemen
suddenly appeared upon the sc·ene.
They were all villainous-looking fellows, and the grins
that showed on their faces told plainly that they were b:ent
on mischief.
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"Happy Bill, eh? Well, that doesn\ sound bad. All right. a narrow pass we will have
to travel through if we follow the
Now then, you light out."
trail, and then catch us."
Happy Bill, as he called himself, seemed to be quite at his
"Ther sneakin' coyotes!" exclaimed the scout, his eyes
ease now.
flashing. "So they want ter clean us out, do they?"
But he d·i d not offer to make the least · resistance, and
"It seems so, Charlie."
stai:ted his horse at a walk from the spot.
"Did you get close enough to hear what they were talking
The rest followed, as a matter of cotirse, for the rifles and about, then?'' Jim Dart asked,
a little surp1:Ised.
revolvers that were leveled at them told them plainly that
·'Oh. yes, .. Wild answered, in his cool and easy way. "I had
it was no time for fooling.
no trouble in doing it, Jim."
They rode away at a walk until they disappeared from
He then walked over to where the girls were waiting and
view behind a bend in the cliff.
told just what he had seen and heard.
· Then Young Wili West turned to his companions and said:
"Now then," said he, as he concluded his brief story, "l
"Well, what do you think of that? This is another case of reckon we'll have our dinner.
Is everything all right, Wing?"
strangers making mistakes. No doubt that fellow thought he
"Evelythlin g allee light, so be, Misler Wild,'' the cook ancould ride UJJ kere and frighten us into inviting him to eat. swered, cheerfully.
If we had done Sifil the others would have come, too, and then
"Well, all right, then. Just hand out the grub."
I suppos& they would have expected to get something to eat,
While there was really no need of keeping a watch just
too. If we had let them go on the way they intended to, then. our hero and his
partners kept an eye in the direction
the chances are that they would have eaten up everything of the trail as they
ate.
we had, and then robbed us of our money and valuables. But
But nothing turned up to disturb them, and finally their
we are not in the habit of having things done that way, are appetites were appeased.
we boys ...
"We may as well take it easy for a while before we start
"I reckon not, Wild, .. and Cheyenne ,C harlie gave a chuckle, out, boys,'' Wild
as he kept his eyes upon the spot where the outlaws had won't hurt to keepsaid, nodding to Charlie and Jim. "It
the villain:; waiting a while. I don't
disappeared .
know just how far their cave is from here, but I do know
"We never have done anything like that, I reclrnn, Wild,'' that we will have to
go through a narrow pass before we
Jim Dart hastened to say.
reach it. Probably we
"And we never will, Jim," Wild answered. "We are not for Happy Bill said as can find another way to get along,
much when he was talking to his
built that way. But I reckon I'd better take a walk out companions . I heard
that way and see how far they have gone. It may be that that way we would be him remark that if we came through
they have come to a halt and are preparing to give up must be some other easy to catch. That means that there
way of getting over here."
another call. If they come again they will no doubt open
"It looks that way, Wild,'' Charlie answered, with a nod of
fire as they ride up."
approval. "Well, if there's any other way, it won't t_!lkE)
"I don't care if they do that, for we are pretty well us long ter find it, you
kin bet."
protected here, and it will simply be a case of shooting them
"Me laughee velly muchee when me s·ee um outlaws suplised,
down in order t9 keep them from killing us. Let them come, so be," Hop Wah, the
clever Chinee, spoke up, as he looked
if they like."
at our hero and smiled blandly.
The boy started off, stil] keeping a revolver in his hand.
"So you laughed, did you, Hop? How about Wing?"
He walked along lightly, for he did not want to make any
"He no laughee; he velly muchee 'flaid, so be. He fool
sounds that might be heard if the villains were really lying Chinee, Misler Wild."
behind the bend in the cliff.
"Shuttee up, my blother. Me allee light. Me no makee
He reached the bend all right, and th·e n as he turned he tlouble for somebody allee
timee."
gave a nod of satisfaction .
"Me makee plenty tlouble for um outlaws, maybe," Hop
The horsemen had come to a halt something like a hundred retorted. "Me fixee um biggee
flreclacker and gittee in um
yards further on.
cave and makee go bang! Allee samee scare um bad Melican
They had dismounted , too, and seemed to be holding a men."
council of war.
"Maybe you'll get the chance
Wild looked around, and finding that he would be able with a smile. "But just shift to do that, Hop," Wild said,
the hors·e s so they can get
to creep up pretty close to them by keeping near to the about twenty more minutes'
good picking at the grass. There
steep bank, he started off to do so. •
is plenty of it here, and I think they know it."
,
He managed to get within thirty feet of them, and then
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop promptly turned his
he could hear what was beinl[_ said.
attention to the horses.
•· lt wouldn't do, boys." lie heard the leader, who had
They waited for fully half an hour after the dinner was
given his name as Happy Bill, say, as he shook his head. over with, and then
our friends got ready to resume the
"They'll be wa!Un' for us, so if we was ter ride back there journey over the trail
that led to Highup Flat.
an' begin ter shoot, we would git ther worst of it. Ther best
Usually Wild and Arietta rode ahead of the little column,
thing we kin do is ter ride right on till we git to our cave, but since they did
now know at what time they might come
an' then wait for 'em. They'll have ter go through ther in contact with the
narrow pass if they keep on this trail, an' we'll ketch 'em hind with the two outlaws, the girls were placed well beChinamen and the pack-horses .
jest as they git to ther end of it. Then we'll see who's
Wild rode slightly in advance, and Charlie and Jim came
who, me or Young Wild West."
on side by side after him.
Two or three of the outlaws seemed inclined to make an
In tliis way they rode along for nearly five miles, and then
attack upon our friends right away.
they suddenly saw a narrow pass that cut through a high
But when they found the rest had sided with the leader, cliff a short distance ahead
of thein as they rounded a bend
they gave in, and Wild watched them as they mounted their in the trail.
horses to ride away.
"Boys, I reckon that's the pass Happy Bill spoke of," our
"I reckon that's all right,'' the ~boy muttered, as he turned hero said, as he
to go back. "They are going to get us as we are about leaving want to go a littlenodded to his partners. "Now then, we
the end of a narrow pass, are they? Well, not to-day, Happy a few minutes and slow. I reckon we had better halt for
see if we can find any way to get to
Bill. ' This is what I call something worth while. We have the other side of
that high ground."
only been half a day out from Albuquerqu e, and here we
"I think we could
right i.1p here to the left, Wild,"
are right at the beginning of a rousing old adventure. Jim Dart spoke up, asride
he pointed in that direction.
Outlaws, eh? Well, if I don't make short work of you fellows
"It looks as though we might, Jim. Well, suppose we try
before twenty-four hours have passed, my name isn't Young it? Come on."
Wild West."
Having made up his mind what he intended to do, our
The boy turned and made his way back to the camp.
hero at once turned to the left and ascended the steep,
Charlia and Jim were crouching behind a couple of rocks rocky hill.
near it, and when they saw him coming they at once arose
He soon found that it was quite passable, and looking
and showed themselves.
around and finding that the rest were following, he gave
"Have they gone, Wild?" the scout asked.
a nod of satisfaction and proc·e eded on, his horse at a walk.
"Yes, Charlie," was the reply, "but they just started, you
It took them but two or three minutes to get to the top of
might say. They had halted a little distance around the bend the high elevation, and then
as they looked aown they saw
over there. Some of them wanted to come back and start the trail.
a fight with us, but the leader advised that they go on to
"I reckon we have
their cave, and then wait for us until we were about to le1l.ve said, -with a smile. fooled them, boys," the young deadshot
"While it would be rather difficult for
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a wagon to come up this way, it has been quite easy for us
to do it on horseback. We will ride on for about half a mile
the other side of the pass, and then I will ride back and
see what the outlaws are up to. I want you to come with me,
Charlie."
"Good. enough!" exclaimed the scout, w:io was delighted at
having been chosen to accompany the boy on such an errand.
They waited until the girls and the Chinamen reached the
top of the elevation, and then they all rode slowly down and
soon turned upon the regular trail. ·
It was such a crooked one that there was no danger of them
being seen by the outlaws, who must be waiting at the end
of the pass.
But that was 'e asily a quarter of a mile behind them now,
so when they had gone about that distance further, Young
Wild West called a halt.
"Now then," he said, nodding to Jim, "I am going to leave
you here with the girls and the two, heathens. Charlie and
I will go back, and if we don't find the outlaws, it will be
rather strange, I thin!,. I mean to try and discover their cave,
too, so you need not be surprised if we don't return in an
hour. You had 9etter be a little careful, though, Jim. It
may be that they might come on this way and ride upon
you suddenly. There are plenty of places around here where
you can secrete yourselves, so I will leave it to you to do so."
"Y:ou can depend on me to do th·e right thing, Wild, " Dart
answered, and then he promptly selected a spot among the
rocks, where not only they could be hidden from view, but
the horses, as well.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie nodded approvingly,
and then turned and rod~ slowly back along the trail.

CHAPTER III.
THE CAVERN,

Wild and Charlie were very cautious as they rode back
over th·e trail.
They knew now how far they would have to go before they
would come in sight of the pass, but they did not want to
get close enough :;;o the outlaws would have a, chance to hear
them.
;r'hey kept their horses at a walk, taking care to guide
them where the ground seemed to be the softest, and in this
way they went on until they came to a bend in the trail
that could not have been more than two hundred yards from
the pass.
Wild brought his sorrel stallion to a halt and dismounted
again.
The scout was not long in following his example.
"Now then, Charlie," the young deadshot whispered, "we
will leave our horses here and go the rest of tne distance on
foot. I am pretty certain that the cave the leader of the outlaws spoke of is located somewhere close to the mouth of
the pass. If that is the case, we ought to be able to find
it. I think. All we have got to do is to be very cautious,
and keep our ·eyes and ears open."
"Right yer are, Wild," the scout answered, with a nod of his
hei,td. "We kin leave ther horses right in this big niche over
here."
Wild gave a nod of assent, and the horses were quickly led
to the spot Charlie had spoken of.
After trying them so there would be no danger of them
straying, the two set out again over the trail, this time on
foot.
It happened_ that th'e re were plenty of rocks of different
sizes and shapes scattered along the trail, and by careful
work, Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie crept along
without running the least chance of being observed by anyone
who might be watching.
But they both were well satisfied that if there was anyone
watching he would be looking the other way.
When they got to within about a hundred feet of the pass,
which they could see was very narrow at its ·end, Wild
caught sight of a man's head as it was suddenly raised above
a roe!, at the right side of the trail.
It was easy for him to understand that the owner of the
head raised it so he might peer around and see if anyone
was coming through the pass.
He quickly called his companion's attention to it, and
Charlie smiled grimly and tapped the stock of his rifle.
The head was soon withdrawn, but that was a4 our two
friends required.
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They now knew just where th·e outlaws were in waiting.
"Come on, Charlie," the young deadshot whispered. "We
will climb up to the top of the hill and go on around the
other' side of the villains. Then perhaps we can fool them
a little. We will try and make it appear that someone is riding
through the pass. They won't be long in showing themselves
then, I reckon."
Charlie, who was always ready to do anything the boy
said, grinned and nodded, and then the two began carefully
making their way up the rocky ascent.
There were plenty of bushes th·ere, but it was not necessary
to co·nceal their movements now, since the outlaws were
not in a position from which they might observe th·e move·
ments of the two.
But they made no sounds as they climbed on upward, and
at length they were at the top of ,the hill.
They had hardly got there when th·e unmistakable odor of
smoke came to their nostrils.
Both looked around keenly, and finally they saw where it
came from.
There was a small opening in the side of a bank not far
distant,•and from this smake could be seen escaping, though
.
rather thinly,
The hole looked very much as though it might lead to the
den ·of a bear, or some other wtld animal, and did not appear to be at all out of place in that region.
But the fact that smoke was coming from it, was quite
enough to excite the curiosity of Wild and the scout.
They both made •their way to the spot, and just ·then the
smoke increased and came out strong enough to almost blind
them.
"I reckon they've been puttin' a little more wood on ther
fire, Wild!" the scout exclaimed, as he wiped his eyes with
a bandana handkerchief.
"It s·eemed so, Charlie," was the reply, "Well, I supposetthis
is the chimney that leads from the place where the outlaws
live. It is not the first one of the kind we have seen, you
know." ·
"I reckon not. There's hundreds of caves ter be found where
a fire kin be built, an' ther smoke will draw up jest ther
same as if there was a chimney there. This is one of 'em,
an' you kin bet on it. Happy Bill's cave is sartinly under
where we're standin' now."
"Well, I hardly think it advisable for us to try and get
down there by way of this hole. We would only get blackened
up from the smoke and soot that must be in there, and it
might be that the aperture wouldn't be large enough to
permit our safe descent. I think we have found out about
all we wanted to know in this line now. One of the villains
must be below us somewhere, and he is no doubt preparing to
cook something to eat for the gang. We will go on around
now and try and carry out the plan I have in view. If we
can discover the real entrance to .the outlaws' cave, it will
be all the better."
"Of course,,. admitted the scout.
Then both took a good look at their surroundings, so
they would not make a mistake in case they happened to
come there after dark.
Having satisfied themselves that they would be sure to find
the .hole in the ground, they started back toward the pass.
It was easy for them to get around without making any
unnecessary noise, and once they reached the pass Wild crept
to the ·edge of the cliff and peered downward.
It was very narrow below him, but amply wide enough for
wagons to pass through.
The sides were very steep, and just before the end was
reached it widened out slightly, only to narrow down again
to a width of not more than fifteen fe·et.
"Ah!" muttered the boy. "A dandy trap, sure enough.
The outlaws would have a fine chance, indeed, if th·ey caught
anyone coming through. Alt they would have to do would
b·e to wait until they got out of the pass, and then open
fire on them. If they turned to flee back into the pass, they
would only get tangled up, and before they could do much,
the scoundrels would have them. Well, it was•a lucky thing
for me this noon that I overheard the leader of the gang
talking of what he indended to do. But I wonder where
they are now?"
Charlie, who was looking over, too, turned his head when
Wild crept back.
"What now, Wild?" he asked.
"Gather up a few stones that are about the size of an egg,"
was the reply.
Charlie looked a little surprised, but quickly started to do as
he was directed.
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Our hero did thl:l same thing, and soon they had a dozen and once they did this it would be quite easy to corral the
or more stones, and were kneeling at the edge of the steep entire gang.
It was dark in the passage that our hero had discovered,
bank.
ahead.
"Now then, Charlie," Wild whispered, "we will throw these but as he moved along a few feet he saw a faint light
He knew this did not come from a point directly opposite,
stones down one at a time. Just as soon as I let one go, you
follow, and we will lceep on until we have ·e xhausted our so that meant that there must be a turn to either side or
supply. We might be able to make it sound as though a the other, where the light was admitted.
After moving along for perhaps forty feet, the two found
horse is coming through at a trot. The ground is hard and
themselves looking into a large cave, or cavern, it might
rocky below there, you know."
· "I know what yer mean, Wild," and the scout gave a nod. better called, since it contained a series of caves that opened
from one to another.
"Go ahead; I'm ready."
To the left there was a long opening, and it was through
Wild let one of the stones go downward, and the instant he
did so Charlie let one go.
this that the light came.
Our two friends could not see everything just then, but it
The young dea<ishot was right after him, and so on until
there was a continuous clatter as the stones hit the hard took them but a few seconds to figure it out that the outlaw
ground below.
band must occupy one of the caves, and that was close to
Having done this, our hero now turned and ran lightly the mouth of the passage.
They could hear the sounds made by voices, but they
toward the end of the pass, rifle in hand.
Charlie was right after him, and when they came close sounded strange and hollow-like.
to where the bank sloped downward to the trail below, they
Just where they came from, It was hard to tell.
dropped upon their hands and knees and crept to a pile of
"Charlie," Wild whispered in the ear of the scout, "this
bushes.
regular puzzle. There must be as many as a dozen separate
From behind this they had a pretty good view of what was caves in this underground place, and which of th'e m is oca
below, and when th'ey saw six men standing there, each with
cupied by the outlaws is hard to determine."
revolver, they could not help smiling.
"It is a funny sort of place, Wild," C~rlie answered, in
The villains were peering eagerly toward the mouth of the the same low voic'e. "But I reckon we km manage ter find
pass, too, which told plainly that the sound they had heard 'em all right. S'pose we look for their horses first? They've
convinced th·em that their prey was coming through.
got them in here somewhere."
"Let's sneak down there kinder soft like an' corral 'em,
This was a good suggestion, so the two made their way into
Wild," Charlie whispered, eagerly.
the cavern, where it was lighter, and then when they came to
"A good idea, Charlie," was the reply, "But how are we a place where the ground was covered with a coating of sand,
going to get down there without being seen? If we were they quickly discerned the prints of horses' hoofs.
at the other side now, we might be able to do it nicely. But
Charlie pointed to the left, and nodding his head approvwe could n6t get very far before they would surely see us,
Wild started after him.
ingly,
would
plan
best
e
Th·
it.
so I hardly think we had better try
Sure enough, they found the horses in a sort of natural
be to go back and then creep up along the tra·il. I reckon
there was plenty of hay and grain stored,
we had better do that. If we can take them by surprise and stable, a where
of water flowed along at one side.
stream
while
But
get them all, we will settle the outlaw gang in a hurry.
Wild figured that the stable was just about a lJ.undred feet
there won't be an awful lot of excitement to it, Charlie."
the entrance to the underground place.
"That's jest what I was thinkin' about," and the scout distant from the
villains themselves could n·o t be far from
Certainly
shook his head. "But it's all right. We'll find something
where the horses were.
more when we git through with this, most likely."
But they could no longer hear the sounds of voices, and
"Well, we always do. But come on. They will keep watching the mouth of the pass for a few minutes yet. Then it was not until they turned and went back a short dismaybe one of them might have nerve enough to go inside. He tant that tlrey heard them again.
This time Wild struck the location.
will then discover that no one is coming, and that will
He loljlked above him, and then saw a flight of stone steps
upset th·e gang a whole lot."
They started of!'. again, and as they passed the hole the running up to a corner.
smoke had been coming from both nodded.
"Come, Charlie," he whispered. "They are upstairs."
They did not go very close to it this time, however, for
"Upstairs!" the scout exclaimed, in astonishment.
they were in too much of a hurry.
"Yes, this seems as though it might be an ancient ruins.
They reached the trail, and then both began creeping I thought the stones scattered around looked too squar.e and
cautiously along, in the hope of being able to get close even to be natural. You can depend on it that this is an old
enough to take the waiting outlaws by surpriS'e.
ruins that has been built years and years ago. There is
But ail they crept around the bend, that could not have been an upstairs to It, sure enough, and it is there where the outmore than fifty feet from where the gang had been standing laws make their headquarters. Come on. We will take a
when they saw them last, they found that they had dis- look and see."
appeared.·
They started to move toward th'e flight of stone steps,
"Fooled, by jingo!" exclaimed Young Wild West, in a which could be seen quite distant now, since they had be.comwas
one
no
that
whisper. "They must have discovered
come more accustomed to the dim light that pervaded the
ing, and they have gone into their cave. Well, go on, cavern, when a man suddenly appeared coming down.
can."
Charlie. If they can go into a cave, I reckon we
He held a lighted candle in his hand, and did not see
"We sartinly kin, if we kin find ther way," was the retort. Wild and Carlie as they hastily concealed themselves In
Wild was a little bolder now, and he hurried forward until a wide fissure that was right near the foot of the stairway.
he reache'1. the exact spot where the villains had b·een standing.
Wild and Charlie instantly recognized the man as Happy
Then he looked around quickly and saw a wide crevice Bill.
.
in the rocky ascent close to him.
he had not seen them, they waited to see
that
Satisfied
It was but natural that h·e should think this was the endo next.
trance to the cave, so motioning for the scout to follow him, what he would kept
the candle lighted, and turned sharply
The outlaw
he stepped noiselessly forward and reached it.
the last of the stone steps .
leaving
after
right,
the
to
within
rock
of
surface
rough
a
saw
he
it
into
. As he peered
and his partners saw him press
deadshot
young
the
Then
four feet of him.
of the rocky wall, and a
portion
a
be
to
seemed
what
upon
a
than
more
nothing
This made it look as though it was
open.
swung
door
stone
cleft he had struck.
Of course Wild was much interested in this, for he was now
But as he glanced to the left he saw the mouth of what
satisfied that it was really a ruins that the outlaws made their
he was certain was a passage.
headquarters in.
He touched the scout on the arm, and pointed to it.
Touching the scout on the shoulder, the boy whispered:
Charlie gave a nod, and then th·e two stepped noiselessly
"You stay right here, Charlie. I am going to creep over
inside.
Both knew that they must be very cautious, for it was quite there and see where he is going."
"Right yer are, Wild," was the reply.
likely that the outlaws had a guard stationed somewhere close
Then our hero promptly made his way to the opening
at hand.
It was a big risk they were taking, but neither Wild nor which the man with the candle had now passed through.
But the candle light showed quite plainly, and Wild un,
Charlie seemed to mind it.
They were bent upon locating th·e hangout of the band, hesitatingly reached the doorway and ventured through.
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He had barely done this when the door shut with a heavy
The young deadshot entered the opening and reached downjar.
ward carefully with his foot until it came to the first step.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "Wild has
Then he went slowly downward.
got into a trap!"
While the steps seemed to be rather uneven, they had no
doubt at one time been perfect, but had crumbled away
through the course of time.
He went on down for probably a dozen steps, and then there
CHAPTER IV.
came a platform with a turn that was sliarp to the right.
"o/iid and th·e scout paused here, for they could see now all
SOME SURPRISES.
there was to be seen below them.
·
It was a rough-looking cave they were peering into now, ana
The stone door had opened to the outside of the chamber at one side of it there was a stone dais, upon which ·v,as an
in the cave, and Wild had barely got inside when it closed altar.
with such force as to send him forward half a dozen feet
Everything was covered with dust, but as Happy Bill paused
before he could stop himself.
before the altar, and held out the candle, the two on the
He heard the dull thud as the door came into place, and stairs cou).d see that the dais was nearly covered with human
though somewhat startled at what had happened , he gathered skulls.
himself together and was ready to give fight to the man carryThe outlaw paused a moment, and then stepped upon the
ing the candle.
dais, his feet striking the grinning skulls as he did so.
But that individual scarcely turned his head, and then
He chuckled audibly, while Wild and Charlie watched exWild lrnew that th·e door had not been closed for the purpose pectantly.
of catching him and holding him a prisoner.
Placing the candle in a niche that was close at hand, Happy
The boy quickly got · behind a mass of stone masonry that Bill lifted the flat stoil'e that formed the top of the altar, and
had tumbled in a pile in the cave.
carefully deposited it among the skulls.
If Happy Bill had turned when the door closed be would
Then he seized the candle and peered into an aperture that
surely have caught sight of the boy, for there was ·e nough had been disclosed by the villain.
light shed from the candle for him to see him plainly.
"It's here yet," the two listeners heard him say, exultantly.
But, as we have said, it was only a passing glance that he "If ther boys only knowed ther pile of gold I've got bid here,
gave behind him, and then as though it was to be expected they would want ter divide right away. But they ain't
that the door should close suddenly, h·e turned and walked goin' ter know it. It's all right ter go ahead an' do business
the full length of the undergro.und apartment, for apart- by makin' hold-ups an' sich like. That's all right. They kin
ment surely it was.
have an equal share of that. But this here gold belongs ter
There was no doubt that it had b'een formed by the hands me, 'cause I found it. There ain't one of ther gang as knows
of man at some former period, and that it was simply now a anything about ther Death Cave, which I named this when I
bulied ruins of some edifice.
found it. It sartinly is a good name for it, 'cause jest look
It was. about fifty feet in length, and when Wild saw him at ther skulJs layin' around this altar. Back there in tber
carefully treading his way along, holding the candle so he corner there's a pile of bones that would load a wagon, too.
might not make a misstep, be resolved to follow him.
Looks as though it might have been a place ter bury foll,s
He bad just started to do this when the door was ovened some time or other. But I ain't afraid of skulls an' bones,
softly, and then Cheyenne Charlie stepped inside, revolver an' that's why I found that there was a lot of gold bid in
in band.
this altar. I thought it was a good time ter come down here
Wild partly expected this, so be was not at all surprised. I an' take a lqok around, 'cause tber boys is all on tber watch
He quickly beckoned to the scout to come to him, so he for Young Wild West. It seems as though they must have
might not be seen should the villainous outlaw happen to suspected something wrong, 'cause they never· showed up.
turn his head.
Well, it's all right. While they-re watchin', I'll be playin'
"This is what I call great," Charlie whispered, as be patted with my gold."
the boy's shoulder and showed bow pleased he felt. "I
Then the villain dove down with both hands, after first
thought for sartin that you had been trapped, "\Vild. "
resting the candle upon the edge of the top of the dais.
"Well, I suppose it did look that way. But the door closed
He chuckled gleefully, and as Young Wild West and his
of its own accord. I suppos·e a draught of air did it. But partner saw him letting gold coins fall t5etween hi.s fingers,
let's see where that fellow is going to. He seems bent upon they could not help but be deeply interested.
some particular errand."
He continued this fo r nearly ten minutes, and then satis"Right yer are, Wild. I'm awful glad notbin' didn't happ·e n fled, he replaced the cover over the aperture, and picking
to yer."
up the candle, stepped over the skulls down upon tile level,
With Wild in the lead, the two now startJd along the rocky floor of the chamber.
length of the underground room, keeping close to the side
"Now, lben," said he, .. I reckon I'll go on up. Maybe someat the right.
thin' bas happened by this time. I can't help payi.n' a visit
It is doubtful if Happy Bill could have se·en them if be had here every few days. It does me good. Why, there must be as
turned to look, for it was as dark as a pocket in the place, much as ten thousand dollars right in that altar there. Who
and the only light was that which came from the flickering put it there, I don't know, and I don't care, 'either. It's mine
candle he carried.
now, an' that's all there is to it. Some of these days when
Suddenly the light disappeared, and then Wild and Charlie things git putty warm for us, I'll gather up this pile of gold
kn·ew that be must have gone through another doorway.
an' light out. I hate ter part company with tber gang, too,
The young deadshot quicldy reached the spot where he but if it happens that Young Wild West gits after us, an'
had last seen the light, and then a draught of cold air came we don't have no chance ter clean him out, it will be better
upon his ·face.
·
for me ter leave."
As he looked downward he saw the candle sputtering as
Wild and Charlie were now hurriedly ascending the steps,
though it was about to expire.
for they knew the man was coming.
But in the faint light it made be saw another flight of
They walked softly and succeeded in reaching the topsteps.
•
of the flight before the flickering light of the candle told them
"Wait, Charlie," he whispered, as he drew back and held that he had started to ascend.
fast to th·e scout's arm.
Out they went into the long chamber, and then hurriedly
"Thunder!" came the reply. "What sort of a place is this, made their way to the door that bad closed so suddenly.
anyhow? There must be three stories to it. There's a flight
It opened readily, and once outside into what might be
of stairs gain' upstairs, an' now here's one goin' downstairs. called _the main cave, for it really was the cave of caves,
This must be tber cellar, Wild."
they decided to go outside and return to their companions,
"Something like that, I guess, Charlie. Take it easy. We
Wild considered that he had made enough of a discovery
are going down there to see what that scoundrel is up to. He for the present.
must have some reason for going down those steps. If he
"Charlie," said he, as they reached the outlet of the unisn't afraid to go down there, we shouldn't be." ·
derground place, •'I reckon we have got enough here to keep
"Afraid! Well, I reckon not. Wild," and the scout gave us interested for a day or two. There is really no hurry
a low chuckle.
•
about corraling the oµtlaws. Just thinl, of it! Happy Bill
"Well, we have got to go in the dark, while he had a discovered what be ca1ls a death cave far under the ground,
candle to guide him. But come on. I reckon we can feel and in that cave there is an altar that is hollow and partly
our way."
filled with- gold coins. This is really wonderful, I think."
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"Well, I s'pose it is, Wild, but yer know that there was a!J can't be in their cave, that's sure. They have been exlots of gold buried around these here. parts in ther times pecting to see us come through the pass, and having failed in
when ther Spaniards was fightin' ther Aztecs. I don't know that, most likely some of them are scouting around. If they
should happen to see you up there, it might give them a
much about that, but I've heard you say it yourself."
"That's right, Charlie. But it does seem queer "that w·e chance to creep upon us unobserved and give us a surprise.·•
'
"Well, I'll be very careful, Jim," th·e girl replied.
should come across such things so often in our travels."
The girl started aTong the steep bank until she found a place
"Well, we travel all around, don't we? Who would stand a
where she would be abltJ to reach the top by pulling herself
better chance of findin' sich queer things?"
"You're right again, Charlie. Now then, Jet's get back upward by the vines and roots.
Slinging her rifle over her shoulder with the strap, so
and let the rest Rnow of our discovery."
Knowing that there must surely be some of the outlaws she could use both hands, the girl went up with remarkable
on tha> watch, Wild and Charlie went back as cautiously as quickness.
.
The three crouching men at the top had heard the ·s ound
they had come.
They found Jim and the girls waiting just as they had l'eft of voices below, and thet had caught just enough of what was
being said to know that a girl was climbing up toward them.
them, but one of the Chinamen was not there.
They Jay very still and waited.
As the reader might suppose, this was Hop Wah.
Presently Arietta appeared.
Surprised at not seeing him, Wild looked at Jim and said:
She was flushed from the exertion of climbing to the
"Where did Hop go."
"That is something that has been puzzling us all almost top of the cliff, and as she unslung her rifle and stepped
ever since you and Charlie left," Jim retorted, shaking his toward a higher point among the rocks, she suddenly came
face to face with th·e three villains, who had risen to their
·head.
feet.
"Do you think he followed after us?"
A sharp cry l'eft the girl's lips, and then she endeavored to
"It looks that way, though none of us saw him go."
·'Well, he surely must have followed you, Wild," Arietta level her rifle at them.
But one of them quickly knocked it from her hand, and
spoke up. "You know he has a way of doing such things,
and once he heard you say that you wouldn't find fault with the other two seized her instantly .
A hand was clapped over her mouth, and then the girl
. him for acting that way, since he generally acted right, and
was borne away through the bushes, one of the villains being
sometimes came in very handy.
"'Vell," and our hero shoo·k his head, " if Hop has been fool- careful to pick up her rifle before he left the spot.
ing around close to where we have been, the chances are he
has got into trouble. I may as well tell you all that we
have been inside a big cave that is full ·o f little caves, and
CHAPTER V.
there are three stories to it."
''What! " exclaimed Dart, while the girls looked as much
HOP WAH AND THE POT OF SOUP.
surprised as he did.
''That's right. Just this side of the ·e nd of the pass there
We will now turn our attention to Hop Wah.
is a big crack in the face of the cliff. By entering this
The Chinaman had been eager to accompany Wild and
you will find a passage lea.d ing to the left, and this runs into
what seem to be the ruins of a large building th.i,t must Charlie when they went out to try and locate the outlaws,
have been erected in the time of the Aztecs. Of course but he feared that he might be refused permission to go with
we didn't explore all the different apartments there are to them, so he waited until they had gone, and then he quietly
it. But I reckon we were in the strangest part of the big slipped off into the bushes, as he did not wish to let Jim
underground place, for we were down into what Happy 'and, the girls know that he intended to follow the two.
rt happened that the rest were enough occupied at the time
Bill, the outlaw, calls the Death Cave. But I wilr tell you
the whole thing briefly, because it is necessary for us · to in talking about the possibility or Wild and Charlie discover·
ing the outlaws' cave to give Hop a good chance to get
go and look for Hop."
·
Then Wild soon related all about their tour of investi- out of sight before he was missed.
Having been so Jong with the young deadshot and his partgation.
"Oh, I must see the Death Cave," Arietta declared, when he ners, the clever Chinee had learned much in the way of caubad finished. "Human skulls and bones, and anlaltar that is tion, and he was quite expert in woodcraft.
H.e brought all he know of this into play as he crept
hollow and contains a treasure in gold coins, eh? Well, I
away, for he was certain that Arietta would call him back
call that a wonderful discovery, Wild."
"That's right, Et. But it seems that Happy Bill is the in case she should happen to see him.
But he managed it a!J right, and once out of sight, he
discoverer. We only come in second hand."
··wen, that's all right. You don't mean to let the outlaws started along in the direction Wild and the scout had taken.
When Wild and Charlie were ascending to the top of the
get away, and the chances are that Happy Bill won't give
away the secret for you heard him say that he alone holds high ground above the trail, Hop was not far from them.
He was just going to follow them up wh·e n h·e saw one of
it. If the outlaws are all taken care of, it will be for us to
the outlaws appear suddenly from what seemed to be the face
fall in for the treasure in the Death Cave."
·· Yes, that's right, Et. But just keep your eyes open now, of the rocky cliff.
Hop became very much interested th·en.
and see to it that Wing don't steal away and disappear.
Always eager to make a discovery that would be of beneCharlie and I are going back to look for Hop. "
There was little danger of Wing stealing away, for at that fit to Young Wild West, he determined to investigate, and, if
very moment he was sitting with his back against a rock possible, find out where the man came from.
It happened that the fellow Hop saw was the man who had
sound asleep.
Wilu. and Charlie retraced their steps, and they had scarcely kindled a fire somewh·ere in the oove, the smoke of wbich
been lost to view when three stealthy forms appeared among had attracted the attention of our h ero and the scout.
The rest of the villains were outside at the time, lying
the rocks above the spot where Jim and the girls were
in wait near the ·e nd of the pass.
waiting.
This man went down the littl e slope, and as Hop
It was evident that they had just come in sight of the
party when Wild and Charlie were about to leave, and when watched him he saw him join the others, who were crouching
they did leave they had started to creep along closer, so behind the rocks.
The clever Chince gave a si..'i sfied nod, and then crept boldly
they might get a view of those below.
Sometimes a person will do· the very thing that another is along until he reach ed the identical spot the outlaw had
come from.
desirous of having them do, and without knowing it.
" Now Jen, " h·e muttered, "me allee samec velly smartee
This seemed to be the case with Arietta just then.
• Wild and Charlie had not been gone more than two or three Chinee. Me find ee um outlaws' cave, so be. Len me find ee
minutes when she picked up her rifle, which had been leaning · Misler Wild and Misler Charlie, and t ellce allee 'boutee. Me
allee light."
against a rock, and turning to Dart, said:
Sure enough, he found the entrance, which was discovered
"Jim, I am going to climb to the top of th·e cliff back here,
and see if I can get a view up that way. It may be that I a short time after by Wild and Charlie.
Having found that there was a way to get into some
might catch sight of Hop before Wild and Charlie find him. "
"You had better be careful about going up there, Arietta," place that was underground, Hop lost no · time in making his
the boy replied, shaking his h ead. ''The chances are that way inside.
He was well supplied with matches, and he had a piece
some of the outlaws are lurking around somewhere. They
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of candle, so in case it was so dark that it was dangerous to
proceed, he could easily have a light.
Satisfied that there was no one in the cave just then, the
Chinaman pushed on.
He had seen the group of men crouching b'ehind the rocks,
and he took it for granted that they must be all there.
Hop had not gone more than a dozen yards through the
dark passage when he came to a spot where it branched off.
At the left it was rather narrow and irregular in shape, but
at the right there was a square opening, which looked exactly
.
like a doorway.
The Chinaman paused be!ore this and listened intently.
Not a sound could be heard.
Then h·e stepped through, and when he found two doors
that were standing nearly entirely open, he was not a little
surprised.
"Allee samee house, so be," he thought, shaking his head.
The fact was that Hop had discovered the main entrance
to thfl cave of caves.
Much elated at bis discovery, the clever Chinee walked
uoldly on, for be cou ld see that the cavern was pretty well
lighted, tho ugh it was rather dark at the opening.
When he had gone a few yards he came to a large sort•
of chamber, where a portion had partly caved in.
As he looked at this Hop readily understood that it was
the handiwork of man, and as he had visited Aztec ruins
several times before, he did not thin!{ it wonderfully strange,
after all.
He did not bother to make an examination of the blocks
of stone or the pieces of broken masonry, but went around,
and then foui;id himself in a broad chamber that was well
lighted from th·e north side.
Here he could see all the evidences of a habitation.
Couches were scattered about, no doubt made of dried
.leaves and blank~ts, though he did not take time to In·
vestigate.
At one corner there was a wide-open fireplace, and when
toe clever Chill'ee saw that a fire had b·e en kindled and that a
big pot was hanging over it, a broad grin came over his face
"Um outlaw me see go outee allee samee puttee on um pot,
so be," be muttered. · "Lat allee light. Maybe Jey makee
lillee soupee. Me helpee. Me velly smartee Chinee. My
blather velly goodee cookee; me velly goodee cookee, too."
He then made his way to the fireplace and looked Into
the pot.
Sure enough, It was a sort of soup that was being prepared.
The pot, which must have held two or tJ:\ree gallons, was
about half filled with water, an d there was a big chunk of
meat in ii, as w·en as some potatoes, which were quartered,
and slices of oniotis could be seen floating around on the top
of the water.
Hop looked around and found a big wooden spoon, which
was hanging close at hand.
Just as though he was the cook for the outlaw band, he
seized the spoon and began stirring th·e contents of the pot,
which had just begun to steam.
· ''Me havee puttee on llllee more wood, so be," he said,
with a chuckle.
There was pl'enty of wood cut into the proper lengths
there, so he replenished the fire, and then after scratching
his head thoughtfully for a moment, he looked around for
something else which he might add to the soup.
About the first thing his eyes rested upon was a pair of
vei,y dirty socks that one of the men had no doubt left
here without thinking.
He quickly picked them up with the spoon and dump·ed
them into the pot.
The next thing he found was a pipe and a pouch that
was nearl y filled with tobacco.
These articles were quickly placed into the pot, and another
stir was given the contents.
But not satisfied yet, he began searching around the place.
In a niche a sort of closet had been formed with several
shelves, and upon these shelves he discovered several articles
in the way of provisions.
Th·e re was salt, pepper, flour, meal, sugar, coffee, and
several other minor things that help along in the art of
cookery.
"Um outlaws no wantee Iese thlings velly long, so be," he
muttered. "Pletty soonee Mi'sler Wild and him partners
ketchee um bad Melican men, and !en Jey no wantee eatee
some more. Me puttee allee in um pot."
This he proceeded to do, and by the time he got through the
pot was almost running over.
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He gave it a stir, and then looked well satisfied with what
he had done.
He was keeping a sharp watch toward the ·e ntrance while
he was at work, too, and if he heard the least sound of anyone
approaching, he meant to hide himself.
The flour and meal he had placed into the pot gave it a
frothy appearance, but it was not yet boiling.
Hop knew when it did get to boiling it would run over.
But that made no difference to him. He was satisfied that
the cook would get the blame if it was discovered that
there was any thing wrong about the stuff, so he proceeded
to make an investigation of t he big apartment.
He went on around until he came to a rather narrow
door, and as he peered through and saw a flight of stone
steps going downward, he ·was , not a little surprised.
"Allee samee um cellar here, so be," he muttered. "Lis
velly bigee house."
He did not go down the steps but went on around until he
came to still another door, which was much wider, and as
he looked through it he saw that there were no steps there,
'·
but the passage sloped on downward.
He decided to follow this, and it being rather dark, he
took the risk of lighting his piece of candle before he did so.
Down he went, and then he came upon the horses that belonged to the outlaws.
But he did not bother with the animals, and soon went
back to see how the soup was making out.
It was just beginning to bubble a little when he got there,
and bent upon seeing how the outlaws would act when they
discovered the fierce mixture he had compounded for them,
he hunted around until he found a convenient hiding place.
Then he sat down to wait.
It was not long that he had to wait, for presently the
sound of footsteps were heard.
The Chinaman was not more than ten feet from the fire,
but was well hidden from view, since a portion of a partition was there, and U was dark behind it.
He watched sharply, and then four men show'ed up.
One of them was the rascal he had seen come out of the
entrance of the cave, and when Hop noticed that he went
straight for the pot, a broad grin came upon his face.
"What time is ther grub goin' ter be ready, Jake?" one of
them asked, and as Hop looked at him he saw that it was
Happy Bill, who was no doubt the leader of the gang.
"Well, I s'pose it will be over an hour, Bill," was the reply.
" Takes some time for meat to git done, yer know. But-thunder! Tber blamed pot is fufl. Ther stuff is beginning'
ter bile, too. What makes it look so white, I wonder?"
"You're ther cook, so there ain't no need of yer askln' sich a
question ..,
Just then some of the contents ran over th'e top of the pot
and caused a sputtering and a cloud of smoke as it ,fell upon
the fire below.
Jake, as he was called, seized ~he big wooden spoon, and
gave the contents of the pot a vigorous stir.
Then he tasted it.
"Seems ter be flour In it; It's as salt as brine, too. Thunder!
It's full of p·epp·er, too. I didn't put but a little pepper an'
salt in it."
Happy Bill now stepped forward and took a look at the
boiling pot.
"Maybe you have been tryin' ter play a trick on us, Jake!"
he exclaimed, angrily. "That's a fin·e lookin' mess. "
"I don't know nothin' about it, Bill, " and the man spoke in
a way that showed plainly he was telling the truth.
But he walked over to the place where the food supplies had
b·een kept, and when he found that the shelves had been
pretty well cleared off, he was amazed.
"Boys," said he, turning to his three companions, who were
looking at him rather angrily, "someone has been here since
I went out. Why, ther flour an' all ther rest of ther stuff Is
gone from ther shelves here, an' it se·ems ter me it's been
dumped in . ther pot."
"You can't fool us that way!" cried Happy Bill, angrily.
" I ain't in no humor ter be joked with. Here we've been
waitin' all this time for Young Wild West an' his gang
ter come through the1· pass, and they ain't showed up. We
heard 'em comin', all right, but they must have turned back.
Now then, don't think I'm goin' ter stand no foolin' !rom
you. You kin say what you're a might ter, but yoti have
fixed up a mess jest ter have some fun with us."
"Honest, I didn't,. Bill," Jake declared.
"Yer couldn't make me believe yer if you was dyin'," was
the reply. "Th·e r best thing for y_ou ter do is ter dump
that pot out an' try an find somethin' that we kin eat."
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"Well, I want yer ter understand that I didn't put nothin'
but some meat an' onions an' potatoes an' water an' salt au'
pepper in that pot."
"Well, who put ther rest of ther stuff in, then?"
"That's what's puzzlin' me."
It was just then that the other three · members of the band
came into the cave.
"Say, Happy!" one of them called out, rather excitedly,
"Young Wild West an' his crowd fooled us. They've got
through ther pass, or else they went around ·some oth·e r way."
"What do yer mean?" the leader exclaimed, forgetting all
about th·e boiling soup.
"Well, we was lookin' around over there, an' we caught
sight of their horses farther down ther trail, an' on this
side, too."
· "Well, maybe they rode up to ther high ground an' went
around. That's ther only way they could do it, I s'pose. Now
then, Jake," and the leader turned to the accused cook, and
snapped his eyes viciously, "I reckon your job will be ter go
out an' find somethin' about Young Wild West an' his crowd."
''There ain't no use in me doin' it alone. Let somebouy
go with me."
"Well, I s'pose that would be all right. You kin take
two of ther boys with yer-any two what wants ter go."
There were two who were quite willing to the arrangement,
and still puzzled over what had happened to his pot of soup,
Jake went outside with them.
I
Hop began to feel a trifle uneasy now, ior he knew that
Wild and Charlie were not at the place where the party had
halted.
If the three villains should happen to sneak up close enough
they might easily shoot Jim and then capture the girls.
He decided that it was about time he got out to lend his
assistance or give them warning.
Meanwhile th·e leader had again turned his attention to the
pot, which was boiling away furiously now.
"This is a fine mess Jake fixed up for us," he declared,
angrily. "I've a notion ter kick ther blamed pot over."
Hop grinned, and quickly produced a big cracker, whic
he had made himself.
Just as he was about to make preparations to throw the
cracker into the fire, two of. the men came over and sat down
directly before him.
Of course they did not see him, since there was a part
of the partition that intervened, but Hop felt that it was
better for him to wait, since he did not want to be caught.
He felt that he must bide his time, so, with the cracker
in his hand, he remained very quiet, hardly daring to
breathe freely.
· Happy Bill changed his mind about kicking the pot over,
and suddenly turning, he started toward the flight of stairs,
saying as he did so:
·
"I'm goin' ter see how my horse is makin' out, boys. By
ther time I git back, maybe Jake an' ther others will be in
ter make a report. Take it easy an' let ther blamed old pot
bile; I reckon I'll make Jake eat some of that stuff when he
gits back, jest ter show him that it ain't wise ter play tricks
on his pards."
The three men nodded, and then Bill lighted a candle and
disappeared.
To make matters worse for Hop, the third one remaining
there came up alongside the other two, and he was hemmed in
completely.
But he had thought it over, and thinking that Jim Dart
would not be caught napping, and that possibly Wild and
Charlie had returned to their waiting companions by this
time, he decided to wait until Bill came back, and then he
would take the risk of exploding the cracker and overturning
the pot.
It was some little time before Happy Bill returned, and
when he did so he seemed to be in a better humor.
As no more wood had been placed upon the fire, the pot
had ceased to boil by this time, and wh·e n he saw it, the leader
scowled.
"They ain't got back yet, eh, boys?" Happy Bill asked.
"No," replied the man who was sitting so close to Hop
that he might have touched him if he had reached around
with his hand.
"An' that blamed stuff ain't bilin' no more, I see."
"What's ther use of lettin' it bile? It ain't fit ter eat,I!.'
cne of the others spoke up. "What was Jake thinldn' about,
anyhow, puttin' all that stuff in?"
"Looks as though he might have been tryin' ter make a
pot-pie," the first speaker suggested, as he arose to his feet

and picked up the wooden spoon. "Let's see what's in thei:
pot, anyhow."
He dove in, and as luck would have it, he fished out one
of the socks Hop had tossed into the pot.
"Wow! " he exclaimed. "Look at that! I reckon Jake must
have intended ter pizen us."
Hop could hardly suppress a laugh, when he saw how amazed
the villains were.
"I'll fix him for that, an' don't yer forgit it!" Happy Bill
exclaimed, his eyes flashing angrily, "No one else could
have put them things in that pot but him."
"Unless it was Young Wild West, or one of his vards,"
suggested one of them, soberly.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Happy Bill, his face turning pale.
"I never thought of that. Doyer s'pose they could have found
their way in here, an' have played this trick on us?"
"Might be," ventured the man who had fished out the sock.
Hop was enjoying the situation thoroughly now.
He was waiting for the villains to , get away from the fireplace, so he might have a good chance to make his escape
when he tossed the cracker into the smouldering fire.
They kept talking, and the more they did so the more
they seemed to believe that Young Wild. West and his partners were responsible for the trick that had been played.
When five minutes had elapsed Hop got the -0hance he was
waiting for.
The four outlaws were gathered close to the pot now, and
one of them was fishing out the contents with the big
wooden spoon.
The clever Chinee suddenly reached out with his hand a\)d
tossed the big cracker into the coals.
There was a sharp hiss, and then-Bang:
Over went the pot, the c<mtents falling upon the villains.
They screamed wildly with pain and fear.
Hop leaped from his place of concealment and made for the
exit of the underground place.

CHAPTER VI.
WILD IN SEARCH OF ARIETTA,

I

Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie were barely half
way to the entrance of the outlaws' cave when a smothered
report rang out.
·
"Great gimlets! What's that, Wild?" the scout asked, as be
turned to our hero in surprise.
"Oan't you guess, Charlie?" was the cool retort. "I reckon
Hop is around somewhere. It sounds to me as though that
report came from the cave."
"Thunder! That's right. What a fool I was not ter
think of that right away. I'll bet all I'm worth that ther
heathen has got into that cave, an' has played a trick on
ther sneakin' coyotes. Come on. Let's see about it."
They now started forward at a run, regardless of the
fact that they might be seen in case any of the outlaws were
outside.
Just as they neared the cave's entrance Hop came running
out, as though for his life.
But th·e moment he saw the two, he waved his bands and
began dancing in the fashion of a delighted schoolboy.
"What have you been doing, Hop?" Wild asked, speaking in
a tone of voice that could not be heard very far.
"Me allee samee makee bi gee blowee uppee, Misler Wild,"
was the reply. "Pletty soonee um outlaws comee outtee. But
you better go back to Misler Jim and um gi.rls. Thlee outJaws allee samee go sneakee alound !ere."
"Is that so?" and the young deadshot quickly tur.ned to the
scout. "We had better go an.d look for tlrem, Charlie," he
added. "Come on. We have got time enough to pay a
visit to the cave. We can do that almost any tim·e, unless
Hop has given them warning, so they will be on the watch
for us."
"Ley no see me, Misler Wild,'' the Chinaman de~lared.
"Me velly smartee Chinee. Me havee plenty fun in um cave.
Upsettee um bigee pot of soupee."
They had no time to question him fully before they reached
the spot wh·e re Jim was waiting with Anna and Eloise and
the sleeping Wing.
"Where is Arietta?" Wild asked, when he found she was
not among them.
"She went to the top of th·e cliff to take a look around,"
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Jim answered, looking somewhat surprised when he saw how
earnest the young deadshot appeared to be.
"Is that so?
Well, Hop says that three of the outlaws
came over this way looking for you. From what he says,
they must know of our presence here. "
"Can it be that they have caught Arietta and carried her
off? " Anna asked, in alarni.
"llow long has she been gone? " the young deadshot asked,
uneasily.
"Not more than five or six minutes. She climbed up right
after you ·and Charlie left," Jim answered, quickly.
"Well, I reckon I will go and .look for her, then."
Jim pointed the way Arietta had gone when she made
the ascent, and Wild was not long in climbing upward.
Seeing nothing of the girl anywhere, he became more
alarmed than ever, and began making a hurried search.
It was not long before he came to the spot where the
struggle had taken place, and as the ground happened to
be soft enough to show the foot-prints, it was easy for him
to guess what had happened.
He quickly made his way to the ·edge of the cliff, and then
he called out, softly:
"Come up here, Charlie, and fetch Hop with you."
"Didn't you see anything of her, Wild?'' Jim asked nervously.
•
"No; the truth of the matter is, Jim, that the three men
Hop spoke of have caught her and abducted her. I suppose
by this time she is well on the way to the outlaws' cave. "
Jim Dart turned pale at this, for he seemed to think he
was responsible for what had happened to Arietta.
Cheyenne Charlie paused long enough to reassure Anna and
Eloise that they would soon find her, and then he began
climbing to the top of the cliff.
Hop was right after him, and when the scout reached
the comparatively level ground above, he was not far behind him.
'ihen Wild showed th·e m where the struggle had taken
place.
"Now then, I suppos·e we have got to get inside that big
cave again. Come on; th·e re is no use in wasting any time."
The scout gave a nod, and gripped the revolver he held in
his hand to show that he was ready for business.
It was ·e asy for them to follow the direction the three outlaws had taken when they carried Arietta away.
They went by the nearest way to get to the cav~. of cours·e,
and by hurrying along and doing their best to conceal themselves from observation in case any of the villains were on the
watch, the three soon neared the spot,
All was still there, and not prepared to rush in to be met
by a volley of shoots, our hero brought all his caution into
play.
"How about getting in by some other way, Charlie?" he said,
in a whisper.
"Well, ther only way I know of is by that hole where ther
smoke was comin' through," was the reply.
"Well, I hardly think that would be a good way. But if it
comes to th:e worst, we will have to try it. I think, however,
that I will take the risk of creeping in there. You and Hop
can wait out here for a reasonable length of time, and then
if you hear nothing, you can follow. In the meantime, Hop
can tell you what he did while he was in the cave. He
started to tell us, but we haven't had tim!J to listen. All I
know is that he exploded a cracker and upset a pot of soup,
or something of the kind."
Bent upon rescuing his sweetheart as soon as possibl'e,
the dashing young deadshot began creeping toward the entrance of th·e cavernous place.
It was not more than twenty feet from the spot where they
had palted, and holding a gun ready for instant use, he
worked his way noiselessly along until he reach·ed it.
Then he paused and listened.
Not a sound reached his ears, and becoming a little bolder,
he crept inside and was soon in the dark _passage.
It was just then that he heard a footfall.
A man was approaching, apd walking stealthily, at that.
It was not many seconds that he had to wait, and then
a man paused within three feet of him.
The villain's face was turned toward th·e opening where
the light came in.
Wild did not wait an instant now.
He slowly arose until his right foot was upon the ground.
Then he made a sudd·e n leap and caught the outlaw by the
throat with both hands.
He s,hut to so tightly that the fellow had no chance to
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utter anything more than a gurgling gasp, and down upon his
back he went, the boy on top.
"Now then, you sneaking coyote!" our hero exclaimed, in
a whisper, as he removed his right hand and h'eld the man
to the ground, "you make one little sound or try to get away
from me, and I will put a bullet-hole through your brain.
It is Young Wild West who has got you now, so you had better give in right away."
The outlaw had started to struggle, but the moment the
words reached his ears he became suddenly still.
Wild knew he had him, so he laid his revolver upon the
ground, and then holding him just tightly enough to permit
him to breathe, he felt over his body and quickly relieved him
of his weapons.
This done, he gave an extra clutch upon his throat to
show that he meant business, and then ordered him to hold
out his hands.
Gasping as though he was being choked to death, the outlaw obeyed.
Wild now sat upon him with his lm-ees, and remo:ving his
hand from the villain's neck, he proceeded to bind his
wrists together with a piece of rope he had in his pocket.
"You just make one little sound and it will be the last of
you," he said, threateningly.
"Don't kill rue," came the whispered reply.
"I will, if you don't do as I say.''
But the boy had finished his taslt now, and picking up his
revolver, he arose to his feet and then pulled the man up
after him.
Then without a word he forced him along ahead of him, and
soon reached the outside.
Straight to Charlie and Hop he went with his prison·er.
"Here's one of them, Charlie,,. he said, with a smile. "I
reckon he came out to stand watch, but he was a little too
late, for I got inside before he appeared. It was easy to
catch him."
"Don't kill me!" cried the outlaw, whose face was very
pale now. "I ain't done nothin' ter any of you fellers. It
was Happy Bill what wanted ter git yer. It wasn't me."
"Shet up!" the scout exclaimed, angrily. "You say another
word and I will h,t a streak of daylight through yer."
"Never mind, Charley," said Wild, coolly. "I want to ask
him a question or two. Then you can take him over and let
Jim take care of him. You and Hop can come back again,
then, and if you find everything quiet here, you can creep into
the cave. I will be in there somewhere. The chances are
the rest ·o f them are inside, and they won't think there is any
chance ·of us getting in here, since this man is supposed to be
on guard."
"Right yer are, Wild," and so saying, the scout took · the
prisoner by the collar of his shirt and started along the trail
with him.
Hop did not attempt to follow him, and when Wild saw his
pleading look he guessed that he wanted to accompany him.
"Well, Hop, you can come along with me, then," he said,
with a faint smile. "I know what you want."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Misler Charlie takee um outlaw
to Misler Jim allee light. Me go with you, so be."
"All right, then. Come on. You can come back as soon as
you like, Charlie."
The scout gave a nod, and then looked at Hop as though he
thought he was a little too fresh, but said nothing and proceeded on with his prisoner. .
,
Our hero and the clever Chinee went straight to the entrance.
They walked in boldly now, for Wild was quite sure that
there was no danger of being met by any one else just then.
The two doors were closed, and as Wild had not seen them
open, he th·o ught there was but one way to get in to the
underground place.
But Hop quickly told him differently.
"Lis way, Misler Wild," he said, in a low whtsper. "Um
door light here."
,
"Is that so?" and the boy looked surprised. "Well, come
to think of it, that is the direction that fellow came from. I
.wondered how he got so far to the right of me. I am glad
you came with me."
Hop knew the way perfectly well, since he had beeI;l in and
out of the place, though when he came out it was iR a great
hurry.
He felt along in the darkness, and soon found the doors.
. A gentle push caused one of them to yield, and he forced
it open and then stepped boldly inside.
Wild followed him, and finding that the door stood ·open,
he put It in a position so it would remain that way.
Hop gave a nod when he saw this, and then pointing to
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the farther end of the passage, where it was quite light, he
whispered:
"Um outlaws allee samee back !ere, Misler Wild. Ley
gottee velly nicee place."
The boy gave a nod, and then started boldly ahead.
Neither of them made a sound that could be heard ten
feet fr-0m them, and it was not Jong before both were peering
into· the part of the big cavern that was occupied as a headquarters by the outlaw gang.
Only four of the villains were there, and they seemed to be
decidedly indisposed.
Two of the outlaws were missing, and one of them was
Happy Bill.
Wild drew back a little, pulling the Chinaman with him.
Then he placed his mouth close to his ear and said, in a
whisper:
"Hop, you said three of them sneaked over to where Jim
and the girls were waiting, didn't you?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me velly sure ·of lat. Me see um
thlee outlaws go outtee."
"Well, that being the case, they must have returned, for
there are four of them here now, and the one Charlie has got
makes five. That means that only two are missing. It must
be that Happy Bill and one of the others have got Arietta
somewhere. The thing to do now is to find out where she is.,.
"Maybe ley go down um stairs, so be, Misler Wild."
·
"Ah, you know of the stairs, then, eh? "
"Yes, me see Happy Bill go down um stairs, and pletty
soonee he comee backee. Len me makee um fireclacker go
bang, and upsettee um pot."
It occurred to the boy that the Chinaman was right in
thinking that probably Arietta had been taken down· the stone
steps.
But there was no possibility of reaching the steps with-0ut
being discovered by the four men in the cave.
However, Wild knew of another way to get down, as the
reader is aware.
"This way, Hop," he said, after he had thought it over a
little.
Then our hero turned and went through the passage, and
was not long in reaching the cave below.
"Light a candle, Hop," he whispered to his companion.
Hop quickly obeyed.
Then, taking it from him, Wild hurried to the apartment
from which the second flight of steps led downward to the
Death Cave.
Somehow, it occurred to him that this was the place where
Happy Bill had taken Arietta.
He knew of no other place that would be so secure a.s this
one, · and the thought that his brave sweetheart was to be
placed down there among the gruesome skulls and bones
sobered him not a little.
But he was ready to g-0 through anything now, and finding
the ston~ door open, he stepped boldly inside and approached
the head of the stone stairway.
Pausing, he lif'tened, and when he heard the sounds of
voices below, he knew that he was right in his conjecture.
"Now, then, Hop," he said, in a whisper to his companion, "I
want you to keep cool and don't make ,the least sound. Happy
Bill and one of his companions have taken Arietta down into
what they call the Death Cave. We are going there, and we
are going to give the two scoundrels a surprise. If they offer
to put up a fight, I mean to shoot them, for I think they have
gone over the limit now, and' I will not spare them."
"Allee light, Misler Wild, " came the reply, and then extinguishing the candle, Young Wild West started softly to descend the stairs.
As he moved downward the boy listened, hoping he might
hear the voice of Arietta.
His hope was quickly realized, but just as he reached the
place -where the stairs took a sharp turn, a shriek rang out,
and then came the call for help:
"Wild, Wild! Save me!"

CHAPTER VII.
ARIETTA IN THE DEATH CAVE.

Arietta was as much angered as she was frightened when
she found herself being borne away by the three outlaws.
She blamed herself for having taken the notion to ascend
to the top of the cliff, and while she was being borne along
in the direction of the outlaws' cave she did a lot -o f thinking.

The villains had taken the precaution to bind her arms to
her sides, and with a handkerchief tied over her mouth, the
girl had no chance to scream for help.
In this way she was carried along until suddenly she found
herself in darkness,
The handkerchief. which was a large one, partly covered her
eyes, and she had been unable to see just when the mouth of
the cave was reached.
But she knew when it grew very dark that she was inside
of the underground place, and becoming desperate, she made
a struggle to free herself.
Jake had bossed the job all through, and the two men with
him were carrying the girl.
He laughed lightly when he saw her struggling.
"There ain't no use, miss. We've got yer hard an' fast,
an' you're goin' straight into ther cave. I reckon I'll recommend ter have yer put in ther Death Cave, which is as fine a
place as yer ever seen. Happy Bill an' me has had a little
row -over somethin' I didn't do, but maybe he'll be glad ter
make \JJP with me an' believe what I say, when he sees that
I've brought you here. Take it easy, miss. Maybe, if you
behave yourself, you won't be hurt a bit."
Arietta could not answer, of course.
There had been no one on the watch, and as the three men
made considerable noise in returning, they were met soon
after they passed through the big doorway.
Happy Bill was amazed when he saw the girl in the arms
of the two villains , and Jake standing before him in triumph.
"Well, Bill," the latter said, coolly, "I reckon we made out
putty well. Here's ther result of our goin' out. Ther boys
will tell yer that I bossed ther job. This is Young Wild
West's gal, I reckon. I present her to yer with my compliments. But afore you take charge of her, I want me an' you
to have an uuderstandin'. It wasn't me what put ther flour an'
other things in that pot, an' I won't be satisfied till you tell
me that you think I'm tellin' tb~r truth when I say it."
"Well, Jake, I've sorter thought it over, an' I've come to
ther conclusion that it must have been Young Wild West or
one of his gang what played a trick on us," the leader
admitted.
"That's what we a:11 think," one of the others spoke up.
"Well, that sounds a little bit more reasonable. There ain't
one of yer here but what knows me well enough ter feel sure
that I wouldn't do no sich dirty trick as that. Ther idea of
me puttin' a lot of trash in a pot of victuals that I expected ter
eat myself. I don't see how you could have been fool enough
ter think anything like that, Happy Bill."
"Well, yer can't blame me for thinkin' it. You was ther
only one here. You was ther cook, wasn't yer?" was the retort.
"Yes, but jest as I said, didn't I expect ter eat some of ther
grub myself? "
"Well, I s'pose yer did."
"Well, then, that settles it. We have got ter blame it ter
Young Wild West, an' that means that we ain't very safe in
here, 'cause if he's been in here, why we've got ter be on ther
lookout for danger."
·
"I know that well enough, Jake. But to prepare for anything like danger, which is most likely ter happen, I s'pose, I
reckon we'll take that gal right down into ther Death Cave an'
keep her there. Then, maybe, we kin manage ter send a
message ter Young Wild West an' tell him that unless he
makes a bargain ter let us alone, we'll kill ther ~al. Jest ter
make it a little interestin', I'm goin' ter take ·down a few
sticks of dynamite, an' that electric battery we've got here,
so if it comes to ther worst, we kin blow up ther Death Cave
an' everything else that wants ter go with it. I've long had
that thi1tg in mind, as you fellers know. When I got hold of
ther dynamite an' ther electric battery, it struck me that some
time we might be putty hard pressed, an' if it came to ther
worst, we could · blow up ther cave, especially if we could
only git a gang in here lookin' for us, so they would git their
medicine. Now, then, if you're satisfied to do what I say, jest
take ther gal down into ther Death Cave. I'll fetch along
ther dynamite an' ther electric battery."
The two men who ·had borne her all the way from the top
'Of the cliff waited long enough for Jake to get a lantern, and
then they all went down the stafrway and pas~ed along until
they came to the chamber below.
From this they descended the second stairs, and so-on
reached what they called the Death Cave.
"Now, then, gal," said Jake, as he showed the girl the muzzle of his revolver, "if you dare open your mouth above a
whisper, I'll shoot. I'm a desperate man. I don't mind tellin'
yer that I've got it in my head ter be boss of this gang.
These two pards with me has said they would stick ter me,
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'cause they don't like ther way Bill used me a little while
ago. Ain't that right, boys?"
"That's right," came the reply.
Just then footsteps were heard coming down the ·s tairs, and
then Happy Bill appeared, walking carefully and carrying
something in his arms.
"Wha~ did yer come down so fast for, Jake?" he called out,
rather angrily. "I didn't have no light. S'pose I'd slipped an'
fell down? These here sticks of dynamite would have went
off quicker than lightnin', an' then I reckon you would have
been buried alive here."
"Well, never mind, Bill, so long as yer didn't stumble an'
fall. But be mighty careful. Here, jest set them things on
top of this altar."
The leader carefully deposited half a dozen sticks ·o f dynamite upon the altar, and then he called obe of the others to
assist him in attaching the wire he had in a coil with him to
the dangerous explosive.
Both seemed to understand just how to do this, and no
doubt they had worked in mines at some time where dynamite
was used to break away the rock.
In a very few minutes the wire was attached, and then
Happy Bill led it over to the stone stairway, and up to the
first turn, where he had left th'e battery lying on a shelving
piece of rock.
He quickly attached the wire, and then nodding to those
below, he said:
.
"Now, then, boys, if I was ter press this little button that
stuff would go off so quick you wouldn't hardly see a flash.
You an' ther gal would be blown ter pieces, an' most likely
ther whole blamed cave would tumble down. But I ain't
goin' ter do nothin' like that, boys, 'cause most likely I'd
git it myself. What I want ter do a little later on is ter
hitch another piece of wire to this, and take ther battery on
up an' uut of ther cave. Then if any one comes after us an'
gits in here, all's we'll have ter do is ter touch ther button
an' away they'll go! "
He laughed heartily as he said this, and came on down.
"Well, here's the'r gal. What are yer goin' ter do with her,
Bill?" Jake asked, rather coolly, as the leader stopped before
Arietta and looked at her as though he was sizing her up
carefully,
·
"Well, you got her, an' I believe yer said she was for me,
didn't yer?"
"That's what I said."
"All right, then. You fellers go ·on · up ag'in, an' see to it
that some one goes out ter keep watch on ther entrance."
They nodded in the affirmative, and quickly left the Death
Cave.
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predicament wou1d have done at that moment, she looked
scornfully at them and said, in a low tone of voice:
"If you're going to leave it to me to choose between you, I
will say that I will not choose either of you. You are both
scoundrels fit to be hanged , and if you know when you are
well off, you will release me instantly. I promise you that as
sure as the sun in shining outside of this dark cave, that
Young Wild West will get you. It won't be very long before
he does, either. He has been in the cave here, and kno~s all
about it, and even now he is planning to take you all alive.
If he had wanted to dispose of you he could have easDy shot
you long before this, for, with Cheyenne Charlie to help him,
that would have been easy."
"Come, never mind about this kind of talk, miss," Jake
spoke up, sharply. "Let's git down ter busines3. You heard
what we was talkin' about, an' you know that's dynamite .
up there. If Young Wild West was ter come runnin' down ·
here at this minute, you don't think he would be able ter
take yer from us, do yer? Why, if he done that, afore we
would let him have yer, we would kill yer."
"I am not afraid of either of you killing me," the girl
answered, her eyes :flashing.
She was gaining more courage every instant now, and · she
really felt that she would soon be able to get the best of them.
"Gal," said the leader, as he reached over and touched her
on the shoulder, "if you choose me ter loolt after yer, I'll
make yer one of ther r.ichest wives what ever lived, I know
where's there more money than me an' you could spend ther
rest of -0ur live·s. No one knows where it is but me, too. Now,
then, what are yer goin' ter do about it? Which of us are yer
goin' ter have?"
"Neither," came the quick reply.
.
As the girl said this she peered anxiously toward the stairway.
No doubt she thought that Wild must be somewhere close
at hand, and by keeping up a conversation with the villains,
she would be gaining time.
- "You needn't look up there, gal," Jake ·spoke up, with a
harsh laugh. "If any one c·o mes down them stone stairs it
will be some of our gang." .
"Untie my hands!" said the girl, quicldy.
"I won't bother ter untie 'em, I'll jest cut ther rope," Jake
answered, and he quickly did so.
T'he girl had been sitting upon a block · of stone, and she
now arose and made a move to pass them.
But this they would not permit her to do.
Both caught hold of her quickly and forced her back.
"None of that, gal!° " exclaimed Happy Bill, threateningly.
"You ain't goin' ter leave ther Death Cave till you have picked
ther man yott want ter take care of yer. Now, then, I'll give
yer five minutes ter do that."
·
"Well, if I must choose, I will talrn this man, and I hope
he will keep his promise not to harm a hair of my head."
As she said this Arietta reached 'Out and touched Jake on the
arm.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the villain, softly. "Now yer see,
Bill. I reckon ther gal knows what's what. She feels that
she kin depend on me, an' you kin bet your life she 'kin, too.
I'm goin' ter do my best ter win her, an' when I've done it,
I'll take her somewhere ter a preacher, an' we'll be made man
an' wife."
"Yer think so!" the leader exclaimed, angrily. "Well, · let
me tell yer somethin'. You ain't never goin' ter git out of ther
Death Cave alive, Jake."
As the words escaped his lips his revolver was turned
straight toward the man addressed.
But Jake was pretty quick, and seizing Arietta, he pulled
her in front of him and called out:
"Shoot if yer dare. Ther bullet will have ter,go through
ther gal first."
The conversation had not been carried on in very loud toµes,
even though both men were angry at times.
Thoroughly frightened now, and fearing that the villainous
leader of the ·o utlaws might fire, Arietta gave a sharp scream.
Then it was that she called out for Wild to save her.
Much to her joy her appeal was instantly answered, for
Young Wild West came bounding down the stone steps, a
revolver in either hand.

"Now, then, Jake, me an' you is alone with ther gal," said
the leader, smiling in a peculiar sort of way. "I don't think
yer meant it when yer said you was goin' ter give ther gal
ter me, 'cause I've got a notion in my head that you have
got a grudge ag'in me, an' that you have got somethin' up
your sleeve."
"Well, stop thinkin' that way, then, Bili. I reckon me an'
you has always got along putty good, an' there ain't n·o reason
why we can't git along good now. Here's ther gal. You said
she would come in handy ter keep Young Wild West from
gittin' ther best of us. I'm sartin that ther kid, ·o r some one
belongin' to his gang, was in here, an' fooled with that pdt;
an' that being the case, it means that we're likely ter have
trouble at any time now. But there's one thing putty sure,
none of 'em don't khow nothin' about this place, with its
skulls an" bones an' altar, an' sich stuff."
"An' dynamite an' electric battery," added Bill, nodding his
head and grinning broadly.
"Oh, pshaw! That ain't botherin' me any: I know blamed
well that you won't touch that button ter blow up ther place,
'cause if you do you would die about as qnick as I would.
You can't frighten me like that, Bill. Don't try ter do it.
But let's git down ter business."
"What business do yer want ter git down ter?" asked the
leader.
"Ther gal."
"Well, didn't yer say she was tor me ter marry?"
"Yes, I did say that. But I was jest thinkin' that maybe
she might have some choice in ther matter. I'm a putty bad
galoot, Bill, but I ain't bad enough ter force a woman to do
CHAPTER VII I.
anything ag'in her will. I will say, though, that one uf us has
CHARLlE P U ZZLED.
got ter have ther gal, so let's let her choose which one it is."
As he said this Jake reached over and tore the handkerchief
Cheyenne Charlie was not long in taking the captured outlaw
from Arletta's mouth.
to where Jim and the girls were in waiting.
_
Instead of screaming, which almost any one placed in her
When they saw him coming with the man, Dart and hls
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"I reckon that neither Happy Bill nor J ake is goln' ter be
companions were not a little surprised, though they really had
boss of t his here place, ·· Charlie wenl on to say, a grim smile
expected something was going to happen befor e very long.
"Here's one of 'em for you ter take care of, Jim," the showing o'n his face. " I'm ther boss right here jest now, but
scout said, hurriedly, as he let go his bold upon the villain. I recko n Young Wild West is ther boss of ther whole shootin'
·· Just see to it that he can 't git away. Wild an' Hop has gone ma tch. Do you galoots mean ter surrender an' have your
hands tied, or a re yer goin' ter pu t up a fi ght? "
into ther cave, an' I'm goin' ter foller 'cm. "
" Don't shoot ! " cried one of them, speaking a little louder
The scout then hurriedl y made bis way back and soon
tllan Charlie cared ·to have him to. " I'll surrender."
reached the entrance of the cave again.
"Shet up your trap! " came t he command , while Charlie's
He listened for a full minute before venturing i nsid e, f<)r
he was not so sure that there was not some one there watc h- eyes flashed dangerously. " You talk as loud as that ag'in,
an ' I'll put a bull et throu gh yer."
ing to attack him.
At this very mom ent t ho sound of footsteps were hea rd
But thi s proved to be not the case, for as he went in and
saw the door wide open, which Wild had t aken pa ins to leave ascending the stairs.
Cta rlie gave a violent start. He knew he had to act quickly
tha t way especially for his benefit, he shrugged his shoulders
now, so steppin g closer to the man, he drew his other gun,
&nd muttered:!·
"Well, this is another way ter git inside, I reckon. I and then whispered:
" You set right down there, a u' if you say one word ter them
wonder where that door goes to? Ther other way we had ter
go down hill a little, but this seems ter be right on a level. what comes in t hat I'm here, you'll die afor e yer know it.
You kin talk ter 'em as much as you -!ill:e, but don't you let
Well, I reckon I'li'-go inside, anyhow."
Having settled upon what to do, he stepped softly forward 'em know that I'm here."
·
and soon was inside the big chamber.
Then, as quick as a flash, he dar ted behind a jutting piece of
As he walked along ancl peered from behind one of the the rocky wall, and crouched out of sight.
tumbling partitions he caught a glimpse of two men who were
He was not an instant too soon, for up came the two men
sitting close together near the remains of a fire.
Happy Bill and J ake had sent from the Death Cave, so they
The scout sized them up and soon came to the conclusion might settle the question as to who was to take charge of
that there was something the matter with them.
Arietta.
The scout grinned when he saw the outlaws.
As the two newcomers a rrived, those s itting upon the floor
"I reckon I'll sorter surprise you two galoots," he thought, sat motionless.
as he gripped the butt of his revolver and nodded toward
"Wha t's ther matter with you two galoots ?" one of them
them. "I'll jest sneak up an' make 'em understand that I'm demanded, as he walked over and squatted near them, while
"
cave.
ther boss ·o f this here
the other stood with his arms folded.
It was quite easy for him to creep forward unobserved, for
" We got burned putty bad," one of them ventured, and then
it is quite likely the two outlaws thought the entrance was he shot an uneasy glance over his shoulder in the direction of
sufficiently guarded to prevent any one coming in, so they the place where Charlie was concealed.
sat there talking in low tones, and nursing the burns they
"You act as though you're migbty scared of somethin'," the
had received.
qu estioner ventured to say.
One of them had his arm bared to the shoulder, and as
"Well , it ain't very nice ter git burned -when a blamed pot
Charlie drew a little nearer he could see that it was very of grub an' other stuff bl ows up an' scalds yer," was the retort.
red, and that the skin seemed to be peeling off.
" I know it ain't. I got a little of. it myself. But that don't .
He paused then and looked around until he had taken in say that I've got ter set down an' mope about it an' act like
everything that was to be seen in the big cave.
a fool , too."
He noticed the door at one corner, and could even see the
" Well, if you was in ther same fix that we ai·e, you might set
stairway, since there was enough li ght admitted through ,the down an' be migh ty quiet, and don 't yer forgit it," tlie other
opening at the other side for the purpose.
outlaw observed, and t hen he looked over hi s shoulder.
Satisfied that the rest had gone to some other part of the · " See here, " demanded the man who was standing up, and
big cavern, he again crept forward.
who had noticed the glances they cast behind them, "is therQ
Not until he was within six feet of the unsuspecting pair an ything wrong? You act as though you're afraid o! somethin' behind yer."
did he halt.
"There ain't nothin' wrong," declared t.he first one who had
Just then one of the outlaws looked at the other and said:
"I wonder how this business is comin' out, anyhow? It spoken, "only we've got putty well s calded , that's all."
"Well, it seems ter me there is somethiu' wrong," and then
seems mighty strange that any of Young Wild West's gang the speaker moved aro,uud behind them, and began looking as
that.
like
grub
of
pot
big
that
spile
an'
could git in here
though he expected to find some •one lurking there.
Jest think of it! Them was my old socks what was found in
At this the two men suddenly leaped to their feet and made
ther pot. A fine mess ter eat it would have been, wouldn't it? " a break for the stairway.
"I should say so," the other answered, as he poured some oil
They succeeded in reaching the stairs just as Charlie was
on his burned arm. "I s'pose if they hadn't gone an' put discovered by the fellow who was looking that way.
that flour an' other stuff in ther pot, we would have ate ther
But the scout was ready for business.
grub up, an' not knowed ther difference until we struck ther
He quickly thrust a revolver in the outla.w's face and ex, old socks."
claimed:
"Well, we would'n't hardly have done that, 'cause ther
"Hold up your hands!"
blamed thing blowed up. That's another thing what puzzles
The other, however, realized that a great danger threatme."
ened him, and he turned and made a bolt for the stairway,
But Hop had related enough of what had happened to make too.
Charli e understand the case, so it is needless to say that he
Charlie could easily have shot him if he had turned the
was very much amused.
revolver from the man he was confronting.
He felt like listening· to the two men, so he hesitated about
But he decided that it would be a risk to do it, since it
giving them the surprise he had in store for them.
would give the fellow a chance to strike him, or perhaps fire
"What do *yer s'pose Jake is up ter, anyhow?" •o ne Qf them a shot.
.
~
ventured, after a pause. "He's gone an' brought one of them
He let the three go on down the stairway, and th-en quickly
gals here, an' they've took her down in ther Death Cave. Jake disarmed the other.
means ter git ther best of Happy Bill, I reckon. What do you
Knowing that he must work quickly now, he tripped him
think about it, pard?"
and flung him to his back, at the same time exclaiming:
"Well, I don't know as I care who bosses ther business here.
"You jest hold out your hands so I kin tie 'em, an' be quick
Jake is jest as good ter me as Bill is," was the reply.
about it! I a in't got no time ter lose."
The man did s o tremblingly, and with wonderful quickness
"Jest hold this rag, will yer? " the other ventured, as he
made a grimace which told of the pain the burn caused him. the s cout secured his wrists with a stout cord, which he had
Charlie thought it about time to act, and as the second out- drawn from his pocket.
Having tied the man's wrists tightly together, he bound
law started to bind a rag about the other's burned arm, he
another cord around his ankles, and then giving him a kick
arose and stepped softly before them.
"One little word from yer an' you'll both die!" he exclaimed, to remind him that he had better lie still, he ran to the enin a low tone of voice. "I mean business. Hold up your hands, trance to the stairs.
Just as he was about to rush down he was met by Hop Wah,
you snealdn' coyotes!"
who exclaimed :
The two outlaws were astounded.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. No shootee me."
Up went their hands in a jiffy.
\
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"Where is Wild?" the scout demanded, in a hoarse whisper.
"He allee samee go down Jere. He gottee two outlaws allee
light. He savee Missee Alietta."
·· Yes, but three more of ther galoots jest went down here."
·•Me knowee lat. Ley jumpee light over me, and no see me.
Misler Wild gittee pletty quickee."
·· I don't know about that. I reckon I'll--"
Just then a shot was fired, and the scout plainly heard the
hum of the bullet.
Some one had fired at him from the stairway.
He gave the Chinaman a push, and then darted back out of
the way.
At that instant angry cries were heard from below, and the
sounds of a scuffle ensued.
"Wild, Wild!" tile scout shouted, as he started down the
stairway.
"I have got them, Charlie," came the reply. "Look out
how you come down. You had better stay where you are."

CHAPTER IX.
HOW WU.D DEFIED THE OUTLAWS.

As he was ready to dash down the stairs to the rescue •o f
Arietta, Wild ordered Hop to go on up and wait for Charlie.
"Oh, Wild!" Arietta cried, delightedly, "I knew you would
come in time."
Jake had thrown up his )lands at the first sight of the
young deadshot, but Happy Bill had moved behind a piece of
rocky wall and was partly hidden from view.
"Step out here!" our hero exclaimed, in a commanding
voice. "If you don't I will drop you dead in your tracks."
But H~py Bill knew more -about the Death Cave than any
one else.
There was a hole right -back of where he was standing, and
after thinking quickly, he decided · that it would be much
better to be alive in the hole than to be out where he now was.
"You'll never take me, Young Wild West!" he cried, and
then as quick as a flash he dropped from view and rolled
back into the opening.
This move was entirely unexpected, and the boy momentarily removed his gaze from the other scoundrel.
Jake must have been waiting for the chance, and realizing
that it had come, he dropped quickly to the ground and turned
a complete somersault backward and went rolling into the
hole after the leader.
"Come on, Et," said our hero. "I reckon we had better get
out ·of here."
The girl di,d not need to be told a second time.
She started for the stairway, and Wild backed slowly after
her.
When he reached the foot of the steps Wild nodded to his
sweetheart and said, in a whisper:.,
"Et, there is a pile of gold in that altar there. : I · hardly
feel like going away until we get it. The two scoundrels are
down In a hole somewhere, and l hardly think thEi-y._: can· get a
shot at us. You stay right here, and I will get your gun for
you. I see it lying there on the ground."
Then the boy moved around slightly to the left and made
his way cautiously along until he reached ·the spot where
Arietta's revolver Jay.
·
He quickly p·ossessed himself of it, and then finding that
he had a good chance to get around to the hole with.out being
observed, he crept along until he nearly reached it. < '
"Well, are you fellows coming out?" he called out, at the
same time k eeping his revolver pointed downward.
"Not until you're dead, Young Wild West," came the reply
in Happy Bill's voice. "Maybe you haven't noticed it, but
there's dynamite on top of that altar there, an'· I've got my
finger on a button that will set it off in a jiffy. If you don't
git out of here in a hurry, I'll blow ther whole blamed cave
up,.e.v en If I die with yer.''
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed our hero, but his face blanched when
he saw that there were some sticks of what seemed to be
dynamite upon the altar.
"Go ahead and blow up the cave, you scoundrel. I defy
you!"
"All right; I'll give yer jest five minutes ter git out of
here," came the reply.
"And I will give you just five minutes to come out of that
hole, or I'll begin shooting at you. I defy you and all your
gang. I reckon I am master of the situation now. We have
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got the rest of your men, and you two will either surrender
or die."
As he said this Wild beckoned to Arietta, and she came
softly to him.
"You stay right here, and keep a watch on that hole," he
said, in a whisper. "Don't hesitate to shoot the irnitant one of
them shows himself. We can't a fford to take any risk now,
and since there is small chance of getting them alive, we may
as well get them dead. lt is all in our line of business, anyhow, Et. We are outlaws bunters sometimes, and this ls one
of the occasions when we ure right in line in that business."
The girl nodded , and knelt before the black hole.
Then Wild coolly walked to the altar and m-ade an examination ·of what lay upon it.
They were dynamite sticks, he could tell at a glance, and
when he saw that a wire was leading from them, he did not
grow the least bit excited.
But i.t did not lead toward the hole, that was certain.
The first thing he did was to draw his htmting-knlfe and
cut the wire.
Then he carefully lifted the explosive sticks from the top of
the slab and laid them gently upon the floor among the grinning skulls.
Having clone this, he removed the cover and looked down
into the interior.
'
The lantern that had been brought clown by the outlaws
was near at hand, and lifting it up, he saw the glittering gold.
There were two bags of it, and without any ,hesitation, he
lifted one of them out, though It took all his strength nearly
to do s-o, for it was very weighty.
Then up came the other.
He carried the bags one at a time half up the slairway, for
he knew · quite well that his brave little sweetheart would see
to it that the two outlaws d:1recl not emerge from the hole.
Then he returned, and carefully replacing the cover of the
altar, he put back the dynamite sticks and fastened the end
of the cut wire so it looked as though it was still attached
to them.
It took some little time for him to make all his a!"rangements, and just as he had completed things to his satisfaction, he heard sounds above Which indicated that a scu•ffle or
something of the sort was going on.
"This way, Et," he said, calling quickly to his sweetheart,
and she ran over to him.
He took her by the arm and started to go up the stairway.
But when he got to the turn he heard some one coming
down hastily.
As quick as a flash he pushed Arietta into a niche and then
dropped in after her.
He was not a moment too soon in doing this, for down came
the two men who had made their escape h·om Cheyenne
Charlie, and behind them came the third fellow.
As they reached the turn in the stairs one of them turned
and fir ed a shot upward, and then Wild knew that Charlie
must be with them.
Bnt he did not show himself, and with muttered oaths and
cries of rage, the three men went on down, and not until they
got into the cave below clld they realize that there was no one
there but themselves.
"Get into that hole, you scoundrels!" Wild cried, suddenly
appearing otl. the stairs, his revolver leveled at the three.
Just then Happy Bill emerged from the hole, followed by·
Jake.
l
"It's your fault," the latter cried, as he turned angrily to
the leader. "You have got us in a fix now that we won't never
git out of. You may as well take your medicine right now."
As he said this he struck the man a blow with the butt of
his revolver and sent his staggering.
Then it was that a scu'ffie ensued, for all five seemed to
think that the leader was responsible for what had happened .
It was then that Charlie called out, and Wild answered him,
telling him to stay where he was.
It had occurred to the young deadshot that since he had
defied the outlaws he might as well carry it through, and
make them understand thoroughly that he had them in his
power.
"Good-by, Happy Bill!" Wild cried. "We are going to leaye
you here, and you can bet you'll never get out of the Death
Cave alive. We have got your treasure all right, so you
needn't fear but that it will be used rightly."
Jake uttered a savage cry, and started for the stairs, all
but Happy Bill, who was half-stunned from the blow he 1lad
received , following.
Then it was that our hero reached for the button that connected with the electric wire.
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The men realized that death faced them and threw up their
hands and started back.
"Get back into the hole, you scoundrels!" Young Wild West
exclaimed, as he arose and faced the astounded outlaws. "Do
as I say, or we will all die together in the Death Cave!"
"Mercy, Young Wild West!" Jake cried, imploringly. "Don't
explode ther dynamite!"
"Well, you have either got to get back into that hole, or
surrender. Which are you going to do?"
"I'll surrender."
"So will I," came the cry from the rest, with the exception
of Happy Bill, who seemed too dazed to speak.
"Come on down, Charlie, if everything is all right up there,"
Wild called, without looking over his shoulder.
"Right yer are, Wild. I've been waitin' ter hear yer say
that," and then down came the scout, a revolver in either hand.
"Where is Hop?" Arietta asked.
"He's up there watch in' one of ther galoots I tied up."
"That's all right, Charlie," our hero said. "Just step down
there and take the guns from the scoundrels. Then Arietta
will help you tie them up. This is what I call pretty good.
We have got the whole bunch without having to kill any of
them. I like it that way better than if we had had to do some
shooting."
The scout was not long in taking the weapons from the outlaws, and then Arietta assisted him to tie their hands behind
them.
"Now, then, the first thing to do is to take up this -gold that
Happy Bill was so fond of looking at," our hero said. "Et,
you just stay here and watch the gang until we do it."
Wild and Charlie were not long in carrying the two bags of
gold up the stairs.
They found Hop sitting quietly before the prisoner; who was
lying upon the floor, no doubt wondering how much longer
he had to live.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Wild?" the Chinaman asked, as he
smiled blandly, when he saw the two carrying the heavy bags.
"Nothing much, Hop," the young deadshot replied. "Here
is a little gold we found in what the outlaws call the Death
Cave, that's all."
''Allee samee gold?" and the clever Chinee got up and looked
very much Interested.
"Yes, and quite a heap of it, too. What do you think of
·
that, Hop?"
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
Then our hero turned and went down the stairs again.
One by one the villains were forced to ascend the stairs,
Charlie coming in the lead, and Wild and Hop bringing up
the rear.
When they were all lined up in the cave above they were
a very sick-lopking lot, indeed.
The other man was forced to get upon his feet after Arletta
cut the rope that held his ankles together, and then there was
six of t,hem.
"Well, Happy Bill," said our hero, smiling at the leader,
"what do you think of the situation now? I suppose you fellows have been doing a pretty good business along the trail
from Albuquerque since you have been here, haven't you?"
''There ain't no use in me sayin' anything, Young Wild
West," the villain retorted, in a husky voice. "You have got
ther upper hand, so it's all over, as far as I'm concerned. I
knowed that I would have ter take my medicine some day, and
I s'pose ther day has come now. But I'm awful sorry you
found out that there was a lot of gold hid in that old altar
down in ther Death Cave. It would make me feel better if I
!mowed how yer come ter find it out."
"Well, I'll tell you. This is not the first time we ha:ve·been
in here to-day. We came in some time ago, and it happened
that we saw you as you came down here. Cheyenne Charlie
was with me, so we followed you, and watched you as you
examined your gold, and heard what you said at the time. Do
you feel any better now?"
"Well, I don't know as I do. But it's satisfyin' ter know
thing, anyhow."
Happy Bill said no more, but hu,ng his head in despair.
"There's -0ne thing I'd like ter ask, Young Wild West," Jake
spoke up.
"Well, what is it?" the boy demanded, sharply.
"There was ·s even of us, an' there's only six now. . Did our
pard git sh·o t?"
"Oh, no. He's all right, and you shall soon see him."
"Well, I don't care whether I see him or not, only I wanted
ter know, that's all."
"That is It, eh?"
"Yes, that's all."

"Well, come ahead, then."
Leaving the bags of gold where they were, for Wild knew
quite well that no one would be apt to disturb them, they
forced the outlaws to march out through the cave and into
the open air.
Then they conducted them to the place where Jim Dart
was still in waiting with Anna and Eloise and Wing.
The latter were much pleased to see them coming, and a
cheer went up when they saw the six prisoners.
The other prisoner was there, for Jim Dart had seen to it
that he had no chance to even make an attempt to escape.
Then Wild related all about the Death Cave, and what had
been found there, not forgetting to tell b,ow he had defied
the outlaws and frightened them nearly out of their wits.
While the· conversation was being carried on, Hop disappeared.
They were ready to start out to return to Albuquerque
before he showed up, and when they saw him coming they
knew that something was up.
"Evelybody watchee!" the clever Chinee called out, and
then he turned and pointed in the direction of the big cavern.
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when a deafening
explosion rang out, and the earth fairly trembled. '"
"That fool ·of a heathen has gone an' blowed up ther blamed
cave!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed.
This was just what had happened.
Without asking permission, Hop had neturned to the cave,
and by setting a train of powder down the stairway, and
leading it to the mouth of the cave, he had caused an explosion which set off the dynamite ·and causea what might be
termed a small earthquake.
As Hop ran up and came to a halt before the party, Cheyenne
Charlie looked at him as though he was very angry, and said :
"What did yer do that for, anyhow, heathen? Don't yer
know that you're liable ter git arrested an' sent ter prison
along with ther outlaws for bustin' up things like that?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie," the celestial answered,
smiling blandly. "Me no 'flaid."
"Well, yer oughter be, 'cause by blowin' up that cave, you
have spoiled all ther evidence of slch a thing as It beln' a
headquarters for a gang of outlaws. How are we goln' ter
prove that we got Happy Blll and his gang in there?"
"Misler Wild," said Hop, becoming rather serious, "maybe
me makee lillee mistakee, so be."
"Well, I'm sorry you took the trouble to cause the explosion
there, Hop," the young dead shot answered. "But it can't be
helped now, so there ls no use in saying anything about it. "
"Well, I think there is some use in say!n' somethin' about
it!" Charlie answered. "I've a notion ter shoot at ther
heathen's pigtail, jest 'cause he showed himself so fresh."
"You do lat, Mister Charlie," Hop declared, a grin showing
on his yellow face. "You shootee my pigtailee ofl', and me
allee samee glttee square with you,"
"Yer will, eh? You're makin' threats ag'in me, are yer?
Well, I'll sartinly give you a go·od lambastin' for that."
As the scout said this he made a dart for Hop, who cleverly
dodged him and ran up among some rocks.
The chase kept up for a few minutes, and then finding that
no matter how swift he was, he could not catch up with the
Chinaman, Charlie returned disgustedly.
Hop had brought forth the bags of gold before touching the
train of powder with a match, so nothing more was said about
the affair.
There is nQt much more to add to this particular adventure
of Young Wild West.
Suffice it to say that the prisoners were duly conveyed to
Albuquerque and turned over to the sheriff, who was not only
surprised but delighted to receive them.
Our friends said nothing -0f the gold they had discovered,
and as none of the villains mentioned it while they were
there, they were not put to any trouble concerning it.
They converted it into cash as soon as possible, and then
decided to rest a couple of days before starting out in search
of something exciting.
It had been a lively experience for the majority of them
while it lasted, but probably the most thrilling of them all
was that of Arietta when she was in the Death Cave with the
two villains.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
HUNTING FOR GRIZZLIES; OR, A LIVELY TIME IN THE
.ROCKIES."
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Manager Jack Dunn, of the Orioles, announced recently
that full arrangements have been made for a trip to Cuba this
fall for the Orioles. All of the regulars will make the trip,
with the exception of Mike Corcoran, who has accepted an
ol'l'er to go to Japan with pitcher Thompson. They will coach
a college nine in the Flowery Kingdom. Dunn will not accompany the team, but Secretary Wickes will be the chaperon
and business manager of the Birds. A full schedule has
already been arranged.

The girls in Africa, as elsewhere, are fond of dolls; but
they like them best alive, so they take puppies for the purpose,
and carry them about tied to their backs, as their mothers
carry babies. Some of them "play baby" with little pigs.
The boys "play shoot" with a gun made to imitate the "white
man's gun." Two pieces of cane tied together make the
barrels, the stock is made of clay, and the smoke is made of a
tuft of loose cotton. In one African tribe the boys have spears
made of reeds, shields, and bows and arrows, with which they
imitate their fathers' doings; and they maike animals out of
clay, while their sisters "jump the rope." Besides, the African
children, like children all over the world, enjoy themselves
"making believe." They imitate the life around them, not
playing "keep house," "go visiting," 'Or "give a party," because they see none of these things in their homes, but they
pretend building a hut, making clay jars, and crushing corn
to eat.

Baseball and Mrs. E . H. Harriman, widow of the railroad
wizard, came in conflict recently. Baseball won. The umpire
in the contest was the passenger department of the Southern
Pacific company and the issue was whether right of way
should be given the special car in which Mrs. Harriman and
her guests had come to the West or to a special train carrying
baseball fans to Sacramento. Both trains were scheduled to
leave at the same time. The fans emphatically asserted that
Our strawberry is derived from a cross between the native
unless their cars went first they wou1d miss the game. The
strawberry of Virginia and that of Chili. The raspberry Is
Harriman car was forced to wait. ·
native to temperate Europe and America and certain parts ·of
was
Asked once what was the bravest deed he had ever witnessed, Asia. The apricot originated In China. The peach, too, near
Field .Marshal Lord Roberts cited the case of an Indian soldier, originally a Chinese fruit. The cherry's birthplace was and
a Punjab! Mahqmedan. During the Indian Mutiny, as they the Caspian Sea, and the plum comes from the Caucasus
Western
were cutting their way to Lucknow, they were stopped by a Turkey. The pear is native in temperate Europe and the
Cauwalled enclosure, very strongly held and fortifi ed. They man- Asia. The quince came from Southwastern Europe,
aged to make a hole in a wooden door, and this man put his casus and the Caspian region. The apple is native all over
arm through the hole in order to draw back the bolt, but the Europe, in the Caucasus, round the Black Sea and in Persia.
on
arm was sever ed. He then put his other ·arm through and The fig seems to have originated in the lands bordering
drew the bolt, and that arm was severed also. Lord Roberts the Mediterranean, particularly in Syria. The red currant
said he regarded that as the most remarkable act of bravery ~rows wild all over Europe, in the Caucasus, the Himalayas,
Manchuria, Japan and Arctic America. The sweet orange
he had seen.
originated in southern China and Cochin China and the citron
in India.
Two Maine men were out hunting for deer, when a big bull
moose came into view, and in a minute the tables were turned.
For an old settled State, Arkansas has more game than any
The old fellow spied the hunters, and without hesitation other. On the St. Francis River, where the canebrakes are
charged them. His gait was a tremendous lope, and the first tall and dense, the country seems alive with deer and bear.
bullets sent into him only increased bis speed. The hunters They have a peculiar way of hunting in these brakt!s. They
bad time to fire another shot, and then they bad to run for keep dogs and horses specially trained for it. The dogs,
their lives. Fortunately they got to a place where the trees perhaps twenty or thirty, are put in the brake, and the horses
grew so close that the progress of their pursuer was retarded. are trained to follow the dogs, and that is what they will do
This gave them time to reload, and the next ·shot dropped the at all hazard. As soon as the dogs take a trail and begin to
big animal. It took eleven bullets in all to finish him. Both bay the horses strike out pellmell through1 woods, and brake,
hunters before had been skeptical as to the courage and fury and swamp, jumping everything in their course, and plunging
of this monarch of the woods, but they are now willing to in· a way that would terrify an English fox-hunter. The rider
give him a wide berth.
has nothing to do, and that Is sometimes more than enough,
but to hold his seat. He must keep close to the dogs, for
Many stories of the big poker games among the Western when the bear is brought to his hind legs there is danger of
cattlemen in the early days have been told, but the story of losing three or four of the valuable animals before the beast
the .game, with probably the greatest stakes, is here printed Is killed.
for the first time. 'I'wo well-known cattlemen of southwestern
Kansas, one of whom is now a prominent business man in
"The sun dance of the present is not the sun dance of tbe
Kansas City, started to move their herds to the pastures of past, " remarked W. J. Keith, of Cheyenne, Wyo. "I attended
of
head
"
thousand
a
Wyoming. Each herd contained more than
the sun dance of the Shoshone Indians at the · agency at
cattle. When they came to the crossing of the Arkansas Lander recently,' and must say that anybody who Is of the
unable
River near Coolidge they found a flood on. They were
opinion that Poor Lo is not absorbing civilization has another
to cross for two or three days. To while away the time the guess coming. Time was when the American aborigine, in
two men engaged in a poker game. When the flood finally order to show his valor, would cut slits in the skin of h is
subsided so that the cattle could proceed, one of the cattle- breast and back, push sticks of wood through the interstices,
men said to his son, who was helping to drive: "Just turn attach rawhide lariats strung from the top of a high pole t o
my herd over to our neighbor and we will go back home." the ends of the sticks, and swing merrily around the circle
He bad bet all 'Of the herd ·of cattle.
with his feet off the ground until the skin broke.· If be could
go through this fearful ordeal he was a warrior of the first
Tyrusk Cobb was born at Royston, Banks County, Ga., De- class. Nowadays, however, the dance is merely a good imitacember 17, 1886. He commenced playI'n g pi:ofessionally in tion of the old way, with none of the tortures, aside from t he
1904 with the Augusta Club, of the South Atlantic League, but fatigue of dancing in the glaring sun until the dancer fa'lls
'Owing to lack of experience and extreme youth was "farmed" from exhaustion. A civilized and humane government has
t o the Anniston, Ala., Club, of the Tennessee-Alaba ma League. put a stop to the torture :part of the dance. It is a difficult
In that league be bit .370, was recalled by Augusta, and fin- matter to get the Indians to go through with the performance
the Inished the season with .237, being ill with malaria most of the nowadays. I made inquiries of the Indian agent why
time. rn 1905 be started the season with Augusta; went to dians charged for seeing the dance, and he referred me to one
no
the front at once as one of the star ·o utfielders and batsmen of of the tribe. 'White man charge dollar for dance, Injun the
the South Atlantic League, and finished the season as the chump,' was the reply I received from him. Among
leading batsman of that league. In August he was purchased guests at this dance from the nearest Indian settlement I
by the Detroit Club, whose team be joined in September, finish- found such names as Mr. and Mrs. Walsingham Kick-a-Holeing the season in the American League and earning a place on in-tbe-Tepee, Misses Gwendolyn and Cleopatra Buffalo-Fat,
the 1906 team by high-class batting and fielding. During the Miss Hayzelle Saw-the-Bear-Go-Into-a-Hole, and her brother,
1907 season he showed such improvement in all departments ,Algernon, and Charley Fell-off-the-Bridge, and his sisters,
that he became one of the great stars of the American League. Claudia and Penelope."
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CENTERSHOT TH E SCOUT
OR,

THE SECRET OF THE INDIAN GRAVES
By PAUL BRAD DON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IV (continue d).
"Centersh ot !" exclaimed Montgomery.
"Centersh ot, the scout!" cried Viola.
The savage dog crouched down at the scout's fe~t. his master leaned on his long rifle, and regarded the father and
daughter.
"Yes, I'm here. That is, what's left of me, arter forty year
o' trials and tribulatio ns among white critters an' red. But
It -seems to me there's a condenmed difllkllity o' some sort
here. There's water in the leetle woman's eyes, an' you don't
look much happier nor a funeral yourself, friend Jason," said
the old scout.
"The fact is, Centershot, we are in awful trouble," said
Montgomery.
"You don't tell. Wall, therl! allers was. a sort o' magnetic
attraction betwixt the Keen family au' difflkilties o' all kinds.
Jist tell Misery an' me what the tarnal trouble really are,
an' we'll see if we can't fotch it. Misery is my dog here. I
call him that because he's suffered so much. You'll notice hehas lost one ear, parted with the '5reater part of bis tall, and
got a big scar across his back. Misery an' me have been in a
heap o' difllkiltles fust an' last. But we're ready to wade
agin, 'specially if it's a case that brings tears inter pretty
eyes."
The scout caressed tb·e huge head of his dog, and smiled
reassuring ly,
·
Viola felt that he was a man who carried a noble heart
und·e r hi~ rough buckskin suit.
Such a man as Centersho t was a friend to cling to. As
brave as the bravest. A wonder in all that pertained to
the lore of scout and plainsman .
A keen, shrewd tracker
of man, such was the scout's character as it was known to
Montgome ry and his daughter.
"We cannot tell you all, 'friend Centersho t. Our trouble
concerns a secret. It relates to the power a certain merciless
man holds over us," said Montgomery.
"Now you don't 'Say. I'll bet a p1ug o' tobacco I kin name
the pizen biped. I reckon the old Mormon I saw a-rldin'
away as I came up has a finger in the pie."
"Right," assented Viola.
"I knowed he was bad medicine, 'caus·e Misery here made
a dead point on him-the dorg knows a pizen biped by
instinct."
"The fact is," continued Viola, "we are compelled to leave
the emigrant train and join Eld·e r Seabolt's Mormon colony
at Wolfe Range."
·'Oh, ho! There's mean, low work going on. Pizen bipeds
astir. I know the Mormon's place. Up by Island Lake, where
the country is like Eden. But it's full o' serpents, an' old
Seabolt is the king snake."
"A mysteriou s power wielded by Seabolt compels us to
yield to his demands. We are ordered by him to go to the
!11ormon colont to-day," said Jason Montgomery.
"Waal, don't ye go," said the scout.
"We must. · 'l"here is no alternativ e except-- "
"That must not be thought of!" exclaimed Viola, quickly,
interrupti ng her -father.
"Waal, this is a queer difflkilty, ain't it, Misery, old boy?
Never mind. Don't you lose heart, leetle woman. The old
man an' his dorg may turn up when he's least expected ye
and put a spoke in t he Mormon's wheels," said Centersho t.

"How much we need a true and secret friend I cannot tell
you," said Viola, in tones intense and moving.
"Wall," said Centersho t, "though I'm in the dark regardin'
the source o' the pizen Mormon biped's power over ye, I'll
go in ter play a friend's part for ye. Eh, Misery?"
The dog wagged bls stump of a tail.
"Misery agrees. Now, if that pup hadn't a worked his
'lectric indicator, I'd a-knowed he wa'n't in favor o' the
move."
"Then may we hope that you will be near us in the Mormon
colony?" asked Viola, sm!ling.
"Yas. You can count on us. Misery, how do you like
Mormons?" The dog bristled up and growled.
' "Hate 'em like poisen, eh?"
Misery gave a bark of assent.
"The ·critter knows alI I say to him, and has got a heap
more sense t han most folks. Onct thought er sendin' Misery
to college. Went ter see the feller that run it, caught him an 1
another feller estimatin ' bow many dum fools the colleges
turned out a year, an' I got scart, an' tucR Misery right
hum. l'se afeard the college would spile him."
Centersho t looked serious. Misery wagged bis tail, and
se·emed to give silent testimony that every word his master
Said was true.
It was evident that the best of understan ding was fully established between the scout and his dog.
"Centersh ot," said Jason Montgomery, "I wish I could
tell you all. Suffice it to say a villain has an honest man
in his pow·er, and a noble girl is bent on self-sacrifice to save
that man. There's only one ray of light in the gloom."
"And what is 1.hat?" asked the scout.
"I may die before the sacrifice Viola has consented to
takes place. In that event, be on hand , my old friend, to
rescue my child, for with my death will perish Seabolt's
power. My child will not b'e compelled to sacrifice herself
then. I shall be beyond the power of human vengeance or
punishme nt."
·
"I will be on hand. The old man an' his dorg will turn
up just when the pizen bipeds don't want to see 'em, I
!"eckon," said Centersho t, assuringly .
"But you must not talk of dying, father!" said Viola.
"I do not know about that. My physician has informed me
that I hold life by a feeble tenure. I am threatene d with
consumpti on. Lately my trouble has rapidly grown worse."
"This is the country to cure ye," said Centersho t, hopefully.
Then Viola, speaking earnestly, said:
"I have a dear friend-on e Julian Kent-a young man whom
you will know by this photograp h if you can find him-I
think he is somewher e in this neighborh ood. I wish you
would bring him to me-arran ge that we might have a
secret interview , if you ever meet him hereabou ts-be is my
affianced."
Viola placed a photograp h of Julian Kent in the old scout's
hands as she spoke.
He inspected it earnestly for a moment, and then returned
it, saying:
"I've got him stamped on the blackboar d o' my brain
house. If ever I run across the young feller I'll know him.
An' I'll do as you wish, leetle woman. It's a good face, that
o' Julian Kent's: I'm right glad you're engaged to him. Sorter
thought it might be the Mormon's game to compel ye to
CHAPTE R V.
wed him."
VIOLA AND HEB FATHER AT THE MORMON COLONY.
"I have promised to become Elder Seabody's wife."
Viola impulsive ly extended her little white hand to the
"What!
Then the difllkilty is jist what I guessed at arter
queer, eccentric, but noble-hea rted scout as he last spoke.
all said an'
Waal-wa al, I guess I .better take a funeral
He took the maiden's hand gingerly, and it reposed like a contract- todone.
anow-flake f9r a moment in his great muscular, bronzed hand. straight to doplant the elder-tha t is if !t would set matters
that."
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"The death of Seabolt would save me and Viola. But make an investigation. But he put off the undertaking, think·
ing it would be best to make it a secret expedition.
murder must not be done," said Montgomery.
Toward nightfall, Jason Montgomery and Viola, who had
"Who talks ,o' murder? Nobody. Can't yer kill a feller
who's a pizen biped without murderin' him? Yes. Waal, made the journey from the emigrant camp guided by Matthat's what I said. Git him in a quarrel. Eh, Misery? Then tock, arrived at Wolf Range.
Seabolt welcomed his unwilling guests with ev-ery protestamaybe he'll try to shoot fust. Understan', old dorg?"
tion of pleasure, and the father and daughter were given
Mis.e ry wagged his tail.
"If there ain't no other way, by their ·e ternal I'll do it. possession of a small cottage near the eider's resid·ence and
The leetle woman shan't be sacrificed to that pizen biped, an' not far from the temple.
That same evening, toward midnight, Elder Seabolt and two
old Centreshot an' Misery are 'listed fer the gal's cause an'
companions entered a boat and set out to visit the Indian
bound fer the front."
Just then Misery uttered a growl, and "pointed" at the door. Graves.
"Pizen bipeds around, sure as shoo tin'. Good-by, friends,
till we meet at the Mormon colony. Keep up a good heart
CHAPTER VI.
and count on the old man an' the dorg when things looks
darkest."
CENTERSH!)T IS ON HAND.
"Heaven bless Jou," ' murmured Viola, and the next moment
The night was one of semi-gloom. During the earlier por
the scout detective was gone.
A few moments elapsed, and then Mattock, the Mormon, left tion of the evening the sky had been clear, but as the hcun,
elapsed and the night aged the moon disappeared.
behind/ by Elder Seabolt, appeared at the door of the tent.
The Mormon elder posses:;,,ed too much knowledge to share
"Any time you are ready to start I am ter guide ye," said
the superstitions which had gained credence in the minds
the fellow.
of the majority of his followers of the Lakeside ,colony.
"You are one of Seabolt's followers?" asked Montgomery.
But as his boat approached the solitary island in the center
"Yes. I'm a citizen o' Wolf Range Colony."
"Well, we shall not leave the camp hel'e until mid-day. of the now gloomy lake, over whose peaceful waters a solemn
silence now brooded, the elder felt the influence of tire scene.
We have preparations to make."
His companions rested on the oars as they rowed into the
"All right. I'll be around agin at noon," responded Mattock.
Then he withdrew. He had seen Centershot leave the tent, dark shadows of the island.
They listened for a moment, but heard no sound save the
and although t]le Mormon did not know that the stranger in
and the
buckskin was the great wild west detective, still he regarded sighing of the wind through the trees on th·e island,
monotonous ripple of the waves upon the sandy beach.
him as a man to be feared.
One of the two Mormons who accompanied the elder on
"Consarn them buckskin scouts. They are mighty cunnin'
and likely to cause trouble anywhere they turn up. I wonder his nocturnal expedition was his faithful henchman, Mattock.
Though a desperate, recldess fellow in the presence of
now if that queer old feller with the dog is a friend of Montdanger which he could see and understood, Mattock was an
gomery's."
arrant coward when it came to things supernatural.
Thus• thought Mattock.
"I don't like this trip, elder," he no_w ventured to say,
He resolved to acquaint Elder Sea1>01t with the· information
"It seems like a sort o' tempting o' Providence to venture
that the Montgomerys had received a strange guest.
among the graves of the dead Injuns at this unholy hour,
Meantime the Mormon elder went back to Wolf Range.
He had resolved to move Julian Kent from the doctor's 'specially after what we've neard."
"Nonsense," said the elder, sneeringly. " I hope you are
house.
turning coward. A man like you, who never feared a
not
·
imMormon's
the
about
brought
that
It was that resolution
mediate return. He could not get th·e vague suspicion out live Indian, certainly ought not to fear any dead one."
"That's where it is. Live men kin fight, but I don't like tha
of his head that had been awakened by hearing the name
of Montgomery's daughter muttered by the young stranger in prospect o' meetin' with Injun ghosts."
"Go on," replied the elder, "All the stori'es that have been
his delirium.
Seabolt meant to guard against a contretemps. He did not circulated about the rndian Graves are pure nonsense. Row
wish Viola or her father to know that young Kent was in in shore there at the southern end of tbe island."
The Mormon leader spoke authoritatively, and the two
the settlement until he had made sure as to whether or not
the young man was aught to the girl whom he meant should oarsmen began to ip:ipel the boat forward again, though it
was evident that they were reluctant about doing so.
soon become his unwilling bride.
And Mattock muttered something about tempting fate and
Upon reaching the Mormon settlement Seabolt proceeded
foolhardiness.
without delay to the house of the doctor.
But the boat presently grounded upon the sloping sands,
He arrived just in time to \vitnes's the power of delirium.
Julian Kent imagined he was on his way to some place. He and the elder sprang out upon the beach.
Mattock and the other oarsman followed, and the boat
had arisen and partially clad himself. The doctor had just
beach.
discovered this. He would have restrained his patient. But was drawn ~P on thespa~e
:were taken from the bottom of the
Then a pick and
the Mormon Elder said:
small craft. Seabolt igmted . a lantern and firmly led the
"Let him go. He may reveal a secret I wish to penetrate."
Julian left the house and took his way to the lake shore. way am~ng the great_ dark island mou!1ds, wh~re perhaps
the remams of the Indian dead had remamed undisturbed for
Elder Seabolt and the doctor followed the young man.
.
a century.
man,
young
the
"I must go to the Indian Graves," muttered
The light from the ·e ider's lantern dispelled the gloom f<:>r a
and he tried to launch a boat.
Then the false strength that had thus far sustained him considerable distance al_l about. Beyond the area of light
.
mtense by. contrast..
failed him, and he ~nk down exhausted and could proceed the gloom seemed more
"I half suspect that I shall discover signs of a recent
no further.
excavation here. I remember that the man who struck down
.
"
He holds the great secret of the Indian Graves. There can J lia Kent and abandoned him here may have returned"
'
r~flecied the elder.
no longer be any doubt as to ~hat," th·o ught the Mormon.
He had caused a sharp outlook to be kept by the Mormon
The~ h? and the doctor earned the young man back to the
physician_ s house. But very soon thereafter th~ yo_ung man scouts for the stranger who had been the companion of
was carn?d out of the settlement on a rude litter by four Julian Kent on the island. But no trace of him as yet had
been discovered.
of Seabolt s most trusted men.
The unknown had disappeared as mysteriously as he had
Their destination was a cave in the hills at some distance.
come, and there was no one to throw the least ray of inThree Indians were left with one man to guard him.
Bedding and necessaries of various ldnds were conveyed to formation upon him or his conduct.
A certain theory had formed itself in th·e mind of the elder.
the cave, and it was arranged that the doctor should visit
He now said:
the cave daily.
"I take it Julian Kent and his treacherous companion came
Those in the secret received strict orders from the elder to
here yesterday and did their digging."
keep the whereabouts of the young man a profound secret.
For half an hour the party searched the portion of the
"Sooner or later I shall ·o btain the secret of the Indian
Graves from Juliaµ Kent. Ultimately I shall solve the mys- island set apart for the Indian cemetery.
But nowhere was the earth disturbed. Nowhere was thera
tery," thought the Mormon elder.
He resolved to visit the is and of tlle Indian Graves and any trace of digging.
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Finally the elder selected one of the mounds which was of
unusual dimension, and which upon consulting the map
he had taken from the pocket of Julian Kent he concluded
was one of the mounds specially indicated thereon by re<J
markings.
"Never in the memory of man has one of these mounds of
mystery been opened. Let us now be the first to make such
au explanation ," said the elder.
Mattock had been carryi ng the pick. ·
He now dropped the implement and started back in consternation, and exclaimed:
"You don't mean it, elder?"
"Certainly," responded Seabolt, in a most matter-of-fa ct

suit, and who was always followed by an ugly-looking, surly
dog, claimed to have been a MethMist circuit rider in Ohio.
He answered to the name of Parson Peters, and he called
his dog Misery.
·
No one would have recognized old Centershot unless they
had been familiar with the dog's appearance. Skillfully applied dye had changed the color of his straggling beard and
his hair. The &cout detective had entered upon a difficult
task, but he meant to work under cover until he had saved
Viola and her father.
It was noticed that Parson Peters always carried an unusually long rifle, and explained that he was always fond of
hunting.
·- ay.
Centershot was soon
that no one suspected his
The other man shared Mattock's. consternati on, and the identity, and so he was convinced
really to commence his task.
spade which he carried fell from his hands beside Mattock's
pie!<.
"Come, set to work while I hold the light," continued the
elder, completely ignoring the trepidation of his two followers.
CHAPTER VII.
"I can't do it," said Mattock.
"Nor I," replied the other man.
THE I SLA ND l\lYSTERY.
"This is childish," said the elder. "Come, set to work,
Viola Montgomer y and her father were naturally in a
I say."
But Mattock and his companion did not obey. Instead their state of apprehensio n and suspense.
Since their arrival at the colony the Mormon elder had
faces assumed a sullen, stubborn look, and finally Mattock
not intruded himself ·upon them. They had been left to
said:
"We ain't a-goin' to do it. If you want to dig, do it yourself. their own devices, but while they were ignorant of the fact
they had all the time been under espionage.
I stop at this."
Had they given any indication of an inclination to escape
"Vei:y well. Hold the light; I'll convince you cowards that
the hidden hand of the magnate of Wolf Range would have
you -have nothing to fear," sald the elder.
He passed the lantern to Mattock, threw off his coat and been visible to restrain them.
Having put all her trust in Heaven and Centershot, the
s·e t to work with a will, employing the pick and shovel alscout, Viola awaited the issue, while she prayed for the safety
ternately like a son of the ould sod to tlre manor born.
The eider's two comrades drew back and watched him sus- of her lost lover, Julian Kent.
Th·e maiden who had promised to sacrifice herself to save
pensefully.
her father was seated alone at the door of the cottage.
But nothing transpired.
It was in the gloaming, and the attitude of the fair young
The legendary Indian ghost did not put in an appearance .
Th·e elder had a pair of good muscular arms and he kept creature was one of melancholy.
Her head was bowed; one hand supported her brow, and
on with his task until he had dug down into the bottom
it seemed she was pensively musing.
of the mound.
Suddenly Viola started, for a tall, darlc figure came abruptly
All at once his pick caught in something. He raised it and
found a copper chain. He pulled upon it and drew up a into sight at her side.
The man had emerged from beyond th·e corner of the
nearly desiccated skeleton.
house.
And that was all.
He was dressed in a shabby black suit. An unusually longOnly a few bones rewarded the effort of the elder, though
barreled rifle rested in the hollow of his arm, and a remarkably
he carefully searched the mound.
ugly-looking dog trotted behind him.
He was disappointed.
Viola started to her feet.
But -he said cheerfully:
She glanced first at the man and then at the dog.
"We have made sure of one thing-that these old mounds
Then a glad look flashed into her beautiful eyes.
are really what they are said to be-the graves of the Indians'
She was about to speak the name of Centershot.
dead."
But he forestalled her.
"Well, let's be going," advised Mattock.
"Jest so. Fine night, miss. Beautiful, I may say. Do you
The elder assented and the party re-entered the boat. Mattock and his comrade bent to the oars and rowed swiftly back want to buy a dog! Heard so. My name is Parson Peters,
o' the Methodist denominati on, from Ohio. If you invite me
to the settlement.
The elder chaffed them about their fears, but they remained in I won't say no," said the disguised scout.
"Certainly, sir. Come \in, friend Oen--"
sullen and unconvinced.
"Peters-Pa rson Peters· always-he re."
Secretly th·e ·e lder was perplexed.
The scout's voice sank to a whisper. Viola und·e rstood, and
He had been almost sure that the mounds marked on Julian
she led th'e way into the cottage.
Kent's map of the island contained something of value.
"Misery likes fresh air. Just set down in ther door, where
Now, however, investigatio n had seemingly proven th·e
ye kin get plenty on it an' see any pizen biped who may come
fallacy of this theory.
nosin' round," said the scout to his dog.
And yet the elder was not inclined to believe that he knew
Misery
his tail and obeyed orders, just as if he
all. That there was a secret of the Indian Graves and understoodwagged
every word his master had said.
j_.Jrobably one of the great value, he still thought.
Jason Montgomer y came forward.
Seabolt possessed more than an ordinary degree of firmness.
He was informed of the seeming stranger's identity by
He was yet resolved that the secret should be his.
in a whisper.
The elder's dreams that night were haunted by strange Viola
Montgomery and the scout clasped palms, and the latter
visions of the Indian Graves. He passed troubled hours, explained:
a d he had not long left his couch the ensuing morning when
"Ye see, I'm one o' the new converts. Pesky fin·e thing, I
tlie approach of a large party of Mormon converts from the think,
Mormonism, ye know, an' all that. The elder an'
East, whose arrivi::l had been expected for some time, was his flock
ai·e a-holdin' high jinks at the temple, an' I took
announced.
o' the ocj:!asion to come here. I wanted ter let
One elder, Daniel Smith, who claimed to be a relative of advantage
ye know I kept my agreement, an' am on hand. Shouldn't
Joseph Smith the founder of the church of Mormon, was in wonder
if convert Peters might cause a pesky sight o' difcharge of the converts.
fikilty among the pizen Mormon bipeds yit. However, I
They soon entered the colony and were made welcome. Elder hain't got
Seabolt delivered a short address, and the weary emigrants it's likely the pinters I need to make a move fer ye yet. Now
we can't meet often. So no matter what turns up,
were then fed and lodged among the brethren.
what ye see or hear about me, just recollect I'm workin'
They consisted of twenty families, from various sections or
the best I kin to circumvent the pizen· bipeds, assisted, in
where the Mormon elder had been at work stealthily making course,
by Misery."
converts.
"The
mere
knowledge of your presence serves to sustain my
Among the converts were several men of striking appear- courage.
But I fear you will not be granted much time,"
ance. One tall, lean, muscular personage in a shabby 'black said
Viola.
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They i·an for the- boat.
"How so, miss? Do you think the head pizen biped will
The Mormon elder saw the mysterious red flame expire
be in haste ter see you the twenty-fifth Mrs. Seabolt?"
the apparition vanish.
and
delay."
be
shall
must-there
"Yes, but there
Then he followed his men.
"Exactly. That 'ere is what Misery says, an' that dorg's
There was no controlling them now. The elder allowed _them
judgment is 'mazin' good where pizen bipeds are concerned."
to have their way without expostulation .
"Have you learned anything about Julian Kent?"
They pulled for the mainland as if they thought their very
"No, I haven't rightly sot in on this hunt yit. You
lives depended upon the degree of speed they attained.
understand?"
And old Centershot was left on the island.
"Yes."
"What dratted trickery are this? Wish now I had brought
"You'll hear from me just as soon as you kin learn anyMisery along. I reckon the dog would a-fotcheed that ghost
thing wort.h knowin' from Misery and me.''
up short. However, I must see if I can't do that an' make
Some further conversation ·ensued.
him squeal out his secret."
Then the scout withdrew.
Thus reflected the scout detective, and then swiftly and
He was· not destined to pass the night without an adventure.
like the king of traders he was, went toward the
silently,
twelve
toward
on
and
Seabolt,
Elder
pipe
to
in
set
had
He
the mystery had disappeared.
where
spot
other
the
and
Mattock
and
Mormon
the
saw
he
that evening
But Centershot had not gone ten paces when a human form
man who had been the comrade of the Mormon leader the
leaped up before him. A firm hand made a gri11 at the scout's
preceding night emerge from the eider's residenc·e.
succeeding moment
The three men took their way stealthily through the village. throat. He threw off the hand and theunknown.
engaged in a desperate struggle with the
The scout followed them.
Seabolt and his two comrades conducted the man who was
silently trailing them to the lakeside.
CHAPTER VIII.
Centershot saw them enter a boat and pull away.
He waited a few moments, and th·e n finding a light canoe
MAKES A DISCOVERY,
MATI'OCK
he pulled away in the direction taken by the men he had reThe man upon whom the scout had stumbled proved to be
solved to shadow.
a powerful fellow.
The night was dark, but objects were indistinctly seen.
At first it seemed to be his purpose to overpower the officer.
The scout kept the boat of the Mormon in view like a
But finally, when it became evident that the two men were .
shadowy blot of black on the dark waves.
pretty ·e venly matched, the stranger changed his tactics.
The boat moved swiftly.
He suddenly drew away from the hold of the officer and
Centershotw as expert in the management of a canoe.
away.
darted
e
th·
was
mysterious
and
sound-silent
no
made
His paddles
Old Centershot started to pursue.
detective's trail. .On, on he went, skimming the waves in his
But scarcely half a dozen leaps had he taken when he stumlight canoe until he landed on the southern end of the island,
and fell.
bled
him.
where the other boat had preceded
The scout regain·ed his feet as soon as possible.
Having found a hiding-place for his canoe in the shadow
Then he made a race in the direction taken by the mysterious
of a heap of driftwood, the scout crept up among the Indian
man who had eluded him.
Graves, behind his quarry of the night.
But that personage had vanished.
On this occasion the Mormon elder was bent on exploring
Old Centershot found no trace of the man, though he made a
another one of the ancient mounds especially indicated on
cautious search of the little island.
the mysterious map belonging to Julian Kent.
'fhe scout became convinced that the stranger must have
He s·e t to work at once.
Their experience of the preceding night had to some extent left the island in a boat. in his characteristic way. "So there
"Wall, wall," he mused,
reassured the two Mormons who accompanied the elder.
are more parties than one searchin' fer the something or other
Now Mattock took a hand with the pick.
that's in the Injun Graves."
The other man used the shovel.
He retraced his way toward the place where he had left
The elder held the light.
canoe.
his
map
Kent's
He had selected the mound indicated on Julian
But he felt that the adventure of the night had no material
by a red cross, which was nearest tJie grave previously exresult.
·
plored fruitlessly.
Centershot left the island.
The two men who now did the actual work felt their courage
Th:e scout reached the mainland and then made his way
gaining as they went on undisturbed.
toward Elder Seabolt's residence.
Old Centershot was perplexed.
There was a light in the window.
He had as yet no knowledge 'of the capture by Julian Kent
"The pizen biped hasn't gone to roost. I may find out
of the mysterious map, we must remember.
by playin'. spy."
suthin'
"Kinder reckon the pizen bipeds are digging for burred
Thus mused Centershot.
treasures. Never heard tell that Captain Kidd, or any o' them
It was his great hope and the leading purpose that at presfellows supposed ter have planted ther gold here and there ent actuated him to penetrate the mystery of the power whicn
jest to puzzle fools at this day, came so far West. Wonder the Mormon elder held over the wealthy old speculator and
what the bipeds are arter, anyhow?"
his daughter.
Thus mused the scout.
But as Centershot approached the Mormon house the light
But all at once an unearthly groan, s·eemingly emanating
the window went out.
in
Indian
the
in
digging
were
Mormons
the
from the pit which
The scout went on, but upon arriving at the eider's house
Graves, was heard.
h·e found it all silence, and ne was soon convinced that the
The succeeding instant Mattock and the other man dropped elder
and all the other inmates had retired.
th·e ir tools and turned to flee.
The scout, compreh·e nding that espionage there would be
Mattock stumbled against the ·elder, and dashed the lantern follow now, went on toward the abode of the Montgomerys.
from his hand.
The cottage was silent and dark.
The globe was shattered. The light was extinguished, and
"I'll not disturb them. I need sleep, and I'll snatch about
the Mormons were left in darkness.
winks while I kin. I don't know how soon the pizen
The succeeding moment a strange, ghostly apparition, from forty
bipeds will give me plenty of lively work," meditated Centeremanate,
to
seemed
light
weird
a
garments
white
whose
shot.
arose at the side of the Indian Graves.
Then he repaired to his own solitary quarters in an old
The Mormons were paralyzed so that they could not run- army tent, which he had set up in the suburbs of the town.
Morthe
now
were-and
that is to say, all save Elder Seabolt
·
The following day he made a discovery.
mon chief was not himself exempt from a certain degree of
He was approaching th·e · cottage of the Montgomerys, when
fright.
saw Viola and her father seated on a rustic bench near the
Mattock and his comrade clung to each other and their teeth he
and evidently engaged in earnest conversation.
door
•
chattered.
Suddenly he made a startling discovery.
But suddenly the spell of terror by which th·e y were enHe saw a crouching form in a clump of bushes at the
thralled was broken in a surprising manner.
of the· Montgomery cottage, within earshot of the
corner
ghostly
and
weird
the
before
up
flashed
flame
red
of
sheet
A
father and daughter.
persecuted
his
and
Mattock
n
e
Th'
Graves.
Indian
the
apparition of
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
flight.
for
strength
comrades found
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THE BOY ROUGH RID~RS
OR,

TWO YANKEE LADS IN THE PHILIPPI NES
By COL. RALPH FENTON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IV (continued).

Many shots, which went wide of the fleeing Americans, were
discharged by the Filipinos, but Jack and his companions did
not delay to return the fire.
·
Each succeeding moment that was fraught with the issues
of life or death for the Americans was now bringing them
nearer and nearer to the grove in which they had left their
animals.
And all three began to feel assured that they would soon
be in their saddles, and able to defy the further pursuit of
the unmounted foe, when an unforeseen accident occurred.
Tom was running just in the rear of Jack, while the army
scout led the flight, when a cry from Tom caused his two companions to glance back at him.
Then they saw Tom scrambling out of a treacherous pitfall
into which he had fallen, and which was half concealed by the
rank grass and weeds which grew about it.
As Tom started on, he limped painfully, and his comrades
were alarmed to see that he was unable to proceed faster than
a walk.
"I've wrenched my ankle; I can't run any further!" shouted
Tom.
Jack and Dan sprang back to Tom's side, while exultant
shouts from the Filipinos in the rear told that they had witnessed Tom's mishap and hoped to profit thereby.
"Go on! Don't stop to be captured on my account! It's
better that · one instead of all of us should be taken!" said
Tom, nobly, as bis tw£1' companions reached him.
"Don't talk nonsense!" cried Jack, impatiently, as be
grasped one of his cousin's arms.
'fhen, while the army scout supported the unfortunate youth
on the other side, Tom's devoted comrades rushes him along
between them.
But the delay had enabled the enemy to gain on them.
And once more it became doubtful if they could reach the
grove ahead of the insurgents ..
Jack and Dan seemed, however, to be inspired by the desperate condition which environed them.
And, burdened though they were by Tom, whom they continued almost to carry between them, they made herculean
efforts, and so at last they won the grove ahead of the enemy.
But their horses bad been left in the center of the llttle
coYer, and, glancing through the trees, they received the visual
evidence that the animals were still there.
The instant the cover was reached the trio opened fire on
the Filipinos, who were now so near that the fugitives knew
they would charge them in the grove before they could reach
tlleir horses, if something was not at once done to check
them.
Before the volley of the Americans the Filipinos fell back,
but almost in a moment they bad spread out and surroup.ded
the little grove.
At the 11ame time they ~ent volley after volley of shots into
the corer.
Tile foliage over the heads of the fugitives was riddled by
the leaden bail, and each one of the trio had more than one
narrow escape as a bullet whistled close by him.
"We've got them now! The American pigs are hemmed
in!" shouted Juan Migros, as the grove was surrounded.
But it was evident that the Filipinos bad a wholesome dread
of tlie marksmans\lip of the bunted party, else they would have
charged into the cover immediately.
"Come out and surrender. You'll be riddled with bullets if
you try to escape l" shouted Juan Migros a moment subsequently.
"Americans are not in the habit of surrendering," retorted
Jack, defiantly.

And quickly, for they assisted Tom as before, Jack and Dan
got the victim of the accident with them to the horses.
All three were in the saddles in a moment more.
"We have got to make a dash and ride straight through the
ranks of the enemy," said Jack.
"Yes, that's our only chance, lad, an' a mighty desperate
one it is, too, for the Filipinos are looking for us, and It seems
the instant we dash out of our cover every gun in nre bands
of the yellow niggers w111 be fired at us," answered Dan.
"We must depend upon our skill as rough riders to save us,"
said Tom .
. "That's it, boy. You both know what to do. We'll try Injun
tactics," assented the army scout.
"Now, then. Ready all. Forward!" cried Jack.
As be uttered the final word of command be and his companions set the spurs to their horses and dashed forward
through the trees at headlong speed.
It seemed that they were rushing to certain death.
But it must be remembered that they were not ordinary
horsemen, and that they were perfectly familiar with every
trick and device of the rough rider of our Wild West, as well
as with those of our Indians of the plains.
As they charged through the trees, Jack and his two comrades each threw himself alongside of bis horse, supporting
himself by one band upon the animal's neck and one leg thrown
over the steed's flank.
Thus the body of the horse was made to shield the rider on
one side.
As the trio approached the edge of the grove a singular incident transpired, which served for the moment to divert the
attention of the Filipinos from our•friends in a thrilling and
startling manner.
•
Just then the report of a repeating rifle rang out thrice In
quick succession directly in the rear of the lines of Juan
Migros command, and the Americans saw three of the Filipinos fall under the fire of this seemingly solitary and myst~rlous marksman. ·
The succeeding instant, as the enemy were looking in the
direction whence the unexpected but fatal shots bad come,
the fugitives emerged from the timber.
And, beyond the Filipinos, they caught a glimpse of a
strange-looking horseman, as be disappeared behind a line of
trees and shrubbery in the distance.
The solitary rider carried upon the front of his saddle some
burden which the Americans could not clearly make out.
But they saw plainly enough that the strange horseman was
clad in the black soutaine and cowl of a monk.
"The Black Monk! The Black Monk!" shouted the Filipinos,
in tones of awe and fear.
Taking a diagonal course, the Americans were upon the line
of the enemy in an ill.'ltant.
Through the foe they dashed, and before a single shot was
fired at them they were past the cordon of their enemies. and
speeding away.
But still they lay along the sides of their horses, sheltering
themselves from the fire of the foe, as the latter began to discharge their weapons.
Fortunately, the fleeing trio got out of the range of the Filipinos before either a ho1·se or rider was bit, and then, as a new
idea flashed upon Jack's mind, be said:
"Most of the Filipinos, if not all, deserted the camp to pursue us. Let's make for it, on the chance of effecting the rescue
of our friends yet."
"Go ahead! I'm with you, Jack!" cried Tom.
And Dan signified his approval.
Riding swiftly, the trio soon came to the camping place of
the enemy, only to find that a guard of more than a dozen
men bad been left there.
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They saw Mr. Powers and David West in the camp, closely face; that his thin lips were firm of expression, or set, and

guarded by the natives, but to their mystification and surprise, a hasty inspection convinced them that , Myra was no
·
longer there.
Of course, the Americans' approach bad been discovered, and
as the Filipinos begun to fire at them and they saw that it
would evidently be impossible to rescue the two captives, the
trio rode swiftly away, shaping their course so as to avoid
Migros' main force, which was now approaching the camp as
rapidly as possible.

CHAPTER V
MYRA RESTORED TO BER FRIENDS-IN SIGHT OF THE AMERICAN
TROOPS

Until all danger of pursuit was at an end, the Americans
continued to ride swiftly.
But, finally, they drew rein.
And Jack turned a troubled face to his companions, as he
sa id:
"The important question now to be considered is what has
,
become of Myra?"
"That's so," replied Tom. "Certainly she is no longer in the
camp of the Filipinos, and yet It does not seem possible that
she bas been able to escape, while Uncle Henry and her father
were unable to do so."
"I cannot understand it at all, and I am VQfY anxious. Oh,
I hope and pray that no harm has come to Myra," Jack responded.
"One thing is certain," Dan observed, "the gal didn't escape without help, and now I begin to think that, as I half
made out when he disappeared, the mysterious monk carried
a female form across t,he pommel of bis saddle."
"What! Do you mean to say that you think the monk
rescued Myra from the Filipinos and carried her off?" demanded Jack, in surprised tones.
"That's jist the idee that's workin' in my head, lad."
"It may be that you are right."
"Anyhow, the Black Monk is no friend of the• Filipinos."
"Evidently not; since we must conclude that he fired upon
them at the grove."
"Jack, you must know that the natives hate the monks,
justly enough, too, no doubt, since they have taxed and oppressed them so long, so I reckon the one we saw may be depended on not to give Myra up to the Filipinos under any circumstances, granting that he really carried her off," saiµ
Dan.
"Let us follow the monk. His purpose In rescuing Myra
may be an honest one, but I am not sure of that, und, anyhow, Myra must not be left in his power," proposed Jack.
"Yes. Let us follow the mysterious man, since we cannot
now rescue our uncle and Mr. West," assented Tom.
"Agreed!" said Dan.
Then they once more changed their course and rode swiftly
in the direction in which the monk had disappeared.
At length they caught sight of the mysterious rider in the
distance.
He was proceeding slowly, and the Americans strained their
eyes, seeking to make out if Myra was really with him.
As they drew nearer the stranger, he brought his steed to
a halt, and Jack's heart leaped as he saw him lift a female
figure from the saddle.
The lad at that moment recognized the companion of the
monk as Myra.
The trio dashed forward, and the monk turned and looked
at them, but he made no attempt to avoid them.
Very soon Jack and his comrades came up.
And as the former sprang from his horse, Myra t1ttered a
glad cry and threw her arms about his neck.
"Oh, Jack, how happy I am l I feared I should never see
you alive again," she said.
The overjoyed lad replied affectionately, and then the blackgarbed monk stepped forward, holding the bridle reins of his
steed, a large, powerful animal, jet black in color, and addressed Jack in Spanish, saying:
"Senor Amerlcano, I have the pleasure of restoring the
senorita to you. My purpose was to save her from Juan
·
Mlgros.
The strange man spoke coldly, and in a slow, measured
voice.
His hearers saw that he possessed a stern, hard-featured

that he had a pair of fierce gray eyes.
But Jack could not help thinking that he did not look like
a real Spaniard, though all the monks in the Philippines were
·
supposed to be of that race.
"I thank you, senor, from my heart," replied Jack. in
Spanish.
"You are welcome, senor, and now, as my duty calls me
into the interior, I must leave you. But should we ever meet
again, no matter under what circumstances, I wish you to remember that I am the secret friends of the Amerlcanos," the
Black Monk rejoined.
Much surprised at hearing this, Jack could only bow in
assent, and at once the man of mystery mounted his horse and
rode away.
"A singular man for a monk. He has conducted himself
In a remarkable manner," said Jack then.
"True," answered Myra; "but he is a brave man."
"How did he rescue you, Myra?"
"The men who were left in tile F!llpinos' camp, after the
main body went with Migros in pursuit of you, were not watehing the northern approach of the can'lp, when the seeming
monk dashed into it. Before the natives could do anything
to defend his purpose, he had severed the cords with which
I was secured, lifted me upon his horse and was clashing
away."
"And he made no attempt to rescue my uncle and your
father?"
"No. As we rode away, he said to me that if he had delayed to try to release my father or Mr. Power his attempt
to save rle would have failed."
"That's true, no doubt."
"As we rode along, the strange man was silent', save that
be assured me that my father and Mr. Powers were In no
immediate danger, as he was sure they would be held for
ransom, according to the Filipinos' custom. He also said they
would be taken to Malos, where the Insurgents held many
Spaniards as prisoners."
"Why did he shoot the Filipinos at the grove?"
"He saw you and your comrades were hemmed in there, and
he said he meant to create a diversion in your favor."
"I am sure there is some mystery about the strange man,
but since he has defended us, we wlll think well of him."
"Certainly. He has placed me under a debt of everlasting
gratitude."
"The Filipinos at the grove seemed to recognize him with
feelings of superstitious alarm, if I mistake not," said Jack.
"I observed the same thing, and when the natives cried out
in alarmed tones, 'The Black Monk! The Black Monk!' the
strange man smiled, in evident satisfaction. But now, Jack,
and your
let us think If anything can be done for my father
1
uncle," Myra replied.
"I fear that nothing can be done. The Fillpiuos will be
doubly on their guard against us now. They will hurry the
prisoners to their stronghold at Malos. Myra, we can only
try to reach Manila and seek to induce the American commander to send an expedition to the rescue."
"You are right, Jack," said teP army ocout. "And now let
us take time to eat. Here Is some of the food which we captured when we rescued the soldiers."
All were ready to partake of the food which Dan proffered
them.
And as they ate, Jack told about the rescue of the soldiers.
and he alluded to the letter which he had sent by them, saying:
"In my letter, which I hope the soldiers may deliver to
Gen. Lawton, or some other American officer, I related briefly
what had occurred to us, and Implored the reader, whoever
he may be, to send out a force of troops to our assistance.
"Then there Is a chance that the American soldiers may
meet us on the way to Manila," said Myra, eagerly.
"Yes. And now let us push on, for I see you have all finished eating, and we must make as tnany miles as possible
before the dawn," Jack replied.
Myra rode behind Jack, and the party was soon in motion.
Ere long they struck the road, and they knew it was one of
the highways that led to Manila.
The army scout rode at considerable distance ahead of the
others.
And they understood that he meant to warn them in time of
any peril which might menace them.
But the night was drawing to a close, and already the gray
light of a new day began to show upon the far eastern horizon, ere any alarm came from the scout.
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Then be suddenly wheeled bis horse on the crest of a low
bill, over which the road ran, and came dashing back.
"It must be that Dan has made some discovery beyond the
hill, which shuts out our vision of what is beyond it," said
Jack, as Dan rode back.
In a few moments the scout drew rein beside his companions, and said, hastily :
"There'll be a fight on between our troops and tbe Filipinos
beyond the hill presently. There's quite a force of the natives
in a strong position beyond the hill, near a river, and the
Americans are preparing to cross the stream and attack the
rebels."
"Then we must flank the enemy and join our troops at
once," said Jack.
"That's my idea. Follow me."
_
The scout turned his horse from the road, and the others
rode after him.
Ile proceeded southward, along the base of the bill for some
distance, and finally began to ascend the elevation, with bi s
companions close behind him.
As they reached the summit of tbe bill, they beard the
sounds of strife, and a tbrllling scene burst upou their vision.

CHAPTER VI
THE FIGHT AT THE RIVER-A HEROJO PROJECT

A crashing volley of musketry greeted the hearing of the
American fugitives, as they gained the crest of the range of
hills.
Beyond, to the north, they sa"· a force of the Filipinos.
along the western bank of the wide, but seemingly shallow
stream.
On the opposite bank the Americans were advancing.
The powder smoke which arose above the position of the
natives told that the volley whose_ reports reached our friends
was fired by them.
But the Americans reserved their fire, and carrle on steadily.
It was evident to the witnesses on the hilltop that our troops
meant to ford the stream and charge the enemy.
'
Near the bank on the s ide occupied by the Filipinos there
stood an old rice mlll and several other buildings.
As the Americans came on with a cheer and began to enter
the · stream, holding their rifles above their beads, the Filipinos occupied the old rice .mill and the adjacent buildings.
From this shelter they began to pour a galling fire Into the
American ranks.
The latter were without artillery, else they might soon have
shelled the insurgents out of the buildings on the river bank.
And, as the officers of our force, which consisted of about
three hundred men, while there were double that number of
the enemy, saw that the passage of the river could not be won
without the loss of many lives until the enemy was dislodged
from the buildings, they called their brave fellows back.
The Filipinos cheered and shouted all sorts of insulting
taunts at the Americans a~ey fell back. But many a brave
boy from the United States was shot while trying to ford the
river in the face of the fire of the sheltered enemy.
On their side of the river, the Americans reformed their
lines after their repulse, and the spectators on the bill saw
the officers consulting together.
"I only wish we could do something to help our boys," said
Jack, as he observed the repulse of the Americans at the
river.
"Well, the only way to help them would be to drive the
yellow niggers out of the buildings on the river bank," said
Tom, "and we can't hope to do that. Indeed, I fear we shall
have to go farther south before we descend the hill and try
to reach the Americans, or the Filipinos may cut us off on
the way."
.Tack seemed to be thinking about some way to dislodge the
Filipinos from their advantageous position, and he looked
fixedly at the old mill and the adjacent buildings.
"Let's get out of sight beyond the hill. There's great danger that we may be seen by the insurgents before we are ready
to clash for the river and our lines."
.
A moment later the party was beyond the hilltop once more.
A!'! they dl'ew rein, Jack turned to Dan, and said:
"Dan, If you and I could fire the buildings on the river
bank the Filipinos would be compelled to evacuate them,
and In that event, I venture to say that our boys would soon
bave them on the run."
"No doubt of that, Jack, and, by thunder, now that I think
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of the lay of the land, it strikes me it's possible for us to do
that very trick."
"The dry reeds and bushes grow close up to the buildings."
"Yes, and the cover extends well up the bill, behind the
buildings."
·
"Let's try it, Jack. If we succeed, the day is won for the
Americans."
"Anu if we fail," replied the lad, "we may yet escape."
"Yes; thanks to the speed of our horses."
" I fear you are inclined to be too venturesome," sai'1.
Myra.
"Surely you would not have me neglect a chance to serve
my country? Many lives will be lost among them if they
have to take tile buildings occupied by the enemy by storm."
"If you think you cau buru the F ilipinos out, I say t1·y it.
I will not be the one to discourage you in a brave and patriotic
attempt," Myra rejoined.
"Good! Dan nncl l will make tbe attempt, while Tom and
you go farther south and then ford the river and join our
troops. We will follow you later If we can," sa id Jack.
Tom was anxious to take vart in the attempt against the
enemy which .Jack bad proposed.
But Dan said two were enough for the task.
Then, too, Tom knew that l\fyra ought not to be left alone.
So, when J ack and Dan bad taken leave of him and bi s fair
charge, he proceeded southward with her. Myra 1·ode J ack's
horse, and he and Dan both bestrocle the stout steed of the
scout. Tiley rocle north until they were about opposite the
position of the F ilipinos.
Then they secured their horse in a clump of dense trees, just
over the hills.
This clone, they began the descent of the r ange, keeping
under cover of the trees and l.mshes, which covered the entire
hillside.
'l'bey bad judged the distance correctly, and as they descende<l the range they saw that the rice mill and the other
buildings were directly before them.
When they bad reached tile foot of the hill Jack and his
compan ion paused to make their plan.
As soon as t he discussion which ensued between ,them was
ended, they c1;ept on, proceeding witb the greatest caution.
Unseen by the enemy, they approached the old mill, and,
finally, by crawling through the ta ll, dry weeds, they reached
the wall of the building.
Meantime, Tom and Myra bad not halted in their ride until
they reached the river bank at some distance south of the position of the Filipinos.
At this point the bank was densely frin ged with reeds, and.
as Tom ancl Myra drew rein for a moment, before attempting
to ford the stream, a surprising incident, which threatened
their capture almost In sight of safety, transpired. Suddenly
three Filipino scouts, who were hlclden among the reeds, sprang
up and rushed at Tom and his girl companion.
Like a flash, Tom drew his revolve1· and shot down one of
tbe Filipinos, as he leaped to seize the lad's horse by the
bridle.
At the same time, one of the other natives sought to clutch
Myra's bridle rein.
But, though she hacl been a captive, Myra still bad the revolver which her father had given her at San Mateo plantation concealed in her bosom.
Acting almost as quickly as Tom had done in making use
of !:)is weapon, Myra flashed forth her revolver and fired at
the native at the horse's head.
The Filipino fell, but at the same instapt the third one of
the insurgent scouts clutched Myra and sought to drag her
from the saddle.
The horse reared and plunged, and the imperiled girl was
quickly released from the grasp of the Filipino.
Tom urged his horse at the fellow, who suddenly discharged
his carbine at the lad.
The bullet whizzed by Tom's head and grazed his helmet
hat, but the lad was not harmed. He had unslung his rifle,
which he carried suspended from his shoulders by a strap, and
as the Filipino was about to fire a pistol at him, he sent a bullet through the native's head.
A moment or so later Tom and Myra rode Into the river.
Fortunately, the bottom of the river proved to be firm, and
not a treacherous, miry quicksand, such as often forms the
beds of streams in the Philippines.
Finding good, secure footing, the horses went on boldly,
and the shallow river was soon crossed In safety by the youthful pair.
Having gained the bank which was occupied by the American detachment farther north, the pair paused and lookoo,
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eagerly in the direction of the buildings occupied by L .'iii·
pinos.
'.l'hey could command an excellent view of the old rice mlll
and the adjacent structures. But they saw nothing of Jack
or the old army scout, nor did they observe anything to indicate that the buildings had yet been fired.
Since they judged that Jack and his companion must hav-e
had time to reach and set fire to the mill, Myra and '.rom
began to fear that the heroic pair had failed in their attempt
and fallen into the hands of the enemy.
But they began to ride toward the Americans, while they
still directed keen and anxious glances at the buildings on the
opposite bank.
Suddenly they saw smoke and flames issuing from the old
mill, and the succeeding moment the sound of several rifle
shots from across the river, just as they saw Jack and Dan
bounding up the hillside.

CHAPTER VII
THE BOY ROUGH RIDERS IN MANILA

As '.l'om and Myra saw Jack and the army scout running
up the hill back of the mill, from which flame and smoke had
begun to isi;ue. they understood, of course, that the brave lad
and his corupauion bad succeeded in their daring attempt to
fire the building.
But only fo1· u moment was Jack and his comrade visible
to the sijht of Myra and '.l'om.
Almost at once Jack and the scout disappeared among the
bushes on the hillside.
And immediately their anxious watchers saw a number of
Filipinos issue from the burning mill and dash up the hill in
pursuit of the fleeing ones.
The Filipinos soon vanished among the bushes, and Tom and
Myra were left in doubt as to the result of their chase.
But, of course, both fervently hoped that Jack and Dan
might succeed in eluding the pursuit of their enemies.
As they rode onward up the river bank in the direction of
the American forcee, they saw the soldiers forming for another attempt to cross the river.
The Amencans had already discovered that the mill which
sheltered the greater part of the rebel force was on fire.
Our soldiers cheered lustily, and in a few m01r.ents, as the
encroaching flames, which seemed to devour the dry-wooded
building with great rapidity, drove the Filipinos out of their
shelter, the Americans charged into the river.
The onset of the charging party was covered by volleys
from their comrades, who remained on the bank behind them
and fired over their heads.
Despite the fact that the Filipinos met the approaching
Americans with a heavy volley, the latter came steadily on
and reached the side of the stream occupied by the enemy
without much loss.
Then, as the sturdy soldiers from the United States charged
the foe the latter fled, for it seemed they could not stand
before our trained troops when they no longer possessed the
advantage of a sheltering position.
The Americans pursued the Filipinos, and, meantime, Tom
and Myra reached the rear guard of our troops and were received with a friendly welcome.
An officer in command of the rear guard listened to their
story with interest, and when he understood that Jack and
Dan bad set fire to the mill he was enthusiastjc in commending their gallant conduct.
But l\fyra and Tom were depressed by theil· fears that the
bYo heroes of the day might b:we been slain or captured.
Aud it was with deepe;;t solic-itude aucl suspem;e tb::tt they
scanned tbe opposite bank and swept the wooded hillside with
eager. sC'arching glances, over whi<'h the Filipinos bad fled,
pursued by the American's.
Anon, however, their sus11ense was ~uddenly ended in a most
joyful manner.
Suddenly they saw ,Jack and Dau holdly dcscendiuir the bill
in the rear of the Americans, who were following the Filipinos.
Tom greeted the cliscoYery of his com;i11 and the scout with
a ~hoot of delight.
And l\fyrn uttered a cry of joy. adding fen·eutly:
"Thank Ileaven for tbeir safety!"
"There they coum-our friends who fired the mill!" said
Jack to tbe American officer who stood near him.

The excited lad pointed at Jack and Dan, and the officer saw
them.
The daring pair were now on foot, and Dan was leading the
horse which had carried them both.
Riding out on the edge of the river bank, Tom waved his
hat at the returning ones, and shouted to them to ford the
river.
Myra followed Tom on foot, and when Jack saw that she
was safe among the Americans he waved his hat and answered
Tom's shouts joyfully.
Without difficulty, Jack and the scout forded the river, and
there was a happy reunion between them and those who lmd
preceded them to the American lines.
The officer in comamnd of the rear guard shook hands ' with
Jack and Dan warmly, and praised their heroic conduct.
The soldiers who remained with him to guard the supplies
now understood what Jack and the scout had done, and they
gave them three rousing cheers.
A little later Jack learned from the officer that the letter
which he had sent bY. the rescued soldiers had reached Colonel
Smith, who was the leader of the force at the river.
The rescued soldiers had met this command during the last
hours of the preceding night.
As Colonel Smith had led the pursuit of the Filipinos, Jack
determined to await his return, wishing personally to ask him
to push on after Juan Migros' band and seek to rescue his
uncle and Myra's father.
Of course, Jack ancl Dan had to relate all about how they
had succeeded in firing the mill.
With becoming modesty, they seemed to make little of their
daring achievement, saying, in substance, that, having reached
the building unseen by the Filipinos, they experienced no difficulty in firing it by heaping dry reeds against he walls and
Igniting them in several places.
.
It appeared also that they had not much trouble in eluding their pursuers on the wooded hillside.
In a couple of hours Colonel Smith and his men returned,
laden with supplies which they had captured, and brought a
score of Filipinos with them as prisoners.
Jack and his companions bad an audience with the colonel
as soon as he returned, and when he had learned that he owed
the dislodgement of the enemy to the Boy Rough Riders and
the scout be was ready to do anything he could for them.
But, of course, Colonel Smith could not go in pursuit of
Migros' band of insurgents, as Jack wished him to do, for bis
force was not large enough for such an undertaking, and,
besides, he was under orders to repair and guard the railway
near the river, where he had encountered the Filipinos.
With Colonel Smith's command, Jack and his companions
proceeded to the railway.
From that point the Americans held the line and were keeping it .open. A repair train was standing 011 a side track, and
that afternoon, when the train returned to Manila, the Boy
Rough Riders and Myra and Dan went with It.
Dan was under orders to report to General Otis.
Jack had received a- letter of introduction to the commander
of our army in the Philippines from Colonel Smith.
The repair train reached Manila in due time, and as it was
necessary that a place of safety should be provided for Myra,
Jack proposed that she should go to the home of a wealthy
American merchant, who had long been a friend of his uncle.
To this Myra assented, for she had often visited al: the residence of the gentleman in question, and she was sure that she
would receive a warm welcome.
The merchant's good wife and his daughter, a young lady
about Myra's age, were very fond of the latter, and so ,Yhen
Jack conducted her to their home they made her feel that it
would be a pleasure for them to have her with them as long
as she wished to stay.
Leaving Myra at the residence of Mr. Burton-such was
the name of the American merchant-Jack returned to Tom
and Dan, whom he had left at the railway station, where they
bad agreed to await his return.
'.rhen the trio proceeded to General Otis' headquarters.
Dan was first admitted to the presence of the ofliicer, who
beard bis report of bis observations in the country near Manlia,
which was occupied by the Filipinos.
The scout told, in conclusion. bow he and Jack had dislodged
the rebels from the old mill, and then he stated that the lad
wished to see the general.
"Send bim in at once. Ile is a brave lad, and I want to
thank him for his noble conduct," said the general.
A few moments later Jack stood before General Otis.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
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SOME GOOD ARTICLES.

con:tr.:!..ed a silver cross of a peculiar pattern. A few years
ago a· woman from New York was visiting in South Dakota,
and the_ bishop gave her one of these crosses. Some years
after that there was a general convention of the Episcopal
church, and a number of Indians from the Rosebud Agency attended as delegates, all wearing Bishop Hare's crosses. Arriving at New York, they were dazed and. at a loss to know how to
find the building where the convention was to be held. But stoically they started out upon the street. Soon after they met a
woman, whom they immediately began to follow. Whenever
she turned, wherever she went, they went, too. The woman
became much annoyed, and, finally, thoroughly frightened to
find that wherever she went a line of red men was trailing behind her. But inV'estigation explained it. She wore their
cross, and they, seeing it, had believed her one of thei r
number who would surely go to the meeting they wished to
attenJ; so they had taken her for their guide.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES.
Sunday-school Teacher-Yes, Willie, the Lord loves every
living creature. Willie-I'll bet- he was never stung by a wasp.

"Are you going anywhere this summer?" "No, I can't get
In Russia one letter in every ten passing through the post away. You see, we have two major league ball teams in this
is opened by the authorities a:s a matter of course. Indeed the town, and the schedules have been so arranged that there will
postal authorities of every country have experts who have be a game here every day during the season."
raised letter opening to a fine art. Some kinds of paper can
be steamed open without leaving any traces, and this simple
His Better Half-I think it's time we got Lizzie married and
·operation is finished by reburnishing the flap with a bone I settled down, Alfred. She will be twenty-eight next week, you
instrument. In the case of a seal a matrix is taken by means know. Her Lesser Half-Oh, don't hurry, my dear. Better
of new bread before breaking the wax. When other methods wait till the righi sort of man comes along. His Better Half
fail t he envelope is placed between pieces of wood with edges -But why wait? I didn't.
projecting one-twentieth of an inch. The edge of the envelope
is first flattened, then roughened and finally slit open. Later
"Why did you leave your last place?" asked Mrs. Hiram
a hair line of strong white gum is applied and the edges united Daly ·of the would-be cook. "I haven't left me lasht place,"
under pressure.
replied the applicant. "I haven·t any lasht place to lave.
I've been workin' for meself for the past year, an' I can
The new sovereign of Persia, who has ascended the throne recommend meself to yez very highly."
as t he Shah Mohammed Ali, was thirty-four years of age last
Jun e and is the sixth of the Kadjar dynasty. During the
"Well," said Mr. Cliffdweller, as he took off his 'Overcoat,
absence of his father in Europe he has always acted as re- "you look happy, my dear. What have you been doing togent, and has shown himself to be a man of action, bold, in- day?" "Looking for a new flat," responded Mrs. C., radiantly.
telligent and courageous. But he is also cruel and avaricious "And you found one that suited you?" "N-no. But I feel good
and has the disadvantage of not being born of a mother of because we don't have to live in any of the ones I saw."
royal blood. Mohammed Ali is short and stout and has none
of the royal dignity which distinguished his father, and, in
Advertiser-What is your circulation? Bu·s iness Managerfact, Is more like his ancestor, Mohammed Shah. But he Sir! Our presses have a capacity of one hundred thousand
speaks French fairly well and has some knowledge of English perfect copies an hour-yes, sir, one hundred thousand an
and Russian. Like all his family, he is a great sportsman hour, all cut and pasted and folded-yes, sir. And here, sir,
and an excellent shot, and, being a man of strong will, he has is a detailed and absolutely perfect photograph of one of the
never allowed himself to be influenced by others.
presses. Look at it yourself.
The traffic in geese at Berlin amounts to nearly two million
dollars a year. As the domestic supply is wholly inadequate,
a special goose train 'of from fifteen to forty cars arrives
daily from the Russian frontier. Each car is specially built
and carries about twelve hundred geese. There is a rigid
inspection by sanitary officials immediately upon the ~:rival
of the train. Should it be found that a single goose has died
or been ill of a contagious disease in transit, the entire carload is quarantined for eight day~. If, during this period of
quarantinll, anot her goose should die, the quarantine is extended for eight days at a cost of about five hundred dollars
to the owners. The penalty attaching to the bringing in of
diseased geese makes the ·o wners extremely careful to import
only sound and healthy fow l. The geese which are plump
and ready for market are sold to dealers at the close of the
inspection. The rest, comprising the great majority, go to
feed ing#far ms in t he suburbs of the city to be fattened for
market. There is , a special market near the great marketplace at which bracken-namely, geese injured en route, but
having no disease--are sold at a reduced price. Twenty-one
different varieties of the Russian goose are commercially recognized, and the wholesale price varies from 44 to 60 cents
a bird.
'
Bishop Hare, of the Di'Ocese of South Dakota, was sent West
many years ago -as a missionary bishop of the Episcopal
Church. He fou nded the mission of the Rosebud Indian
Agency, and it was his custom to give to each Indian that he

•

"We have a very fine course in pharmacy," says the president of the college to the father of ' the student who is entering. "I'm glad to hear that. My boy expects to become a
druggist." "Well, we give special lectures on soap, stamps,
cigars, perfumery, soda water, candy, city directories, telephone books and stationery."
"The cynic," said Dr. J. H. Jowett, as he paced the deck of
the Adriatic, "seems to me as foolish and wrong-headed as
the schoolboy who refused to play during the recess hour.
As this boy sat, with a discontented look, on a hard, stiff
bench, a comrade said: 'Why aren't you playing, Jack?'
Jack frowned contemptuously. 'Catch me playing,' he said.
'If I played, then the recess hour would go too fast.' "
A Boston sr.hool teacher had been explaining to her class
about the three kingdoms Df nature-the animal, the mineral,
and the vegetable. When she had finished she said to the
class: "Now who can tell me what the highest degree of
animal life is?" At this a little girl in a rear r ow of seats
raised her hand and replied: "The highest degree of animal
life is the giraffe."
Senator Bankhead, in a recent address in Fayette, Ala., said
of a bill he disliked: "It seems to offer you some redress
and satisfaction, but consider it closely and you'll find it gives
you nothing at all. It is like the remark of the waitress in the
cheap boarding-house. 'Mamie,' a boarder protested to her,
'this roast beef is overdone.' 'No, lt ain't, sir,' she replied,
'it's done over. It's the same roast you had yesterday.' "
f
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A BOY DETECTIVE
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He had many chums, but the ones most liked were two boys
of his own age, named Charley Harris and Arthur Ferris.
These two boys had been lured into the "club," and had lost
By D. W. Stevens.
considerable money there, besides acquiring habits thatllireatened, if not broken off, to cause their ruin.
One morning a boy came Into the office of the chief of police
They smoked, wore their hats on one side, played "pool for
in New York City, and said he wanted a job.
drinJ,;s" on Sunday afternoons, and deported themselves in the
"What is it, my lad?" asked the clerk in charge.
most approved " tough" style, in a manner that was intensely
"Are you the chief?"
disgusting to their former friend.
"No.''
"I'll break up this business, or I'll move," declared the boy.
"I want to see the chief himself."
"All the fellows are going to tlie bad, and somebody's at the
"He is engaged."
bottom of it that keeps pretty close about it."
"Then I will wait."
Frank went to Harry Ferris, Arthur's elder brother, and
"Is your business important?"
asked him if he knew where his brother went at night.
"Yes"
"To be sure; he has extra lessons in French and bookkeep"Wait a moment, then, and I'll see what I aan do for you."
ing; there's quite a big class, altogether."
The moment lasted for half an hour, but the boy wa1tect
"Hum! I think I'll have to join."
patiently without saying a word.
He followed Arthur that very night, without the boy's
He read the .paper, and appeared deeply interested, but knowledge, and was very indignant at finding his worst fears
finally laying it down, walked up to the railing, and asked , realized.
quietly; ·
He remained near the place until quite late, and was sad"How long do the moments last where you came from?"
dened to see many of his most cherished friends enter the den,
"Why do you ask?"
and remain there for hours.
"I'd only like to know how much longer I've got to wait,
Three or four nights after, a tough-looking boy, wearing a
that's all. It won't seem so long if I know when the time will soiled cap, ill-fitting clothes, and ragged shoes, with his hair
be up. "
tangled and snarled, entered the place, and acted as did the
"Oh, I forgot all about it!"
regular habitues.
"So I supposed. WTll you tell the chief that I want to see
He saw many things which the boys' parents would have
him on business? I wouldn't bother him if I didn't. "
been astopishecl at, and which they would never suppose their
Something about the boy's manner impressed the clerk with boys capa"ble of.
,
the idea that after all he might have been wrong in making
The next day was that upon which the chief of police rethe lad wait so Jong, and he delivered the message.
ceived the strange visit from the boy, previously mentioned.
In a few moments the chief stepped out, saw the lad, smiled,
The boy was Frank Harkness, and he was on private detecand asked him inside.
tive business, undertaken upon his own responsibility.
The door remained dosed for about half an hour, during
He had received the permission of the chief to act according
which time the hum of a very earnest conversation could be to his own judgment, and had beeri created a special detective.
heard.
That evening he attended the "club," and allowed himself to
Then the door was opened, and the boy took his leave.
be "roped in" by the magician into playing a game of cards
"Admit that boy whenever he comes," said the chief; "or, with Bill, after having his fortune told.
if I am engaged, let me ·know of his presence."
He was not recognized by any of his friends,' and he was
Then he retired, leaving the clerks very much astonished. thus able to work to better advantage, for he determined to
break them off from going to the place, and to close it up.
~
*
*
*
*
*
*
"What's the chances, Bill, for a haul to-night?"
In the course of a day or so he got himself enlisted as a
"First-rate; there's a lot of young coves in there, spending stool-pigeon, and learned much more about the ways of the
their money freely."
villains than they supposed he did.
"Get 'em to try their luck?"
It was the night on which the two villains held the above
conversation.
"Yes, and fleece 'em out of all they've got."
"That's good; try the astrological game."
Frank was in the restaurant, but few of the boys having
"You bet! "
gone into the readin!l!Ooom.
The two men belonged to one of the most infamous dens
Approaching Arthur, Frank whispered, cautiously:
in the city of ·New York.
"Say, you want to look out for yourself to-night."
"Why so?"
Ostensibly it was a cheap restaurant and club for boys and
young men, but really it was a sink of infamy.
"Because the cops are going to pull the place."
Boys were lured there, enticed to play, "just for the fun of
"What do you mean?" asked Arthur, turning pale.
the thing," induced to drink, and then, after being robbed ,
"The police, you know. They're going to arrest everybody
thrown into the street for being disorderly.
found In here."
"Are you sure?"
Bill Sharpe was a low gambler and general scoundrel, and
"Yes; and you'd better get out as soon as you can without
was proprietor of the place, being assisted by a man named Atkins, between whom and himself the above conversation took making a fuss."
"But the other boys-Charley, and the rest?"
place.
·
"I'll give them the wink. I wouldn't have them caught any
Atkins was a broken-down professional, who had been refused an engagement at any decent theater on · account of his more than you ."
"Why do you interest yourself in my favor?"
bad habits,
" 'Cause I like you; an old chum of yours did me a kindness
He pretended to be a magician, and performed nightly upon
once, and I'd do anything to help you, for his sake."
the stage.
"Who was it?"
He usually made himself up In a white wig and beard, spec"Frank Harkness."
tacles, long dressing-gown and slippers, and was supposed to
"Dear old Frank. I am afraid he would be sorry to see me
do nothing but perform in the little theater.
here if he knew it."
He did considerably more than that.
"He does know it," said Frank, in his own tones.
In his ·own elegant dress and without any disguise, he
"Good heavens! you here?" said Arthur, in alarm.
promenaded the streets, and Induced boys to enter the low den,
"Hist! Get out as soon as possible."
where they were robbed and sometimes cruelly beaten.
"But you?"
His ways were attractive, though his face was bad and sen"I have a part to play here, old fellow, and must stay
suous, and many a poor boy had resisted his wiles in vain,
longer."
and had followed him only to be duped.
"But the danger?"
Many we!'e flattered and cajoled, and induced to come again,
"I would stand that willingly to save you, ·old chum. You
although they felt that they had been swindled, and others must
go at once; the police will raid the place to-night."
were threatened with exposure if they dared to complain.
"I will stay and share the risk with you."
Honest boys, working In stores, were tempted to steal from
"No, you must not. I am here to save you and all the boys
their employers, in order to belong to the "club," Dan and
disgrace. Go, and let me work out my plan alone."
Atkins having several stool-pigeons-deprave d boys-in their from
"You might let me help you, at least. We used to be good
employ, kept for that very purpose.
friends."
•
•
•
•
"And shall be still. Harry, old friend; there's no time to
Frank Harkness was a bright, manly fellow of about seven- lose."
teen years of age, and had lived.in New York for many years.
Frank went to the other boys, and one by one got them all

•

•

•
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'Out before the villains had got well to work, and the place was
soon deserted.
There were a few stool-pigeons, and half a dozen vicious
boys, whom Frank did not know, and these he said nothing to.
Atkins had begun to be suspicious, and pretty soon a slatternly girl, who worked about the house, went up to him, and
spoke a few words in his ear.
What she said was this:
"Somebody has been givin' the boys the wink, au' they've
all cleared out. There's trouble ahead."
"Blame him, whoever it is! Tell Dan I want to see him."
Dari was the name by which Frank was known in the den.
He had himself left the room, and was at that moment in
the rough bedroom leading off of the restaurant.
In a moment or so the man, Bill, entered, making a very wry
face and swearing.
·
"I don't know what's up," he said. "The kids have all
cleared out, and it's scarcely nine o'clock yet. Didn't make a
cent out of 'em."
"What's the matter?"
"Dunno. They went so quick that I didn't llave the time to
stop 'em. 'i he richest ones, too, and I had a fine plot made up
to clean 'em all out to-night."
"That's lucky for them," said Frank, with a grin.
"What the deuce do you mean?"
·
"Nothin'. Guess they must've dropped to your racket."
"That be hanged! Somebody has put a bug in their ears."
Just then Atkins and Mary Ann, the maid-of-al1-work, entered the room.
"There's the young devil that's blowed on the wholjl game,"
said Atkins, angrily, still disguised as the magician.
"Who is it?" asked Bill.
"Dan, there. He's a miserable s:py, blast his little heart!
He's told the boys what 'we were up to, and they have all
moseyed like a flock of sheep."
"Ha:ve you done this, you white-livered pup?" said Bill, putting his hand on his coat pocket.
"Yes, he has," said Mary Ann. "I heard him givin' the
whole business away."
"I'll settle him pretty quick," said Atkins, seizing a long,
handled hammer that was lying on the tumbled-up bed.
Frank did not wait for the assault.
With a loud cry, he sprang at the villain's throat, while
Mary Ann stood wringing her hands, and Bill sought for the
pistol he always carried in his side pocket.
The hammer dropped to the floor, an.d in a moment a wonderful traruiformation took place.
•
T'h e white wig and beard of the villain were torn off, and the
smooth-shaven face of Torn Atkin'S, the "runner," was revealed.
"Alas! I thought as much," laughed Frank. "Tom Atkins,
alias Tinker Tom, alias Tom Thompson, the burglar. Acting
don't :pay any more, does it?"
"Blame the boy!" yelled Bill, aiming his pistol at Frank's
head. "He must not leave this place alive!"
There waii a flash and a report, but Frank remained unharmed.
Bill fired twice more, but with the same result.
"What the deuce does this mean?" roared the man.
"It means that blanli: cartridges are ,no good, and that you
are my prisoner!"
With the adroitness of an old hand, Frank had clapped a
pair of the most improved pattern of handcuffs on the act.or's
wrists, and by a clever movement, tripped him up.
Then as Bill made a rush at him, he drew a shining revolver
and confronted the wretch with it, causing him to halt very
suddenly.
Mary Ann attempted to escape, but the lad quickly jumped
between her and the door, and ordered her to kee:p quiet, or
take the consequences.
"Drop that pill-box, Bill Sharpe, or I'll make you as worthless as old junk."
Bill dropped his weapon.
"Now come here."
Bill a!J.vanced.
"Hold out your hands."
The villain obeyed.
'"Look out; no nonsense or I'll shci'Ot all the hair off the top
of your head!" for Bill had atteronted to strike his young conqueror.
In a twinkling a second pair of handcuffs were upon his
wrists, and he was told to sit down.
"Come here, Mary Ann."
The woman approached as ·o rdered.

"Take the bed-cord and tie this pretty gentleman to the
chair.•·
Mary Ann we:pt loudly and wrung her hands, but the pressure of the cold muzzle of the revolver to her temples, enforced a ready compliance with the ·orders.
Bill was bound, and then AtJdns was served the same way.
"Now, Mary Ann, go out into the reading-room and tell me
what you see."
Mary Ann obeyed with the utmost alacrity, thinking that
this was an excellent chance to escape.
"Who are you, anyway?" growled Bill, in a surly tone, as
the boy r apidly executed all his various maneuvers.
"Frank Harkins, the boy detective, at your service!" answered the lad, takiug off his cap.
A crop of tangled, unkempt hair came with it, revealing the
nicely-combed locks of a handsome boy, the change being a
wonderful one.
"I made up my mind I would break up your business, and I
have done it," said the boy, :proudly. "You are a disgrace to
the human race, ruining boys, body and soul, and sending them
to the bad by express."
Mary Ann had found what she had not expected.
The room was full of policemen, and she was at once taken
in charge.
The pistol-shots fired by Bi!l had been the signal agreed
upon, and they had quickly responded.
Frank had already doctored Bi!l's revolver and knew it to
be harmless.
If he had needed any help, a shot from his own weapon
would have summoned it.
The villains were sentenced to prison, and their nefarious
business was completely broken up.
Frank's chums realized the danger they had been in, and
retraced their steps just in time.
They no longer think it smart to be known as "the gang,"
and now bid fair to become honest, law-abiding citizens.
They realize the great service done them by their friend,
and never fail to show their gratitude to Frank, who has
never done any more detective business since he broke up the
"club," and saved his well-beloved chums from a life of shame.

Everybody who has sailed up the sound into the harbor of
Wellington, New Zealand, wi!l hear with regret of the death
of "Pelorus Jack." This famous dolphin has for years acted
as the pilot of ships, and his loss will be deplored not only
by New Zealanders but by travelers. "Polorus Jack" has the
distinction of being the only fish protected by· special act of
Parliament. But the sharks have no respect for legislation
for the dolphin was their victim. A correspondent writes:
"When the king, who was then the Duke of York, was making
his last visit to New Zealand I was one of the company. As
we approached Wellington we were told by the sailors that
our warship would be met in the sound by an extraordinary ·
pilot in the shape of a dolphin. We treated , the story as a
sailor's yarn, but sure enough, when we entered the sound
there was the famous fish (which must have been about ten
feet long) speeding before us and showing us the way. It is
due to "Pelori.ts Jack" to say that he was not tempted from
his duties as pilot by food thrown overboard. He took his
business seriously, and not until we were at anchor did he
give any heed to the hospitality of the crew.•· He was the
last of his race, and the news that his body has been found
partly eaten by sharks will be mournful tidings to scientists
as well as to sailors. Sailors all over the world knew of
"Pelorus Jack," and disbelieved in him until they saw him.
Many a fo'c'sle fight has been caused 'oy this famous fish, for
his existence was an article of faith to those who had sailed
in Antipodean -seas and an old wife's tale to the Western
ocean men.
Mummified heads of South American Indians belonging to a
tribe living ·on the slopes of the Andes near Quito, in Ecuador,
once so easily purchased, are becoming extremely scarce. The
head is shrunk by some secret process known only to the
natives, being thus reduced from life size, nine or ten inches
from tip of the chin to top of head, to five inches. The curious
thing is that the head can be reduced in this fashion without
destroying the features. These heads, some of which are or
great antiquity, are now almost impossible to procure. Their
sale is forbidden by Jaw.
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BUCKSKIN JOE
By Horace Appleton
"Tom, do you know that in about three months' time we'll
have to work harder for our bread and butter than we do
now? "
"I don't think anything about it. Last night, when I was
piling the wood behind the kitchen stove, I heard Tim Stover's
voice in the front room, in a very angry tone, demanding of
mother the mortgage money, a nd whefi she said that it would
be impossible to raiS'e it all in time, he replied that unless
every cent, principal and interest, were paid by the first of
April, he would fore.close the mortgage, and she could find a
shelter where she might. You don't call that thinking, do
you?"
"No, of course not; but do you think he is so hard-hearted
as to carry out what he threatens?"
"You know Tim Stover as well as I do, and that he meant"
every word that he said."
"It'll be terrible hard on poor mother, Ed. She has drudged
and drudged until her life is nearly worn out, and we have
worked so hard, ever since we have been able to work, to get
rid of this mortgage; and we have done it with pleasure thinking that every penny earned was so much more toward ~ home
a11 our own. How eagerly mother and we have anticipated
that time! And if Tim Stover goes back on us in this way,
he has no mercy or charity in his heart."
"That may be so, Tom, but we can't rest on the chance of
his heart's becoming any tenderer than it is; so we will have
to do something, and mighty quick, too. It's queer if, grownup men as we are, we cannot liquidate such a trifling debt."
"Ed, don't make fun of the matter, for it is a very serious
thing, and particularly to mother. What do you propose to do? "
"I don't know what to do yet; but something must be done
at once. Let us put our heads together, and see if we can't
find a way out of this scrape before we go asleep."
So they lay awake far into the small hours of the night,
planning, and the result of their planning furnishes the essential part of what is to follow.
There were no two ways about it/ Mrs. Easton had made a
veritable slave of herself, and she could not help it, for fate,
being backed up by a foolish pride, had given her no other
alternative. Her husband had died five years before, and left
to her care five children and a mortgage of five hundred dollars
on the homestead.
Three of the children were too young to be of any help to
her, and Tom and Ed, who bad just merged into their teens,
probably could not have done much for the support of the
family had Buckskin Joe-the poor apology for a horsetaken the notion in his head that the time had come for him
to draw his last breath, which he looked ready to do at any
moment. Yet he had been a faithful animal, and he doubtless
meant in his good old heart to be true to the Eastons to the
end, as a sort of return for the kindness he had received at
their hands. No one knew how old he was. He might have
been fifteen, and just as well thirty years of age. Mr. Easton
had bought him a few months before his death of a band of
gypsies for a mere trifle, and he could learn nothing of them
either as to his age or pedigree.
From the time the boys could manage him, which was quite
at an early age, for Joe was in nowise a vicious beast, they
had used him in trucking merchandise from the station to the
village stores, and in doing other work that required more
than manual strength to perform. The inhabitants generally
had been generous patrons of the boys, and frequently gave
them work out of pure charity, for all of which they were
fairly paid . But the village was small, and odd jobs ·were
scarce, and consequently the sum total of the money turned
over to their mother from work in the village did not tend to
increase the mortgage fund very much.
. The boys realized their largest income from the sale of wild
berries, fish and nuts, in the neighboring town, and without
the horse, this source of revenue would have been cut off, for
the distance was too great to carry their mp.rket stuff by
hand, or to trundle it in a wheelbarrow. So with tbe combined
efforts of Mrs. Ea~ton, the two boys, and the faithful horse,
and by dint of the strictest frugality, the family had contrived
to keep their heads out of the water, and to save three hundred and fifteen dollars toward the required sum.
It had taken several years to accomplish this much, however,
and the deprivation and hard labor necessarily bore heavily
upon Mrs. Easton. She resorted to every expedient to further
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the undertaking, took in washing and sewing, and in fact,
turned an honest penny in whatever way she could.
The visit of Mr. Stover left her in a very despondent state
of mind. She entreated him in vain to wait another year, and
her cherished dream of retaining the old homestead was
cruelly disp elled. How could she tell her boys? This worried
her exceedingly. They had been such good children, and had
struggled so manfully with her for the same purpose, that it
seemed to her a terrible thing that they should know the
miserable reward of all their labor.
Little did she imagine that they were already in possession
of her secret, and had worked out a plan by which they hoped
to free their home and their bearts from the heavy load.
They were out bright and early the next morning, and although their mother noticed that their regular work was performed with more than usual promptitude, the fullness of
sorrow at her heart would not allow room for suspicion or
subterfuge on their part. She had never entertained for a
moment a thought that her sons could be guilty of a dishonorable act, for they were the souls of honor· and when Tom
informed her that he and Ed were going to to~n, since nothing
more was to be done at home, she uttered not one word of
dissent, for what they wished to do they had her fullest consent therein, for, to her mind, everything they did was proper
and right.
They were soon on the road to town. The exuberance or their
spirits shone out in their faces, and was, in a measure, imparted to the awkward movements of the buckskin-colored
horse ahead, for occasionally he would brace himself up, throw
his head out as far as his neck would let it go, and strike into
a shambling gait, producing a speed which would have been a
matter of great surprise to every one but the boys.
They knew every point, good and bad, about the horse, and
the one they had taken great precaution and pains to keep
secret and develop was this very point of speed; and they
had done both zealously. What advantage or gain could IJOS·
sibly accrue to them from his speed they did not know or care,
for horse racing, as a money-making business, was an immorality they would not pursue. There was, nevertheless, a
surreptitious delight in knowing that they owned a horse, rawboned and homely though he was, that could .beat the best
time of three-fourths of the race horses within a radius of
twenty-five miles.
The first intimation they had of the speed of their animal
was on a return trip from town. He was going along at his
usual slow and clumsy gait, when a high-spirited horse dashed
by him like a whirlwind, and before the boys were aware of his
intentions, the buckskin was after him like a rocket. Tins
unexpected movement created a serious disturbance among the
contents of the wagon. Ed was thrown violently backward,
and by the merest chance escaped a hard fall to the ground
and the boxes and baskets were sent scattering along the highway in a jiffy.
"Don't stop him, Tom!,. exclaimed Ed, from the bottom of
the wagon. "Let's give the fellow a brush."
So Tom Jet him go, and in spite of the hardest endeavors of
the other horse to distance him, Joe, holding his tremendous
gait, kept his nose over the tailboard for half a mile or more.
The boys, perhaps, would have continued the race further,
but, having left behind their boxes and baskets and a portion
of the wagon, they deemed it best to withdraw from the contest and recover their possessions.
When they arrived home they discovered that they had hP<>n
trying mettle with Ajax, the fastest horse in that section.
Ever after this exciting event the boys had put Joe to his best
speed when returning from town, and how they ached for
another race with Ajax! But he never again ca.me that way.
''Hold up a minute, Ed; there's one of those posters on that
barn. Let's get ont and read it over, so as to be sure that my
memory is not at fault concerning the conditions of the race."
They read the long poster over very carefully, the purport
of which was that there would be a horse-race in town on a
certain day, open to all competitors of whatever age or record,
for a purse of $250. The boys had seen this poster before,
for they were scattered all over the country, but to Tom's retentive memory alone must be the blame of promulgating their
wicked plan be charged, for when he first mentioned the horserace as the place to try to earn the needed money, Ed couldn't
remember that he had heard or seen anything about it before.
The poster before him convinced him that there was going
to be a race.
"That seems to be straight as a string, Tom."
"There couldn't be anything fairer."
"But, Tom, remember we are not experienced turfmen, an d
there may be some deception underJying it all."

f
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legitimate domain. In fact, it was almost difficult to say,
"I guess it'.s square enough, Ed."
contour,
When they reached town, they immediately sought out the save from an indescribable something in_ his_ gen;ral
with the noble_
proprietor of the race-course, and acquainted ~im with the pur- how he could lay an equitable claim to kmsh1pbetwe;n
Joe and
pose of entering a horse for the race. He simply laughed at animals on either side of him. Comparisons
t~e
th.em, no doubt thinking it a good joke that two chits like his competitors were drawn involtmtarily in the mmds ·of this
these should be talking horse-race. He asked the name of the spectators, and as comparisons are odious to some one,
some one, reasonably not Joe, was non; other than Tom: If
.
.
jockey, the age and record of the horse..
"The name of the horse," said Ed, "1s Buckslun Joe , his he could have contrived to get out of his uncomforta~le situa. tion he would not have hesitated to do so. The _gibes and
driver, Thomas L. Easton, his age and record unkno"'.n. "..
"I presume you are making sport of me," he said, but it sneers that were unceasingly launched at him and Ule horse,
does not matter if you are. My business here is to take down the latter especially, were too much for his proud nature to
the entries, and I'll have to do it, whether the entry is bona bear, and he would have got away or pummel_ed so11;1e of the
taunters had not Ed's -cooler reasoning restramed him.
fide or not."
But he was soon to be out of their reach, for the dignitaries
Accordingly he noted in the book what Ed had told him.. ·
Tom assured him that they were in earnest, and inqmred of the occasion had already mounted the stand, and were making preparations for the start. A breathless silence fell upon
how many horses had been entered.
·'Eleven, and as they are the best in the country about here, the immense throng. Men and beasts grew restless wit~ Impait is safe to say that no more will be entered. You may look tience. The signal wa:s soon given, however, and the hne was
the list over if you wish, but the race will be taken by Ajax as broken off in a twinkling.
::;u re as fate. Nothing has ever beaten him, and so sure am I
But what was the matter with Joe? He did not start!
that he will win that I have wagered a hundred dollars on Whether the strange sights and noises distracted him, or his
him, and have also agreed to purchase the horse that beats ignorance of the meaning of the starter's signal_ an~ the sudden
him at his owner's figure. But what about this horse of yours? stampede of his fellow equines, nonplussed him, 1t was hard
Do you think he can beat Ajax? If you do, I may as w~ll be- to tell. At any rate, his singular beh_avior was only of a
gin now to make arrangements for his accommodation m my second's duration, for the tails of his com~etitors had 1;10 more
stable."
than whisked by his· face than he went m hot pursmt. But
''What is the record ·of this horse, Ajax?" asked Ed.
this delay might have seriously affected his chance of winning
, "Two thirty-six."
the race, and neither the starter nor the referees would have
it
They looked over the list before they left, and saw that
called the line back for another start merely for the accommocontained the names of all the fastest trotters of the vicinity. dation of hapless Joe. The horses went down the fir~t quarter
"If none of those other horses can beat two thirty-six," said in an indistinguishable bunch. At the half-mile their respecEd, on their way home, "that race will be ours."
tive speed and endurance began to show themselves. Four
"I bet it will, too," said Tom, "for you remember, Ed, !he were leading, close together; five more followed at a short d~safternoon we timed Joe by Lawyer Bowditch's watch, which tance behind with no advantage fdr any one. Joe came m
we had brought from the jeweler's, how he covered the dis- next his outthrown feet warning his companions in the rear
tance between two mile posts in exactly three minutes, and not to attempt to pass them, and all were going at lightning
he had that heavy sulky and us two to pull."
speed.
"Don't I remember it? I guess I do! And if Will Sloan will
From here to the finish the race was most beautiful and
lend us his light cutter, we can beat anything on four feet in exciting. Urged by whip and shouts, each horse called o~t
the country. But, Tom, does this hoi,se-racing strike you as his greatest speed to reach the foremost place. How well did
. .
just the proper thing for us to do?"
they represent the stubborn ambition of sc"Ores of men to at"Ed, you talk foolish. I don't see any wrong m 1t. Wt: are tain the place which he who 'reaches first, alone can occup~?
Besides,
cause.
noble
going to do it only once, and it is for a
The race is to the swift, however, and Joe, pounding along m
Deacon Sawyer ha:s got the name of his bay gelding on the his awkward way, seemed well designed and well content to
it
book. If we intended to follow it for a regular business
bear the honors of the race.
would be a different thing. We have got to get mother out of
But what means that ringing shout, that tumultuous apthis perpetual stew, and what Is the odds how we do it, so plause? Look-look! 'twas Joe who caused this unbounded
long as it's done above board?"
burst of enthusiasm; with distended nostrils, his shriveled
The days wore on apace, and it was soon the night preceding ears and hairless tall pointing straight out behind, seemed
the all-important event. 'l'he boys had been on nettles all day to have a new life infused within him. He was no longer
long, running to and fro like excited sheep, willing and want- satisfied with his low place in the line of the flying coursers.
ing to do something when nothing was to be done, for all the Tom spurred him on, and held firmly to his work. He made
necessary work had been completed early in the forenoon. the glistening particles of Ice and snow fly from the hard
The most important items in the day's programme were the track as his faster moving feet carried him toward the front.
transfer of Will Sloan's cutter, which he had kindly loaned Such time had never been made upon that course before, and
them, from his barn to theirs, and the sharpening of Joe's the pe·ople were fairly wild In their manifestations of delight.
calks. This latter item would have entailed more expense upon The three-quarter pole had just been pas·sed when Joe closed
the boys than they could bear if the operation were performed in upon Ajax, leading well, his black body white with foam.
by a blacksmith, so Ed, with a rusty fil e, did it himself. The excitement grew intense. The crowd rushed pellmell
Before dark everything had been put in excellent shape for the after the two horses, yelling at top of their voices.
next day's contest, and the boys 1·esolved to go to bed early
Although Ajax was skimming over the ground at his utmost
in order that they might get off betimes in the morning.
speed, Joe was slowly gaining upon him; but the former was
The morning dawned bright and clear. The chores had been still leading when they came in view of the judge's stand, Joe
done over night. Breakfast was speedily bolted, Joe hitched came forging ahead, and up they came as straight and as
to the cutter, and they "Off for the field of action, in about swift as an arrow just from'the bow, holding each other neck
the same time that it takes to tell it. They got in town several to neck. Would they finish like this? It looked so, for as they
hours before the one advertised for the race, and the inter- neared the end their positions were unchanged. There was a
vening time was spent in wandering aimlessly about the momentary hush in the great bedlam of voices, and all waited
streets -while their minds were full of the wildest conjectures. with bated breaths to hear the final decision.
The;e is this striking peculiarity to be seen in the majority
"Ajax wins! " cried a voice.
of conscientious men. Whenever an immorality presents a virBut no; old Joe remained faithful to the last, and realizing,
tuous ·s ide to their view they are very ready to patronize and perhaps, the great responsibilities resting up"On his success,
handsome
a
insure
to
Jenkins,
Senator
case
this
In
it.
enjoy
he gathered his well-spent energies together, and expanded
return for his investment of two hundred and fifty dollars, them in a grand, final effort, and passed in under the string
charity,
of
mantle
thin
a
iniquity
of
piece
this
ver
o
·
had thrown
the winner by a half-length.
which any one so inclined could readily have penetrated.
The crowd were not held long in their trying suspense, for
Fifty cents was charged for admission. Nevertheless, the soon the blackboard denoted what the judge decided orally,
proceeds were to be devoted to the succor of the poor, and the that Buckskin Joe had won; time, 2:34¾, and the scene that
people ostensibly, for charity's sake, were filling the race- followed would ba!ffle an abler pen to describe.
course to its fullest capacity.
There was a loud exclamation of derision a:s Joe took his
Mr. Bullion-Huh! Want to marry my daughter, eh? What
place among the contestants. It was indeed a ridiculous sight,
and would have caused the soberest face to smile. Surrounded do you expect to do for a living? Tell me that? Mr. Poorby the finest specimens of horse-flesh that the country could chapp-Well-er-1 was thinking you might-er-need a confiproduce, this gaunt, 1·aw-bo?J.ed animal seemed out of his dential assistant to help clip c·oupons.

Asth ma

& RAY FEVER REMEDY sent by
express to you on Free Trial. If
it cures send
; U not, don' t .
Glve expresaoMce. Wrltetod&y,
1tA:rIONAL OHEmOAL QO., 420 l'ople.r Si., .Sldlloy, Olllo

Ayvad's Water-Wings
Learn_Jo_swim hy .one_trial'
Price Silo c ent•, P o stpaid

These water-wl ngs take up no more room than &
pocket.-hankerohlef. They weigh a ounces and sup·
port from 50 to 250 pounds. With a pair anyone can
learn to swlm or float. For use, you have only to wet
them, blow them up, and press together t ile t wo
rl.Qg-m&rks under the mouthpiece.

Watch, Ring andChain
FOR SELLING OUR JEWELRY.
This ha.ndsame AMERICAN
MADE STEM WIND, STEM
SET WATCH,engraved and

:FRANK ROBINSON, 311 W. 44th St., N. Y,

FREE

~b°iF&ry'j~eRi~i!!~1!!~~bg

for rour

read7
lnftlal and• w&Lcb chain frte to bo11, girl• or
a117oae selllng2t pleceact our band1om.eje1r6Q'y
al l Oo ellCh, Bend u1 namund addre Ill and we wl 11
aendjo'ffelry p01tp1ld. When 1old 1end u1 the1~UO
and 11e 11lll aenrl tho wateb, rinc, and cb1tn FREE

HENRY J EWELRY CO,Dll'T, fl t3 CHICAQO

- ~ "RANGER" BICYCLES

· Have imported"""'"' chains, sprockets and
pedals; N,:w Dt,lat'ture Coast, ,,~Brakes aod
H u6s: Punct1're PrCHJf T-ires; luffhtstzyadt
1
ee uipmtnl and many advanced features pos-

5FACT00Ri PRl8ES![!f::~{;ii

others ask fo r cheap wheels . Other reliable
models from812 up. A few good aecond ..
hand machines $3 to

J,AtJGHING

•e.
10 DAYS'FREE TRIAL'::'!!~

Everybody g rot esquely photographed: stout people look thin,
OAMERA. -

a n d vice ve r s a.

Price, 25c., postpaid.

~.

WOLFF NOVELTY CO,, 29 W , 26th St., N . Y.
A

iostal

pro,at,f,-t,Zht pnpaid, anywhere in U.S.,
without acentin advance. DONOT BUTa
bicycle or a pair of tires from an.Jlone at any
price until you get our big new catalog and
.special prices and a marvelous ttew ojftr.
brings ever~ln{. Write it now.

T RES ~:,1~!d ~:nd~~!])'~1?·!~i~~
:~t::~t,~e~tJ'
=~~!~re W~it"i~:;~ey selling our bl·

FALSE NOSES

MEAD CYCLE CO,,

Ch angei,Jour Faoel

Dept.P282, ·' CHICACO

BOYS, LEARN TO FLY

Havea Barrel of Fun!

They are lifelike reproduc·
ti ons of funay noses, made of
shaped cloth, waxed, and colored.
When placed over
your n ose, th'ey re main on

securely, and only a close inspection reveals their false
character.

THE
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
wlll teach you by correspondence, Technical and

ALL SHAPES, SUCH AS
PUGS, HOOKS, SHORT
HORN LEMONS, AND
RUM BLOSSOMS.

Practical Training t or Aviator's Mechanlclan, A.via.·
tor and Designer. Now is your opportunity. Graduates helped to positlons1,.. Partlculars fres. M, K .

K aom a r , Sec' y , IDlitc-" orth .Ave., (Jbleago,111.

BE'ITER THAN A FALSE FACE
CAN BE CARRIED IN THE VEST POCKET

THE CROWN STYLO

P RICE 10 CEN T S EACH BY MAIL

Do You Want a Rifle
as accurate and reliable
as the world· re nowned

~.-VMC
big game rifl e t hat the
famous hunters u se?
Th e No. 6 si ng le shot has
tapered b arrel , case-h a rde n ed
frame , gen uine walnu t s tock and
fo re-end, rifle b utt plat e , rear and
tan g p eep sigh t .
Shoots .22 short, .22 long and
.22 long rifle cartri d ges . Also
made t o shoot .32 short rim-fire
cart rid ges .
•
1
Y ou 'll actually b e surprised at
its moderat e p rice . Ask your
d ealer.

FREE-Set of targets. Write to-day

Rgming&n.,-llNC
- the perfect shooting combination
REMINGTON ARMS-UNION
METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
!99 BROADWAY
New York City

FRANK ROBINSON, 3H WEST 44th ST., N. Y,
Had e o f A l o ml oom, Satin Flnlah , G o a ran•
teed Not to L eak
P B IOE 2lic, EACH, POS TPAID
This stylographic ink pencil Is wade on a new plan.

It cannot corrode and will outlast and outclass any
similar pencil on the market, It ls a splendid writer,
and Is easily kept In order. Ea.ob one packed with
a filler, and a clip to hold It in your vest pocket,
FRANR R OBINSON, 311 W. 44th St., N . Y.

TH E· MAGNETI C T OP
PRICE 6 OENTS, POSTPA I D

THE GREATEST NOVELTY OVT

ENJOY YOURSELF

OWN ONE

W hen p laced to the e y e , y o u can see
wha t is taking place i n b ack a n d fr ont
of y ou a t t h e same tim e. No need to
w ish for eyes in the back of you r head ,
a s w i th this article you can observe a ll
tha t o ccurs in that d i rection without
e ven turning y our b ead . How often a r e
you anxious t o see faces in back of y ou
,,.,......,,=::=::;§)>
o r observe who is following with out a ttracting atten tion by t u rning around,
This instr umen t d~es the t r ick f o,· you.
A handsome metal, highly ma netl zed toy. A horse·
Lots of fun i n ow ntng a Seeb ack Seo~. •hoe, and a spiral wire fur~shed with each top.
When spun next to the wires, they make the most
Prfce 15 c:ents eac: b I
surprisiug movements. You co.n make wires of dltD money or postage stamps terent shapes and get the
most peculiar effects.

':'

'WOLFF N OVE LTY CO,, 29 W . 26t h St., N. Y.

I

L . Sen arens, M7 W int hrop St ,, B rooklyn, N . Y,

KCJMANATONE.:- The improved Humat!A•
tone. Th is flut e will be found as the moat
enj oyable article ever offer ed, nickel plated,
finely polished; each put up In box with full
instruction how to use them.
Price, 18c., po1tpald.
WOLFF NOVELTY 00,, 29 W. ll6tll St., N. r.

The Dissolving P enll3",
- A genuine penny Is
h eld by the finger tips.
You offer It to your
friend, and when he att empts to take it, the
p enny suddenly vanishes without any trace
and · Is Immediately r eprodu ced from som e
<1ulte un expected place • . .. . ......... Price, J.:ic

½

CHAS. UNGER, 316 UNION ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

CA.CHOO OB SNEEZING POWDER.The greatest fun-maker of them all. A small
amount of this powder, when blown In a

room, will cause eve ryone to sneeze without

anyone knowing where ft comes from. It 11
yery light, w!ll ,float In the air for some time,
and p en e tra te every nook a n d corne r ot a
room. It Is per fectly harmless. Cach oo 11
put up In bottles, and one bottle contain•
enough to be used from 10 to 16 tlme1.
Price by mall, l.Oc. each; 3 for 25e,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO,, 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

JAPANESE TRICK KNIFE.-You can
show the knife and Instantly d r a w It across
you r finge r, apparently cutting deep Into the
flesh. The red blood appears on the blade
of the 1m !te, giving a startling effect to the
s pecta tors, T he k nife !s rem oved a nd the
fin ger Is found In good condition. Quite an
ef!'ectlve Illusion. P r ice by m all, 10c,• each,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W, 26th St,, N. Y.

Good Luck Banks
P 'r ice 10 Cents
Ornamental as well as nseful.
M a de of highly nickeled brass.
It holds just O n e Dollar,
When filled it opens itself,
Remains locked until refilled.
Can be u sed as a watchcharm,
.Money r efunded if not satisfied.

BOUGH AND READY
TUMBLERS.

DE VILINE'S WHISTLE.-N lckel plated,
polished; 1t p r od uces a n ear-piercing sound;
large seller ; Illustration actua l size.
Price, 12c,, by mall.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W , 26th St,, N. Y.

L, SEN.ARENl!I
3<l'f WINTHBOP ST.,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

MICROSCOPE.-By u se ot
t his wondertu l little micr oscope you can magnlCy a drop
of stagnant water until you
see thou sands of crawling Insects;

is

also

use ful

for

in-

specting grain, pork, linen and
n umerous other articles. This
little Instrument does equally
a s good work as the best mi-

croscopes and is invaluable to

Is made of
t he household.
best finished brass; size when
closed one Inch by two and a
Price, 30c.
h alf In ches.
L. SEN ARENS,

3<17 Wlnt hrop St,,
Brooklyn, N, Y.

MANY TOOL KEY RING.

These lively acrobats are handsomely decorated
with the U.S. flag and wlth gold and silver stars
and hearts. Upon placing them upon any fiat
surface they at once be_gln a most wonderful per•
formance, climbing and tumbling over each.other
and chasing each ofoer In every direction, as 1t the
evil spirit was after them, can.sing roars of laughter
from the SI>eetators. They actually appear Imbued
with life. What causes them to cut up such antics
Is a secret that ma;v not be known even to the owner
of th'e nnrnly snbjecte. If yon wantsome ge»,uino
send for a set of our tumblers.
Price, per set, 1 O cents ; :inalled postpaid.
A. A. WARF ORD, 16 Hart St., ~rooklyn, N. Y.

run

TBE GERMAN OCARINO~

The wonder of the age. The
.gr eatest s ma ll t ool In the
•A handworld. In t his llttle In str usome metm ent y ou h ave in combination
al lnstruseven useful tools embracing
m en t •
Key Ri ng, P en cil S h a r pen er,
made In
Nall Cutter a n d Cleaner, Wat ch
Germany,
O pen er, Cigar Cllpper, Letter
f r o m
which peO pener a nd Scr ew Driver. It
i s not a toy , but a u seful a r - cmllar but sweet music can be produced.
Its odd shape, which resembles a. torpedo
ticle, m ade of cutlery s teel,
tempered and h ighly n ickeled. \ boat, will a ttr a ct much attention. We
send Ins tructions with each Instrument, by
u.'herefore wlll carry an edge
the same a s a ny pi ece of cut- the aid of w hich any one can In a short
tlme. play any tune and produce very sweet
lery. As a u se ful tool . not hing
inuslc on this odd lookln& Instrument.
'has ever been otrer ed to tha
l'.rlce 10 cents by mall postpald,
publlc to equal It.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St,, N. Y.
Price, 16 cents, mal~ !), postpal~WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26t h St., N . Y.
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TRICK PUZZLE
The fi rst att empt u sually m a de t o

PURSE. -

o pen Jt, is t o press d own

the little k no b In t h e

centr e of pu rse, w h e n a
sn1all needle ru n s ou t

a nd stabs them in the
fin g er.,, but d oes no t open

You can open it before their eyes and still
t hey will be u na ble to open ft, Price by m a il,
p ostpaid, 25c. each.
FRANK ROBINSON, 311 W. 44th St,, N. Y.
It.

VANI SHING CIGAR.-Thls cigar Is m ade
an exact !mltat!on of a good one. It Is h eld
by a rubbe r cord, which wi th the attached
r ., faty pin, Is fasten ed on the In side of the
f11€·e ve.

When offered to a friend, as it is

eb0ut to be taken, It wlll Instantly d isappear.
Price by mall, post paid, 10c. each.
1.: i.la s. Unger , 316 Union St ., Jersey City, N. J .

'-'BE JOKER'S CIGAR.
'il)he" nlggesl

Bell

the
of
sea son. A real
ciga r made of
t obacco, but
,r"'
'F::,~ s e cr e ted in
~: ....... center of cl•
.
~~- ~ ~:20 g a r about one•
-~~,,. , ~ b a lf Inch from
, :::;~;\o':-t,"~':.lo e n d Is a f oun•
0 ~
taln of spark/
lets. The mo~ I> o 0 m en t the fire
reacbes this fountain hundred s o f s pa rks or
illre bu rst forth 1n every direction, to the as!ton lsh men t o f the s moker. The fir e Is stage
l'lre, a nd will not burn the skin or cloth ing.
After the fireworks the victim can continue
'
emoking the ci 6 a r to the end.
P r ice, 10 cents; 3 for 26 <:ents_, I dozen,
e
90 cent11, malled, pos tpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
v_;,

LINX THE LINX PUZZLE.
T he sensat ion or t he
d ay. P r o -.
n ounced by(
all , t he m ost
ibaffling and
sclcntlllc n ov,ett:y out. Thousands have wor ked at lt fo r
h ours w it h out mas ter ing It, still It can be
d one in two seconds by giving t h e links the
proper tw ist. but unl ess you know how, t he
!harder you twist t hem t he tlgbtet· t hey grow.
P r lce, 6 cent~; 3 for 15 c.ents ; one dozen.
r;o cents, by m a ll, p ostpaid .
WOLFF NOVEJ.T'E CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

B,

HAPPY
HOOLIGAN
JOKER.
With this joker
In the lappel of your
coat, you can make
a d ead shot every
Complete,
time.
with ruber ball an4
tubing.
Price, 16 cent,,
by mall, postpaid, ;
Chas. Unger, 316 Union St ., J ersey Clty, N . J,

THE GREAT FIRE E,\TER.
A great Se1Hatio1tal
Trick of the Da I
With t1!e Fire Eater In
possession any person can
become a perfect salamander, apparently breathing
ftre and ejecting tlwusamu
of brilliant sparks from
his mout h, to the horror
and consternation of all
beholders, Harmless fun
f or all t imes, seasons and
places. If you wish to
produce a decided aenaation in your neighborhood
don't fall to procure one. We send the Fire J:ator
with all the materials, in a handsome box, the eever
or which is highly ornamented with !llw.sll'ations kl
various colors. P rice of all comv.lete only I Ii eentll,
or 4 boxas for 50 cents, malled postpaid ; eiw
dozen by express $ l . 20.
N . B.-Full printed lnstru~tlons for performln1
tbe trick accompany each box, which also contalu
"1Jilclenl material tor glvinit several oxhibltiona.
FRANK ROBINSON, S11 W. 44th St., N, I ,
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THE SURPRISE BOUQUE'l'.
Th: best practical
Joke ot the season.
Thls beantitulbuttonhole bouquet le made
of artificial flowers
and leaves which so
8
1

~~~e lo!.~~°tt1:t ~a~
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·•

one person in a thousand would detect the
r
difference. Alter
i;
placing tbe bouquet •
in your button-hole you call the attention ot a
friend to Its beauty and fragrance. He will ver-,
n aturally step forward and smell of It, when, to his
otter astonishment, a fine Btream of water will be
thrown into bis face. Where the water comes
from ls a mystery, as yon can have your hands at
your side or behinclyou, and not touch the bouquet
in any manner. Yon can give one d ozen or more
persons a shower bath wltliout r emoving the bouquet from your button-hole1• and after t he water Is
exhausted it can be lmmeaiately refilled without
removing it from your coat. Cologne can be need
In place of water when desired. We have man:,
tunny things In our stock, but nothing that excele
.o..n
.
this. ~
Price, complete In a beautiful box, with ua,.
prlnted instructions, 25 cents, or three tor 8Q
.
cen__!~; by ~ l po~~d.
Chas, Unger, 316 Union St., Jersey Olt:,, N, I,

